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Vilirein beiter rabbesamfurin I Festningsnutane 1 april.
Wild reindeer grazing bare ridges in April.
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Viersla I juni. Vâre to forsksdyr 09 veterincr Skoar ( liggende)
sees I forgrunnen mens villrein beiter i bakgrunnen.
June. Our experimental reindeer and Mr. Skaar In front. In the
background on the picture wild reindeer is grazing.
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Smâroi i januar.
Smâroi, January.

Beiteopptak i april med fistulert reinsdyr.
De beitede plantedeler gâr i nylonposen scm henger rundt halsen.
Fistulated reindeer grazing in April.
Ingested material shows up in the
nylonbag.

Fistulert reinsdyr beiter uten nylonpose.
Man ser tydelig Iukkemekanismen
for fistelen.
Fistulated reindeer grazing without nylon
bag attached. The closing mechanism
of the fistula is visible.
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Beiteopptak i juni
Grazing in June.
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The Activity Study. Photos: I - 9, II - 12 B. R. Thomson. 10 E. Gaare.
Akti vitetsstudiene.
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I. Walking west in April.
Pa veg vestover i april.
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2. Lying on the increase among a herd of 130 in April.
Økende hvileperiode i flokk pa 130 dyr i april.

3. A female trotting off in alarm.
Skremt simle som Iper.
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4. Standing alert after a disturbance.
Dyrene er yore etter en forstyrrelse.
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5. A Group of 45 walking across the snow to a new grazing area at Olavsdalen, Hardangervidda on
23rd May.
En gruppe pa 45 dyr som passerer snfonn
vidda den 23. mai.

pa veg mot et nytt beitefelt I Olavsdalen, Hardanger6. At 11.45 one of the other females in this group is seen to
have a calf protruding from tb
vagina.

KI. 11.45 en av simlene med
horn i denne gruppen kan sees
med en kalv som er 1 ferd me
a komme ut vagina.

minis

7. She walks across to a nearby
bare patch and gives birth at
12.09 watched by the yearling
who accompanied her.
Simlen gàr til en barflekk og
fderenkalvkl. 12.09. En
ârring som bar fulgt bonne betrakter dci he le.
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8. A I-day old calf in typical suckling position with its mother licking its rear.
En dag gammel kalv i typisk
patteposisjon. Moren slikker
k"lven bak.
AW

. After nursing the mother walks off
grazing with the calf following behind.
Etter pattingen gâr moren bort for
beite og kalven flger henne.

a

0. An 8 month female calf just after
an attack by Golden Eagle at
Smâro, Hardangervidda on 27th
January.
En 8 mâneder gammel simlekalv
etter at den ble angrepet av kongern.
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12. Grazing in May.
Beiting i mai.
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3. Aktivitetsstudiene - The Activity study. ( Brian R. Thomson ).
Wild mountain reindeer in Norway are gregarious animals. The high degree of
synchronisation existing between individuals in performance of their maintenance
activities makes it valid to consider the activity of a herd as a whole. Over the
day a group of reindeer will tend to move together, feed together and rest together.
Distinct active and resting periods occur.
The objective of this activity study is to compare the fluctuations in the daily round
and ultimately to contrast different months to show the seasonal differences in herd
activity. It is to be expected that such differences might be related to seasonal
differences in environmental influences. Accordingly notes on weather, ground or
snow conditions, and herd disturbances are made.
This report presents the results for winter 1969 - 70 and spring 1970. Field observations in this period were as follows:
Winter
a, DOVRE - Hjerkinnh

-29, November 1969.

b. HARDANGERVIDDA - Smâroi

- 29, January 1970.

FORELHOGNA - Sandfjell

28, February - 5. March 1970.

HARDANGERVIDDA - Krossvassh

II, - 19, April 1970.

Spring : ( Calving ),
e. OTTADALEN - Asbjrndalen
HARDANGERVIDDA - Olavsdalen

9. - 13, May 1970,
23. - 27. May 1970.

These areas are shown on a map of Southern Norway in Fig. .1 b,
3, I. Methods.
Herds were located on skis or• snow-scooter and watched for as long as light or
weather would allow, 10 x 50 binoculars and a 25 x 60 spottingscope were used.
The activity of the group or groups in sight was recorded at 15 - minute intervals
by counting the numbers of individuals engaged in grazing, lying, standing, walking, trotting or running, and "other". At this time of year most aspects of an individual's behaviour could be classified into one of the five main categories. The
category "other" was necessary only for the occassional sparring matches between
young males and the nursing of young by females. Between the quarter-hour counts
observations were made on énvkonmerit and reindeer behaviour.
The activity figures were subsequently converted to herd percentages and the grazing and lying figures plotted graphically to show their rise and fall over the day.
These percentages were also meaned to show the proportion of time the herd spent
on different activities. Further details of the method of study is given ma preliminary report (Thomson, 1969 ).
-58-

3. 2, Results.
After the rut in September - October and with the onset of winter, the sexuallymixed reindeer herds and groups segregate themselves into male and female com ponents, usually in geographically distinct areas. The 5 - 6 month calves of that
year, irrespective of sex, and even a small number of males ( I - 5 %), usually
younger ones, remain with the female herds. This segregation is kept up until the
spring calving season, following which male groups infiltrciè'the female herds
once more.
Observations were collected throughout winter and spring primarily on female
herds. There is no evidence to suggest that male herds show similar behaviour
patterns. Indeed the observations made on male groups suggest that they may
be much less synchronised in their activities. For example the lying period for
a group -.of males watched on three successive days was unpredictable in its time
of commencement, and its end,. This appears to be causedby a greater' indiv.idualism
in males and this could even be seen amongst the males present in a female herd.
For example on April 18th twelve males were still lying in a place which the rest
of the hundred females and yearlings had vacdted.or hour ealier. Conclusions on
activity patterns do not therefore apply to male herds.
The time spent on each activity for different months is given in Table VIII,
In winter, grazing is the most time-consuming activity (41 - 48 % ). While
grazing the animal is stationaryor slowly walking forward with its head to the
ground selecting and ingesting plants. Digging craters in snowfields is inclued
under grazing time (see photos II and 12 ). Skogland has worked on the actual
ingestion time (etetid ) of grazing animals so that these monthly grazing figures
may be related to the measured food intake of the fistulated deer, as described
by Gaare and Skogland in this report.
The time spent on lying ( 30 - 40 % ) is second only to grazing. It appears that
lying is of considerable importance in the life of a reindeer and is a vital activity
for physical rest, sleep, and rumination ( see photo 2 ). In winter a reindeer seldom remains standing to ruminate. Grazing and lying are major and complementary activities.
Much less time is spent on standing ( 2 - II % ) and walking ( 9 - 12 % ) and
these activities are more influenced by environmental factors, in particular,'
predator or human disturbance, ground-snow and weather conditions ( see
photos 3 and 4 ), Grazing and lying are much less elastic 'with respect to'external influences.
With or without disturbance, trotting and running take up little actual time in
winter (<I - I % ), while' the remaining "others' activities are negligible with
respect to time (<I %).
It can be seen that the overall time spent on various activities is relatively constant
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Table VIII. Mean percentage time the reindeer spent on different activities each month.
(Gjennomsnittlig tid reinsdyr bruker pa ulike aktiviteter hver rnâned. Gitt i prosént.)

•

Season.

Month

Grazing Lying
(Beiting)(Ligg.
g).

Standing Walking
(Stâing) (Gâing)

i

•

Winter
•

•

•
Calving

November
January
Feb.-March
April

41
46
44
48

.

•

36

May, ' ()'
(

calf
)

.

7

'

38
30
• 36
;. 40
•. 42
63

'

II

•

'

9
2
lQ
13

•

•

•

: 9
12
10

'

11

•

Trotting Other
Noof quartergrU1 (Annet)
(Antallkvarters
(Trekking'.
teilinger0)
og løping)
•

•

•

1
1
1
(.L
9
IQ.. ... 2
10
:
3

includes 4 % nursing.
suckling.
•

•

•

•.
•

<1
<1
<'1
<.1
(,1 ...
4b

•

•

•

•

141
114
228
338
233
145

•
•

•

for the different months of winter. There are not the differences here which can be
found, say, between summer and winter (report in prep. ) However there is considerable variation in the way these activities are distributed into periods over the
day. As will be shown by a month to month analysis, there are trends from early
winter to late winter to the spring calving season.
a. 21 - 29 November. ( Dovre, Hjerkinnh).
A main road and railway line splits the Dóvre mountain plateau into east and west
components ( Fig, I b ). On the western side the pasture is poor as a result of overgrazing by reindeer, on the eastern side the pasture is good and largely unutilised
( Gaare, 1968. ) In November, reindeer were frequently seen crossing the road and
railway line to the east side ( P. Holaker, pers. comm. ). Two groups of females
and calves ( 6 -month ), with about 4 % males, were seen crossing in the last week
of November. A group of 80 crossed on the 21st, they made local movements at
1100 to 1250 metres on the mild slopes of Hierkinnho before moving further east
rapidly on the night of the 25th. A group of 100 crossed the railway line on the
27th, they stayed on a small, flat treeless area (930 metres ) between the railway and road until the night of the 28th, when they moved well east. The subalpine birch woods present here were not visited by the reindeer.
The wind, temperature, and snow conditions gave no clue as to the reindeers'
likely stationary or moving times. The weather in this time was sunny, windless
and cold, with temperatures reaching down to - 25 0 C. The snow was soft and
uncrusted, the reindeer dug through snow up to 50 cm deep, as well as feeding
from outcropping boulders and from the bare windblown areas.
A lying period around noon was a constant feature every day. Once a few animals
had lain the proportion lying soon built up : from 10% up to 90 % lying in a half
hour and from 90 % down to 10 % in the quarter-hour was normal. For the three
days in which lying was undisturbed, this mid-day lying period lasted a constant
2 hours (where the proportion lying exeeded 50 % of the group ). There- was a
slight time shift from day to day in the start of the lying period so that it was pass-ible to record majority lying as early as 10.30 and as late as 14.00. However, it
was sufficiently regular in that on all six days between 11.15 and 12.45 a lying
period was in progress. The line graph in Fig. 4 summarises results from the true
graphs and shows the onset and duration of the lying periods.
Grazing periods were normal from 7.00 to 10.30 and from 14.00 to 16.30. Peaks
in grazing activity occured to I hour before and after the lying period. Morning
grazing activity dropped off as the animals-gradually moved up to higher ground
where they caught the low sunlight, stood for a short while, then lay. On getting
up from lying some 2 hours later an animal would stretch, with legs stiff and
tail up, perhaps stand for a while, then walk off torwards a vanguard of animals
now grazing.
Dawn and dusk observations were more varied. At 6.30 one morning while still
quite dark a group of 90 were all lying. Other early or late observations suggest
grazing can also be predominant or both grazing and lying with no obvious trend
to a predominant activity. -
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for "Clas Scotter 1966" read "Scotter 1966".

P.12

line

1:

P.49

line

10:

P.51

line

6:

should be "In the background wild reindeer are grazing".

P.53

line

5:

"one of the other females" should be "one of the antlered females".

P.57

:

"Dahl .1956" should be "Dahl et al, 1969".

Photo 11 should be "Grazing in May" and Photo 12 "Grazing in April".

P.59

line

17:

"on hour ealiér" should be "an hour earlier".

P.59

line

22:

"inclued" should be "included".

P.65

line

16:

"this" should be "its".
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:

pa Hardangervidda i slutten av mai. Progresjonen I
fdte kalver fra dag til dag ble funnet ved ô sammenligne antall simler med
kalv med drektige simler (simler uten horn og uten kalv ble antatt a vre
gjeldsimler) , se fig. 9.
ble studert i Olavsdalen

Observasjoner over kaIvIse grupper var fragmentariske 09 indikerer ingen utpregede belte- eller hvileperioder i Ipet av dagen, se fig. 4. SimIer I mor/
kalv grupper viste en viss tendens til a synkronisere sin aktivitet til korte penoder med beiting, hvile.og forflytninger, se fig. 4 o tO. Kalver.som var n,indre
enn en uke garnle pattet moren hvert 40. minutt og igjennomsnitt varte pattingen I I. minutt g 25.sekunder.
Simlenes korte hvilepenioder er vel tillempet kalvenes behov i denne tiden.
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Sammendrag.
Aktivitetsstudierpâ vilirein ble foretatt under vinter- 09 vârforhold I 1969/70 1
forskjellige hyfelIsomrâder, srIig Hardangervidda. Vilireinens sosiale strukfur og flokkdanneIse tillater studier over flokkens daglige aktiviteter ved a telle
antall individer I flokken i forskjellige situasjoner: belting, hvilé, stâende, gâende eller Ipende. Observasjonerblir da taft fortlpende hvert 15. minuft I
Ipet av dagen.:
Resultatene viser at belting 09 hvile er de viktigste og komplimentcere aktiviteter 09 de er konsentrert til tyde Jig adskilte tidsperioder i Ipet av dagen.
Belting om vinteren opptar 41 - 48 % av dagen og hvile 30 - 40 %. Andre
aktiviteter opptar adskillig mindre av dyrenes tid, se tabell VIII, og tIl forskjeIl fra-beiting og hvileer flokken bare tidvis I korte intervaller opptatt med
annet enn belting eller hvile.
Unntatt for bukkeflokker i Fore Ihogna-omrâdet er resultatene brukbare for simle09 kalveflokker med I - 5 % bukk.
Den tid dyrene bruker I de forskeIIige aktiviteter er noksâ konstant for vintermânedene. Dette er interessant nâr en Ieg9er merketil hvordan de to hovedaktivitetene er fordeltutover dagen:
I november 1969 ved Hierkinnho pa Dovre viste samfllge observasjoner en 2 1/2
times hvileperiode midt pa dagen med stor beiteiver like fr og etter,se fig. 4
09 5.
I lanuar ved Smâroi pô Hardangervidda der det var en del menneskelige forstyrrelser i omrâdet, pâvirket ikke dette I scrIig grad flokkenes tendens til en
hvileperiode midt pa dagen (FIg. 4). Hvilétideh, 30% var baé uvesentlig
redusert i forhold ti andre vintermâneder som viste 36 - 40% hvile. Dette
skyldes at en hvilende flokk efter en menneskelig forstyrrelse meget raskt legger
seg igjen slik at den totale hviletid for dagen blir uvesentlig pâvirket, se fig. 6.
I februar/mars i Fore Ihogna-omrâdet var der mer variable beite- 09 hvileperioder,
se fig. 7, men der var fremdeles en tendens ti en middags hvileperiode med star
beiteiver fr og etter.
I april ved Krossvassho pa Hardangervidda ble meget fa hvileperioder observert
midt pa dagen. Flokkene viste en sterk vestgâende tendens oyensynl.iq upâvirket
av sno og vcErforhold. Pa den annen side syntes forstyrrelser a Oke dette vestgôende trekk. Ellers var ettermiddagen fra kI, 12.00 til 14.00 den tid pa dagen
da flokkene I pafallende strst grad trakk vestover. Hvileperioder inntrâdte oftest
fr og etter et slikt vestgôende trekk, se fig, 4 09 8.
Observasjoner I kalvingstiden I mal I AsbjrnsdaI I Ottadalsfeltet tillot studier
over mor/kalv grupperinger innen flokkene. Den tidlige fase i denne gruppering
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that lying takes up nearly two-thirds of the calves' time ( 63 % ). Standing is
the most time-consuming "active" behaviour ( 13 % ) Since the calf moves
with its mother the time spent on walking is identical for both (10 % ) Running, trotting and bounding, often in play, take up 3 % of the calves' time, grazing attempts 7 %, and suckling the mother 4 %, ( See photos 8 - 9 )
Suckling in calves of this age may be as short as 10 seconds or as long as 4 minutes
40 seconds with a mean of I minute 25 seconds, ( 130 events ). As the calves grow
older and their grazing powers develop, both the frequency and the duration of suckling drop off(report in prep.) Howevet,while under a week old a calf suckles every
40 minutes on average.
Since the young calf requires suckling at such short intervals it is not surprising that
activity in nursery groups in spring is characterized by rather short periods of
lying, and that complete synchronisation between females is not achieved.

-
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Fig. 10 The grazing and lying pattern of 1+0 females in a nursery group on 10th May 1970.
(

Relasjonei, mellom beiting ogliggingfor 1+0 smiler hos an nior/ká].v flokk, 10 mai 1970,)
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splitting and joining of groups and individuals created difficulties in assessing the
duration of these periods. The line graphs for these groups indicate no favourite
times of day for particular activities. ( Fig. 4 ). The behaviour of individual
females with calves and groups of females with calves is however, unrelated to
these periods of grazing, lying etc. before calving. The fi'sf calf out of a herd of
800 adult animals was born on the 23rd at 12.09, ( See photos 5 - 7). Other
parturitions seen were on that night at 21.37 and the next morning at 10.30, by
which time many calves were being born. By comparing daily observations of
the total number of newborn calves to females, excluding barren unantlered females,it can be seen how quickly calving builtup. ( Fig. 9 ). It was estimated
that up to 8 % of females may have been unantleréd when giving bith.
The activity patterns in a nursery band can be traced back to the early links between
the individual female and its calf, For the first two hours after giving birth the female lies beside its calf, licking It constantly for at least the first hour. During
this time she frequently stands, turns around and lies again. The calf in this time
has managed to stand up, to take its first few steps, and is capable of suckling its
lying mother. After this rest period the female gets up to graze round the calf,
breaking off to eat the placenta as it is passed some three to four hours after
parturition. From then on the female begins to alternate grazing and lying in
short periods of 10 to 60 minutes, The calf meanwhile is capable of side-suckling
the standing female at 4 to 5 hours old, and by 6 to 7 hours old can be seen giving
its first few running bounds, and sniffing and nibbling at the vegetation. At this
age the calf seldom remainsup for longer than 10 minutes at a time. Unless disturbance intervenes the female stays in the same area until the next day then
walks off with her calf, avoiding calf-less groups, but readily joining with other.
mothers in the area to form nursery groups.
Once established in such a nursery group, the female then adjusts its behaviour
not only with respect to its calf but develops a certain synchronisation of its
activities with the other females. Definite peaks in grazing, lying and moving
become recognisable for the group. Even those yearlings and barren cows who
may attach themselves to the edges of a nursery band tend to follow the female
pattern. The activity pattern of 40 females with new calves in a nursery band at
Ottadalen on 10th May is typical of the five days observations of nursery groups.
( Fig. tO). The peaks in grazing and lying are frequent, do not last long, and
involve a varying number of females. A comparison between days shows that
these peaks are not related to the time of day.. ( Fig. 4),
The sum of observations show that the females spend rather more time on lying
(42 % ) and rather less on grazing ( 36 % ) than in the winter months. It is of
interest however that Skogland finds that females at this time are grazing intensely, with ca. '90% of the grazing time being. - used for Tactual ingestion.
The calves' activities are of course not synchronised with each other, but are
strongly influenced by' the movements of their mothers and the development
of their own motor patterns. The study of calves less than one week old shows
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Fig. 9, The progress of calving at Olavsdalen, Hardangervidda, May 19700

( Utviklingen av kalvingen I Olavsdalen, Hardangervidda, mai 1970,)
The assumed total of
females that will calf
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67 0/0
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23rd

24th
May 1970

25th

26th

Although directional movement was a marked feature at this time, walking did
not use more than 9 % of an animal's time with only infrequent bursts of running
or trotting ( I % ). Disturbances were few and might otherwise have increased
the time spent on walking to beyond those of early winter. These late winter
observations show a considerable departure from these of early winter. The long
212- hour lying period in the middle of the short early winter days has given way
to periods of lying and grazing alternating each other at shorter intervals, commonly one to two hours of lying followed by two to three hours active period. In late
winter two major lying periods occur, in the morning and the afternoon.

e, 9 - 13 May. ( Ottadalen, Asbjrndalen ),
23 - 27 May. ( Hardangervidda, Olavsdalen ),
Asbjrndalen in the Ottadalen range ( Fig, I b ) is a mountain valley with fairly
steep slopes leading up to an undulating plateau on both sides. The pasture has
been relatively unutilised by reindeer and is rich in lichens and heaths. The reindeer seen here at this time grazed and moved within 1000 to 1250 metres altitude,
and did not descend to the sub-alpine birch woods lower down the valley.
Olavsdalen in Hardangervidda ( Fig. I a ) is a broad flat valley with an adjacent
expanse of rolling terrain, where most of the observations were mode. The deers'
activities took place within 1250 to 1400 metres, The pasture is moderately to
strongly grazed.
In spring the bare grazing areas of winter are enlarging as the snow gradually melts.
At Ottadalen with nights below freezing the snow was melting slowly, despitemidday temperatures of 10 0 C in the shade and 26 ° C in the sun, At Hardangervidda
with overcast nights and days and temperatures just above zero the snow was conti nually wet and melting. In both areas reindeer on the move took the shortest distance between bare pathes. Even with the hard snow crust at night and early morning in.Ottadalen they showed no preference for moving at these times.
Since the calving season is three weeks earlier in Ottcidalen the field observations
from Hardangervidda represent early calving and the development of groups of females
and new-born calves, whereas the activities of these nursery bands could be followed
more closely at Ottadalen. The proportion of different sex and age classes in the
groups varied considerably between the two areas. For all groups and individuals at
Olavsdalen, yearlings made-up as much as 46% of adult animals and males less
than I %, whereas in the nursery groups in Asbjrndal yearlings made up 24 7 30 %
and males 4 - 9 % of adults.
The division of a herd of 800 into numerous small groups preceded the start of calving
in the Olavsdalen area. The mean size of all groups seen for the four days from the
23rd to 26th May was 100+, 11,3, 9,0, and 12.8 animals respectively. Groups before
calving and calf-less groups during calving alternated periods of lying, grazing and
moving. Local movements over the rolling terrain by day and night and the constant
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Fig, 8 The grazing and lying pattern of a group of Ca. 190 reindeer an 18th April 1970 ( Rlasjoner moflom belting og ligging hos an flokk av ea. 190 rein, 18.aprll 1970.)
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reindeer. From the 15th to 18th overcast conditions', snowfalls,'a south breeze and
warmer temperatures ('-1 0 - to +20 C ) created increasingly wet and dense snow.
By the 19th temperature had dropped to -59 and a hard crust-had reformed on the
snow surface. During all this time the reindeer could dig 'craters of up to 20 -30
cm in selected areas.
Westward movement was a strong feature of the herd activity and appeared to be
uninfluenced in its motivation, or distance travelled,.by these variable groundsnow and weather conditions. Undisturbed herds were widely spread out, utilising
the available bare ridges and tops for grazing and lying. They travelled as individuals or in single file grOtps to an adjacent grazing area generally along the
tracks made by deer Who had gone before. FoIlowinga disturbance by Raven,
Eagle (Aquila chrysatos) or humans, a group would run together into a line
then long after the disturbance had passed would continue trekking in a long
narrow line ( See photo I, ). Much of the' westward movement took place at
such times. Skogland recorded a group of 49 trotting at least 8 kilometres west
from the site of disturbance. Where disturbance did not occur the animals appeared
to favour the middle of the day (12,00 to 14.00.) as the-optimum time for their
movement.
Lying periods most commonly occurred in morning ( centred around 10. 15,) and
afternoon ( centred around 16.15 ), i.e. before and after the grazing and / or
moving at mid-day. The few early morning observations suggest lying to be the
rule, dropping off by 7,30. The activities of a herd of 190 on 18th April were
fairly representative of the pattern this month. ( Fig 8'),
Grazing periods were common between 7.30 to 9.00, from 12.30 to 14.30, often
including walking, and from 17,00 to 20.00, Although the sum of days showed
these characteristics the daily variation this month was quite high. Thus lying
periods varied from 1/2 to 2 1/4 hours (average I 3/4 hours ) while active periods
without appreciable lying commonly lasted 2 to 3 hours (average 2 1/2 hours ),
exeptionally as short as I 1/2 hours and as long as 4 hours, ( Fig. 4 ).
An unusual feature this month was the occassions on which a herd's activities were
split into lying and grazing without a consistent trend to either activity. This"was
largely due to the dynamics: of the situation where i'ndividuls left one group and
joined another. This was ,a frequent occurrence with; the spread nature of the herd.
Animals which had previously been synchronising their activities in one group did
not immediately synchronise to the norm of the group they had joined. Thus those
animals who had finished a lying period and were ready for grazing did not immediately adjust to their new neighbours who may have walked or grazed for several
hours and were ready to lie,
'
Little time was spent on standing around this month ( 2%), if an animal had no
wish to graze or lie further in an area it would walk on to the next bare patch
either by itself or in a line with others,

7 The variation in activity patterns of a group of 20 male reindeer over three successive days in March 19'
( Variasionen 1 Aktivitetsmönsteret hos en flokk p& 20 bukker gjerinom tre p&ftilgende dager i mars 1970.)
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grazing periods before and after.
The lying periods were variable in onset, duration., intensity and number over the
day. Lying built up at various times of the day to a bare majority, or up to 100%,
and lasted anything from 1/4 hour to 4 3/4 hours. Grazing peaks were accordingly unpredictable.
Further observations may support the indications that with the increasing day length
at this time of winter the herds activity patterns are changing from the early winter
mid-day lying period to two main lying periods in morning and afternoon, as was
found for April at Hardangervidda. For several reasons it is premature to conclude
this from these Foreihogna results. Firstly, because the reindeer in this range have
had influxes of tame reindeer at various times which may have affected the free
living population not only by reducing their flight distance, but possibly by affecting the activity patterns. Secondly, the groups studied there were largely or exclusively male groups. Thirdly, the unusually strong winds undoubtedly had some effect
on the pattern, apparently by encouraging movement at times,and prolonged lying at
other times.
A group of twenty males watched on three consecutive days showed great daily
variation in their activities. ( Fig. 7 ),
Observations at this and other times of male herds or of individual males in a female
herd indicate high levelof irregularity. Thus a male may choose to lie and within
five minutes be up and grazing again.
However in spite of the unpredictability of activity patterns compared with other
months, the overall time spent on grazing (44 %) and lying ( 36 % ) by the
various groups shows a remarkable consistency with the other winter data. The
relatively high percentages for walking (10 % ) and standing (9 % ) is not due
to any disturbance effect, but the result of considerable movement and periods of
standing in strong winds.

d. II - 19 April. ( Hardangervidda, Krossvassh).
The Krossvassho region of Hordangerviddci ( Fig. I a ) consists largely of an
undulating plateau with moderate slopes. The area has been subjected to heavy
utilisation by reindeer as reflected by the state of the pasture. In this week various
- sized groups of up to 200 were moving gradually west through the area. These
groupswere comprised of females and calves ( 10 months ) with 3 - 8 % males,
mostly young antlered males. An exception was a herd of 110 on one of the last
days which contained Ca. 20 % males, including several large unantlered ones.
The deer ranged over terrain between 1200 to 1359 metres,
Weather and ground-snow conditions were variable. Up to the 15th the weather was
fine, windless and fairly cold with crusted snow which could hold the weight of a
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Fig* 6

The effect of disturbance on the activity pattern of a group of ca. +00 reiideer on 28th January
( Virkningen av forstyrre].se

pa aktivitetsniönsteret hos en flokk p&

Ca 1i-00

rein, 28. January 1970.)
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The fluctuation between grazing and lying in a group of 90 on 24th November is
taken as representative of observations this month ( Fig. 5 ).
Although directional movement was minimal on most days the reindeer spent a
mean time of 9 % on walking from place to place. Single animals or - small groups
would often trot or run (1% time ) through the snow, especially when going downhill, to catch up with the grazing and slowly-moving leaders.
The relatively high percentage of time spent on standing (II % ) is largely the
result of a reaction to occassional Rayen ( Corvus corax ) and human disturbances.
Having run a few hundred meters from the source of the disturbance they tended to
stand around, for up to fifteen minutes, milling together without grazing. Eventually
the herd would revert to its activity before disturbance, whether lying or grazing.
b. 22 - 29 January. ( Hardangervidda, Smâroi ).
Two thousand reindeer were present in the Smâroi region of the Hardangervidda
plateau ( Fig. I a ) on the 22nd January, and despite heavy disturbance by shooting
and snow scooters were still in the area a week later. The terrain here is not rugged
with sweeping valleys and a rolling plateau. The deer ranged between 1150 to 1350
metres without showing a consistent directional bias. The groups were moderately
large from 200 to 1150 head, and contained up to 5 % males, the rest being females
and calves ( 8- month ).
The pasture is moderately grazed since the area has been a favourite winter-grazing
area for the past few years. On this occassion the groups spread over the available
windblown ridges and the adjacent snow-covered ground, where craters of up to 80
én were du in the softsnow.S.ome feeding also occurred on the lichens growing on
outcropping boulders. The snow was deep and soft and was added to nearly every day
by new snow falls. Wind was slight and temperature from _40 to _llo C.
A lying period at mid-day was again a feature of reindeer activity. Compared with
November this was slower in onset and decline, of less intensity ( lower % involved )
and complicated by human disturbance. A gradual but persistent build-up of lying
could be expected between 10.00 and 11.00 on most days. For each of the five days
of observations the build-up started at the following times,
22nd - before 10.00
10.15
26th
27th
11.15
10,45
28th
10.15
29th
-

-

-

-

Unfortunately on every day except 26th when the lying proportion exeeded grazing
proportion for 2 hours tO minutes, the herds were disturbed so that the length of the
lying period could not be accurately determined. However, with or without disturbance, there was a disinclination to tiestarting anytime from 13.45 at the earliest
to 14.30 at the latest. One interesting feature is that if a lying herd was disturbed or
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Fig. 5

The grazing and lying pattern of a group of 90 reindeer on2th Nlovember 1969.
( Relasjoner mellom belting og ligging hos en flokk p& 90rein, 2 14.noember 1969.)
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alarmed it would soon after revert to lying again. A herd of over 400 on 28th
January show this tendency clearly ( Fig. 6 ). Lying often occurred at low
intensities (10 % - 30 % of herd ) outside of this mid-day period, during grazing periods. This lying would drop to a low about one hour before and one hour
after the mid-day period, this corresponding with grazing peaks. The few early
morning and late afternoon records suggests lying periods, or mixed lying and
grazing as with the November results. The line graphs in Fig. 4 show that the
herds' main activities were patterned similarly to those of November.
The overall amounts of time spent on walking, standing,and running or trotting
is relatively high at. 12 %, II % and I % respectively, and are the result of disturbance. The figures do not reflect the slow relaxed structure of the undisturbed
groups with walking, trotting or bounding through the deep snow, only .to-adjacent
gratings.. Perhaps . lyi'nj suffered a little through disturbance, it being low at
30 %,.but of more relevance is the fact that despite.what could b.e'cbnside.red excessive
human disturbance in this week a reindeer could succeed in allocating three-quarters
of this time to the necessary grazing and lying. Fly disturbance-in summer: seems
to have a much more serious effect on the reindeer's ingestion and resting times.

c. 28 February -5 March ( Fore lhogna, Sandflell ).
In the Forelhogna mountain area ( Fig. I b ) the pasture is only lightly grazed and
has, rich lichen and heath growth. Various small groups of up to 70 deer were seen
in the Sandfjell region at this time. These groups all had few females and calves
(9 - months ) and in some cases were exclusively males. They ranged over the
moderate slopes and flats at 950 to 1200 metres without descending to the subalpine birch woods at lower levels.
Weather conditions here were harsh. All days were overcast with strong south
winds, occassionally gale. force,.whippi.ng.sno.w.along theground. --Temperatures..
were not low ( - 5 0 to -10° C ) but it felt colder because of the windchill factor.
The snow cover was uniformly icy hard with an irregular wind-carved surface
except'.where drifts - of new snow had formed over the crust... Digging of craters was impossible for the reindeer, they fed exclusively from the bare ridges, sometimes
pawing first to break a thin ice layer.
Wind had an important influence on .rnovementqnd behaviour this month. By
the end of the week the various small groups had moved south, against the wind.
In strong winds a group was bunched, grazing was often reduced, bursts of running
or trotting took place and the group frequently split into smaller units. Resting
groups often had many animals standing motionless with heads' lowered into the
wind and. driving snow for up to twenty minutes, while the hers presented their
backs to the wind and tucked their heads round into their body.
Peak periods of - lying and grazing were more variable thaii in November and
January, and showed no obvious pattern in the field. However the line graphs
in Fig, 4 show that the middle of the day was still a preferred lying time with
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Preface
This report presents further results from
vit.ass. B.R. Thomson's studies of wild reindeer at
Hardangervidda, Norway. The study is part of the IBP/
PT-UM research programme at Hardangervidda and Finse,
and is part of a sub-project headed by Staténs viltundersØkelser, Direktoratet for jakt, viltstell og
ferskvannsfiske, 7000 Trondheim, Norway, in cooperation
with the International Biological Programme, Norway
The sub-project intends to find out the nutritional
status-of the reindeer, and present other daEa necessary:
• to understand the reindeer's role in the : , alpine 'tundra.' ecosystem. In a -previous report, "Villreinensnringsvaner
og adferd, Hardangervidda januar-juni. 1970",. by Gaare,.
• Skogland, &- Thomson,. (with English summary), further details
of;the project-and initial results are:present6d. 1
A second report on the nutritional aspects of
reindeer research on Hardangervidda is in preparation
for the period July to December 1970., to accompany ,--thispresent activity report for - the same period..

Trondheim, September 1971.
Eldar Gaar.e

Forord.
Med dette legger vit.ass. B.R.Thomson fram de videre
resultater av sine studier av vilireinen pa Hardangervidda Studiene foretas son ledd i IBP/PT-UM's
forskningsprogram pAHardangervidda og Finse, og der som
ledd I det prosjekt som drives av Statens Viltundersøkelser,
Direktoratet for jakt viltstell og ferskvannsfiske,
I samarbeid med IBP, og son tar for seg forhold vedrØrende
villreinstaminen.
Dette prosjekt tar samlet sikte pa & utrede nringssitu-.
asjonen for stammen sant skaffe data for & fastsla
reinstaimnens betydning i det alpine økosystem. Det er
i 1979 publisert en tidligere rapport: "Vilireinens
nringsvaner og adferd. Hardangervidda: januar-juni 1970."
(Gaare, Skogland, Thomson).
Der er det gitt fyldigere rede for opplegget av prosjektet.
Foreliggende arbeideer trykket pa engèlsk, men et
sammendrager gitt pa norsk.

Trondheim, September 1971.

Eldar Gaare

S

Q

THE ACTIVITY STUDY.
The study of the activity of wild reindeer herds is
associated a major research programme on their food habits and
range use(by Gaare and Skogland). The objective of this activity
study is to compare the fluctuations in the daily round of
activity and to contrast different months to show the seasonal
differences in,herd activity. This report presents the results
for the second half of 1970 and is .a continuation of a previous
report ( i.e. Gáare, Skogland and Thomson 1970).
Field observations were madeon the Hardangervidda
mountain plateau with some additional observations at ruting
time fromOttadalen and .SnØhetta ranges. The location and
relative size - of these mountain areas is shown in a map of
south :Norway. in Fig. 1. Hardangervidda is the largest of
2
these areas, about 7.500 km , with a population of 14,600
reindeer in August 1970 (Krafft, unpublished results). It
is usual .for the deer to favour particular areas at different
times of.the - year, rather than to be spread uniformly over
the range. Thus in summer and autumn months it is common
to-find-the-reindeer herds in a central region of Hardanger
vidda; and 1970 was no exception. The position of this
central region is shown in a mapof Hardangervidda inFig.2,
and:.the movements observed within this region are shown
in Fig. 3.
The writer is indebted to Miss Anne Jackes, from
Edinburgh University Department of Forestry and Natural
Resources, for field work throughout August and September.
Her valuable observations have been drawn on freely in
writing this report.

Fig. 1.

South Norway, showing the areas visited.

1. Hardangervidda
2.0ttadalen
o•Lordalen
3:Snohetta
0 Reindol

Scale 1.5000000

Fig.2

Hordangerviddo, showing areas where reindeer were observed.
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A - Central Region (Tinnhelen) : July. August. & 5eptember observations.
B - Holiflern: October & December observations.
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Fig. 3.

Central region of Hardangervidda, showing the main observed herd
movements in July, August and September, 1970.
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Field observations from July. to December were made as
follows
Summer:

-:

Central HARDANGERVIDDA 6. - 17. July 1970.
Central HARDANGERVIDDA 2. - 30. Aug. 1970.
Autumn:
Hunting - Central HARDANGERVIDDA 1. - 8.
d. Rutting - Halstjørn,
HARDANGERVIDDA 14.-18.
(RéindØl,SNØHETTA
15.-22.
(Lordalen,OTTADALEN
16.-27.
C.

Winter:
e.. HalstjØrn, HARDANGERVIDDA

Sept.1970.
Oct. 1970.
Oct. 1969.)
Sept.1970.)

1.- 9. Dec. 1970.

These areas are shown on the maps in Figs. 1. and 2.

1. Methods.
As in winter, 10 x 50 binoculars and a 25 x 60 spottingscope were used to keep a reindeer herd or group, in
sight for as long as possible. At 15 T minute point inter-'
vals it was required to classify the herd according to
the number of individuals engaged in each of the 6 categories, grazing, lying, standing, walking, trotting and
running, and "other".
However, actual counting in summer proved to be frequently impossible because'bf the large size of herd,
or its massed dense nature.'".At:these. times visual estimates of the activity percentages were made. Another
difficulty was that the pace of a moving herd in summer
could change rapidly from second to second so
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that within a 15-minute interyal'the. herd could exhibit
great variation in the proportions walking/grazing/trotting.
At such times the estimated proportions were made to.represent
the general pattern over the whole previous 15 minutes. With
lying however, a count or estimate was always made at precise
15-minute. point intervals. The activity recording scheme
had originally evolved under winter conditions but making.
these adjustments for summer the method still proved to be
a good one for measuring herd activity.
In the rut however, the measurement of a herd by
this method .was found to be of less value for these three
reasons:
Differences in behavioPctivIty between sexes is great
and so an average for the herd has less meaning.
Rutting behaviour patterns, especially those of males,
are predominant at this time of year, and there are difficulties in allocating them to one standard activity alone
such as standing, walking, other, etc.
The proportion of time spent on activities within the
active time of the animal was seen to be variable according
to the state of rut, wether early, peak, or late rutting
time.
.
Every day a note was made.on wind direction and speed,
air temperature, weatherconditions, terrain or ground
conditions, and external disturbances to the herd. Between
the 15-minute counts reindeer behaviour was observed and
noted.
The main approach to the analyses of data was to
convert all the activity figures. to percentages. Firstly,
this enabled graphical representation of the rise and fall
of. an activity over the day. .
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Grazing and lying are particularly well contrasted in this
way and different days' within or between months may be
compared. (e.g. Fig. 8).
Secondly, the' activity pattern for a' month could - be seen. :
at a glance by drawing "line graphs" to represent resting
periods (when the majority of' the herd are lying) ,' and
4)0•
active periods (a majority of herd not lying) ,.-, (Fig.
Unlike' winter the non-lying time in 'suftuné d1
'always
exibit grazing majorities and were more accurately termed
active periods.
Thirdly, for each day the percentages for each activity
were summed and averaged, and then meaned for all the observation days. in that month to allow a comparison of the time
spent on different activities at different months (Table 1.)
0

.'

2. Results.
After calving in the last week of May the various small
nursery groups and calf-less groups coalesce, and with the
formation of large herds the pace quickens.
By early July, these : post-calving aggregations had
been joined by males and with a grazing/walking/trotting
movement were moving an average of 15 kilometers per day.
These aggregations of thousands of deer reached their peak in
the first week of August when several large herds joined
to make a herd of Ca. 10,000. After this the herd quickly
began to split up into smaller units so that in the second
part of August the dense massed herds had broken up into
smaller less cohesive and more stationary units which
persisted on through the hunt in September and the rut in
early October. By DeceEnber the animals showed the more
stable winter pattern, with fairly stationary medium - sized
herds alternating grazing and lying periods. The change in
the size of the reindeer units seen at different months on
Hardangervidda can be seen from Fig. 5.
- 12 -.

Table 1.

Season

Mean percentage time the reindeer spent on different activities each month.

Month

Grazing

Lying

Standing

28
21
10
30
17
25
33

3
8
15
3
3
(10)
8.

Other.

Trotting &
Running

Walking

Nr. of Quarterhour counts

1970
I..)

• Summer

36
July
42
August
With filieS 37
no flies
49
30
September
(43)
October
•45
December
•

Hunting
Rutting
Winter

18
18
22
14
19
(14)

•

ii

••

15
11
17
3
31
(6)
2

•

<1
<1
<'1
<1
<1
(3)
1

176

253
110
99

•

32
155
95

Activity counts included all classes of animals
in the herds, -i.e. females, males and calves. A herd
average obviously does not reflect differences in activity
between these different classes, Possible differences
of activity between females, males and calves is discussed
later'. Conclusions on herd activity patterns apply to
the mixed herds and groups normal at this time of year,
and for the individual animal they apply to females and,
with a few exceptions, to the male and calf activity too.
The time spent on each activity for different
months is shown in Table 1.
It can be seen that summer and autumn activity
shows much wider variation between months than in winter
Gaare, Skogland and Thomson 1970 ). This is the result
of more varied herd respdnses in the snow-free season,
notably the massed summer movement. (typical of July),
the response to fly harassment (common in August), the
response to hunting pressure (from l.-25. september),
and the rut activity (first half October).
Before
considering these factors in detail the broad activity
differences between the stable winter pattern and the
various summer patterns may be viewed in Table 2.
Table 2.
The change in reindeer activity from winter to
summer/autumn (Mean percentage time).
Activity.
Lying
Grazing
Standing
Walking
Running!
Trotting

Winter %.
from
"
'
"

%

Summer/Autumn %.

30-40
41-48
2-11
9-12

%
%
%

to
to
to '
to.

(1-1

%

to
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17-28 %
30-43%
3-10 %
14-19 %

= a large decrease'
= a decrease
= the same
= an increase

6-31 % = a large increase

F6. 4. ACTIVITY LINE GRAPHS FOR SUMMER AND AUTUMN frtlTHS. 1970.
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16 26½

Il 17½

0.00
18 18½

19 '½•

.o
20' 20%

0
21 21½

In summer and autumn months., lying time is much less
.
than in winter, while grazing time i s variable usually
less than in winter. Standing varies fOr different
reasons in summer and autumn yet shows a -similar range
of variation to winter. Walking On the other hand
is definitely increased in summer while trotting and
running which are almost negligible in winter show a
dramatic increase.
•
Also the distribution of these activities
over the day in summer is quite different from the
winter pattern. A herd will still show lying periods
in summer, but these are short and abruptly ended.
Also the occurrence of resting or active periods was
not linked to any preferred time of day, as they
alternated irregularly throughout the long summer days
(see Fig. 4). After a lying period, a build-up in
the grazing to a grazing ' peak ' did not always occur,
because walking, trotting, or even standing altered
the picture,. All this contrasts strongly with the
observed winter pattern ( op. cit.).
The seasonal factors operating to influence
the reindeer are now considered within a fuller
description of the activity pattern, of the herds on
Hardangervidda in the summer and autumn months 1970.
a. 6.

17. July. (CentralHardangervidda).

All observations in summer and during the
hunt were made within a central region of Hardangervidda, which is generally acknowledged to have been
a preferred area the last few summers. At no time
this July, August and September was it necessary to
move beyond a 16 km radius of the base at Tinnhølen
to find reindeer, and frequently in huge herds.
(See Fig. 5).
- 16 -

FIG. 5. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SIZE OF REINDEER HERDS OBSERVED ON HARDANGERVIDDA
THROUGHOUT 1970.
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This area of central Hardangervidda is a
relatively flat, grassy plateau with many lakes and
wet areas at 1200 - 1250 m, and gentle slopes and
hills up to 1400 m. To the north it is bordered by
the Geilo - Eidfjord summer road, to the west by
rugged steep hills of 1500  1600 m, while to the
east and south the hills are, less rugged and less
high, 1450 m. (Fig. 3)
Within this distinct area the deer ranged
over all terrain and vegetation types. It was
commonto see a herd on one day move - through wetlands, over slopes to hill tops or exposed ridges,
and grazing variously on bog vegetation, grassy
meadow and lichen heaths. Work in summer 1971 aims
to obtain quantitative data on the time the animals
spend on grazing over different plant communities
( by Skogland ). The summer pasture in this area is
moderately well-utilised, but is not apparently in
a badly over-grazed condition.
In July, various large herds were found
moving in the area. Herds of several hundred up to
a few thousand were the rule, while groups-of-less
than 100 animals were conspicuously infrequent
(Fig.5). The herds contained calves (av. 26% of herd)
males (Ca. 15 - 25 % of herd) and the predominate
class, females.
Following segregation at calving it is not
yet known exactly when the males become integrated
into the post-calving aggregations. Thus a. - .group
of 10 males on Trondsbunut on 7th July and a herd
of 200 containing 80% males on 16th July at Fagernut
could either have recently come into the central area
- 18 -

soon to be integrated into mixed herds, or have become
recently segregated, for example due to them making
an even more rapid movement then the, females and
calves (as found for barren-ground caribou, Kelsall
(1968) p. 162'.) '
Certainly, in the large moving herds found in summer
on Nardangervidda,rnaies were consistently seen in' the
Van of the herd while calves and their 'mothers were
concentrated in the rear.
'
Cool, wet and windy weather is rather common
on Hardangervidda plateau in summer, and'July 1970
was 'no exception. Up to 14th, all days of observation
were overcast with rain and drizzle, air temperatures
varied from 00 to 9 °C. For the days 15th to 17th,
the cloud cleared and the sun shone allowing air
temeraturesof 8 °C to 14 °C (in shade). Despite daily
variation in wind strength, from calm to strong wind
'(Force 0-5), the wind direction remained constant
at west or north - west.
A few - isolated aspects of reindeer behaviour'
and. herd activity could be recognised as a response
to weather. Thus rain or drizzle caused the deer to
shake the water off' their heads and bodies. A wind
tended to orientate movement against it, although it
was not established that the herd movement, speed of
travel, or the distance travelled was proportional to
the wind strength. Air temperature and wind strength
together played an important role in determining the
presence or absence of various flies which harass
the.reindeer. For some hours on the last few days of
observation in July, reindeer could be seen reacting
tà fly harassment, but with the prevailing air temperature-and windthey were not-.a serious menace.
- 19 -

Observations in August showed what importance fly
harassment can have on reindeer activity and behaviour
and how dependent th'e flies are on'goo.d weather.
This is discussed later.
Day-time .activity of reindeer in summer is
characterized by the distinctive movement of the large
herdS. The impatient onward-moving of.a massed herd
contains elements of walking, trotting and grazing
and as these proportions may change rapidly so does
the speed of the herd.
The individual in the herd may be trotting
along, then walking, taking a few bites of graze, as
he walks, pausing longer to feed at one spot, starting
to trot again and so on. Heis in strict .alignement..
with his immediate close neighbours and tends to adjust
his rate of movement to theirs.
.
. .
Looked at as a herd the strict alignement and
proximity of the animals to each other-allows constant
changes in pace and direction as one part of. the herd
may surge forwards.at a trot drawing those.behind with
them. This may "die-out"and. more stationary grazing
develop until.another.part of the herd breaks into
a trot. From a distance the massed herd often has the
appearance of an amoeba, ebbing and flowing as the pace
and direction changes.
.
Some changes of shape and direction. in a herd
of 400 were recorded onl7th July within the span of..
one minute (Fig. 6). .
When it is remembered that these changes in herd
direction and shape are compounded with changes in herd
speed, the dynamism of the summer movement should become
apparent. The actual rate movement of the herd
naturally depends on the different proportions of
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6. CHANGES IN.HERD SHAPE AND DIRECTION WITHIN ONE MINUTE
BY HERD OF CA. 400 ON 17TH JULY,1970,
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animals engaged in stationary grazing, slow-moving,
walking, or various speeds of trotting or even
running.
What is responsible for this distinctive
movement pattern ? Field observations suggest that
it appears remarkably independent of external factors.
Thus:
It occurs only after calving in summer and involves
females, calves and males.
It occurs in different sizes of herd (although
reaching its most typical form in large and
closely-packed herds).
It occurs under various weather conditions.
It occurs over the terrain in all vegetation
types.
It occurs with or without the presence of
harassing flies.
To summarize the movement, while it is often
directed by the wind, and speeded up by - flies it is
not triggered off by any obvious external factors.
Lying periods in which a majority of the
animals were lying, and usually 90 - 100% of •a herd,
occur in summer just as in other seasons,.but are
shorter.
In July these periods of rest and rumination
lasted from 1/2 to 1½ hours, with an average of about
1 hour. The 2 - 3 hour lying periods typical of
winter are not seen. Also unlike winter months, it
could not be proved that any particular time of day
was favoured for lying, although there was a slight
tendency for a short lying period around 1900 - 1930.
(Fig. 4). The animals in a lying herd were sometimes
- 22 -

close together, other times scattered. Lying, however,
was not totally restricted to these lying periods,
as individuals or small groups would lie at other times.
This often occurred even w ithi na4aov i ng herd, until
finding itself being left behind, the her or hers
would rise quickly and trot off to start grazing and
moving with the others. (See phPto.2.).
To quantify the activity for July, the herds
spent approximately one third of the day-time on the
move combining walking (18%), with trotting and
running (15%). Grazing activity together in stationary
and moving herds is the major single activity (36%).
Lying occurs in short definite periods and among
individuals at other times (28%). Standing was a minor
activity (3%) and occured only in animals beginning or
ending their lying period.
Night-time observations of two herds through
16th to 17th showed that in the dark hours between
2230 and 300 lying was very common (44%), otherwise
they grazed (41%). The typical day movement described
earlier was completely lacking, and both herds remained
stationary in darkness.
The 10% walking and 5% trotting was accounted for by
some individual play running in late evening, andin
early morning after 330 as lying decreased and the
herd began moving away. The preponderance of lying
during the hours of darkness can be seen clearly
from Fig. 8.
The day-time massed herd movements of summer
are fundamentally different in pattern from the
..andering of scattered groups in the calving season,
or the stationary grazing and lying periods of winter
herds.
- 23 -

b. 2. - 30. August (Central Hardàngervidda).

The large post-calving aggregations of June
and July finally reached their zenith on 4th August
when at least 10,000 animals moved over the flats
of Djupemyran. (See photo.4).
A dull incessant roar could be heard from several
kilometres. This huge herd represented at least 70%
of the total Hardangervidda population at the time.
Over the next few days only herds of several hundred
up to one thousand strong were found and in the second
half of August even herds of this size were uncommon.
(See Fig. 5).
The constant vocal communication between calves and
females, so typical of :he large moving herds had
also disappeared by mid-August.
The break-up of these large herds could not
be attributed to concrete environmental factors such
as weather, terrain, or intensity of insect disturbance,
but rather to a tendency for individuals and groups
to "go their own way." The looser herd structure was
not seen to be due to any increase in antagonism.
between individuals, but rather to a weakening of
allelomjmetic tendencies, a reduced inclination to
synchronisë with others.
Throughout August the herds and groups held
females, calves and males. Well-antlered males
were easily identified (see photo.1), but the lack
of charac teristic features in the younger males made
total male counts impossible. Calves comprised an
average of 26% of animals in the herds seen in August.
- - 24 -

FIG.81 THE

GRAZING AND LYING PATTERN OF CA. 400 REINDEER ON THE NIGHT OF 16TH AND 17TH JuLY,1970.
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The weather this month was generally much warmer,
more settled and with more sunshine than July, which led
to the appearance of bothersome flies on 9 out of the
18 observation davE. These flies played an important
role in changing the reindeer activity patterns. Up
to the 8th especially, the weather was sunny and warm
0
with shade temperatures in the day of 14 C to 18 0C.
From 10th to the end of the month it was slightly
cooler, 6 °C to 12 ° C, with more cloudy weather, showers
and sunny intervals. The winds in August tended to
maintain one direction for a few days1 then switch.
Wind strength too was variable often.nearly calm sometimes up to a strong breeze, but not beyond Force 5.
The percentages of time spent on grazing, lying,
walking, standing, trotting and running activities,
for the mean of all days in August, (Table 1.), mask
radical differences according to whether flies were
present or not. The reindeer reacted strongly to
harassing flies in various distinctive ways. The
presence of the flies and the degree to which they
affected individual behaviour and herd activity was
dependent on the weather conditions. The situation
is best discussed further under four question headings.
1.

What kind of flying insects harassed the reindeer ?
It was not possible to get close enough to a herd
to see directly which insects were responsible.
Various studies on Rangifer in Europe and North America
have suggested or identified the following insects:
All families belong to the order Diptera, the flies.
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Order Diptera.
Culucidae
Simulidae
Tabanidae

-

mosquitoes, blood-sucking flies.

-

black flies, small biting flies.

-

deer flies, large biting flies.

Oestridae warble fly, Oedemagena tarandi,
lays eggs on reindeer skin.
- nostril fly, Cephenomyia trompe,
ejects viviparous larvae into
reindeer nostrils.
Although not thoroughly investigated, it
is probable that/representatives of all these
families may be found on Hardangervidda.
Moreover, within the Tabanid biting flies,
four species of Hybomitra, and one each of
Haematopota and Chrysops, are known to occur on
Hardangervidda (H. Kauri, personal communication).
In the course of fieldwork, mosquitoes,
midges, small black flies and large buzzing flies,
were seen by the writer. The presence of Oestrid
flies in summer is emphasised by the presence of
developing Oedemagena and Cephonornyia larvae under
the hide-and in the nasal passage respectively of
culled reindeer in winter andlspring. For example,
of the reindeer culled in April, four calves held
an average of 100 warble larvae each, seven females
an average of 80 larvae each, while small nostril
larvae were widespread in the nose and throat
passages (Skogland, personal. communication).
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2. What were the required conditions for the presence
of the flies ?
From the behaviour of the reindeer it was
soon observed in the field that warm and calm days
produced severe fly harassment, cooler and breezy
days less, and on cold or windy days, flies were
not present.
It appeared that certain treshoid values for
temperature and wind strength controlled fly activity.
To test this, the various days of field observation
in August and July were divided into three categories
according to whether the reindeer had endured severe
fly harassment (x.), mild fly harrassment (y•) or no
fly harassment (0).
For every day, the mid-day air temperature and
range of wind speed are plotted against each other.
(Fig. 7). This shows that the three categories fall
into distinct areas on the graph, verifying field
impressions that the presence and degree .of harassment
by flies is dependent on weather conditions. In
particular, high temperatures and low winds both work
for increased harassment by flies.
It is to be expected that the different types
of flies may have different threshold values for
activity, so that one species may have greater tolerance to wind, another to cold, and so on. There
is little information on this. Skjenneberg and
Slagsvold (1968), writing on domestic reindeer in
North Norway, record a minimum treshold value of
13 ° C for warble flies and 15 ° C for nostril flies,
nless the sun is shining in which case the tresholds
are reduced to 7 °C and 9 °C respectively due to

increased warmth from direct radiation. Furthermore.
if the temperature is at a optimum for these flies,
17 °C to 27 °C, then 'a wind speed of up to Force 5
may be tolerated. Similarly1 Esprnark (1968). finds
that in Swedish Lapland, warble and nostril flies avoid
shady and windy localities, and are most active on
sunny days when it is warm and calm. According to
Darling (1937), bright sunlight and hot still weather
is also ideal for the biting Tabanid flies in Scottish
hills, whereas the blood-sucking Culicoides which
bother the red deer there favour humid, warm and windless conditions. In Alaska, mosquitoes and black
flies become more or less inactive when the temperature
drops to 7 °C. (Weber, in Harper, 1955).
It appears,then,that these different types of
insects require similar weather; their active zones
are overlapping if not identical. The requirements
of the varies flies present on Hardangervidda has
been suggested by. consideration of air temperature
and wind strength alone (Fig. 7)
In addition, however, it was noted that if the sun
was shining then fly aggravation was intensified.
Relative humidity was not recorded.
3. How did reindeer react to the flies.?
Often, the first sign that flies were present
on a particular day would be to see individual
reindeer grazing or walking along with their tails
vigorously wagging and flicking. Shaking of the head
or the whole body, and turning the head quickly round
to bite at some part of the. body, were common actions.
- 29 -.

Involuntary twitching or the stamping of a back or
front leg would occasionally be seen. These were the
most frequently observed individüal.actions, but at
other times, individuals might suddenly trot forward
and stand with head lowered, or even bursts of full
speed running with bucking of back legs in the air.
The following extracts from field notes for
two days in August describe some of the variety of
responses by individuals and the group when bothered
by flies.

11

4/8/70. E. wind. Force 1 - 4. + 18 0 C. Sunshine.

A herd of about 3000 is closely packed
together on a ridge top, most animals are standing
with their backs to the wind, insects seem very
troublesome. An animal is watched standing, head
held down, flicking its tail, it shake its head
once and repeats, its rear-end twitches and it stamps
a back leg, shakes its body vigorously, trots a few
steps forward and a fewdeer around it move also,
it stops dead, head low again , shakes, etc.
Any animal who lies down soon jumps up again to shake
itself or bite quickly at its side. After half an
hour, they trot off quickly still - en masse, with
much tail flicking and head shaking as they move
downhill snatching bites of grãzè." .

"24/8/70. No wind. + 12 °C. Sunshine.
About 80 deer are closely bunched and
milling together without grazing, the other 70 are
widely scattered over the ground and attempting to
graze, although seriously harassed by flies. An
animal suddenly runs . forward, slows to a trot, stands
with head down, turns to bite a back leg, and after
- 30 -

a few seconds it trots on again, then slows to graze.
Another as it runs bucks its back legs wildly in the
air, stops, then carefully scratches its velvet
antlers with a hind foot. A female is seen running
flat-out followed closely by a calf. There are individuals trotting or running in all directions now
and the herd has become split up. One or two animals
are seen lying in a peat b og
.t

The behaviour responses to flies were so many
and so varied in their arrangement that it suggests
that more than one type of fly was harassing reindeer
at any one time. Hcwver, the occasions when an
animal stood with head low, then rushed forward or
suddenly turned to bite at its side, suggest attack
by a warble fly, or Tabanid fly; and when an animal
stood with head down and stamped a front leg, brought
head up quickly, snorted and rushed forward, then
this suggests attack by nostril fly (as described by
Kelsall (1968) and Espmark (1968)).
At high intensities, avoidance by trotting gave way
to uncontrolled galloping. Such responses, however,
were least common and were seen Only on the warmest
and calmest days. Much of the reindeers' response
to flies on these and. other-cooler days was tail
wagging, head or body shaking,.leg twitching or stamping, biting at sides,. and rubbing antlers; these
actions being performed while the animals were grazing,
moving or milling close together. It seems likely
that these milder actions were responses to mosquitoes or black flies.
4. How was the herd. activity affected by the flies ?
It has been noted that there was no single
predictable herd response to flies. Sometimes there
was a fast aligned movement with frequent changes of
- 31 -

direction, other times •a stationary standing or
milling while massed together.
On two of the nearly windless and warm days
a massed movement up to high ground was followed
by a half-hour of stationary standing, or milling,
on the exposed ridge. When some breeze blew the

-

animals would stand with their reai.ends held into the
wind, whereas when moving it was more usual for then
to face into the wind. The tendency to mass together
either to stand, mill together, or move quickly,
was a common response to fly harassment, but - not
the only response. Mention has been made of the
wild running and consequent spreading of the herd.
During field observations it was felt that
harassment from flies was reducing the grazing
time by promoting movement (whether massed herd
movement or individual running) , and that standing
often replaced lying. These impressions were
verified by analysis of the activity data. The mean
time spent on each activity for all August days in
each of the three categories, days of severe fly
harassment (x), mild fly harassment (Y) and no
fly harassment (0) is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3.

The effect of flies on the reindeer activity in August. (Mean percentage time).

Lying

X - severe fly harassment

Standing

Y - mild. fly harassment

10
2.8

15
4

o

30

3

21

8

Walking

Grazing

Trotting!
Running

22
19

37
38

17
10

13

49

3

.42

11

Nr.of Quarter
hour counts
110
44

'A)

'A)

-

no fly harassment

August average

:

18

:..

.

100.

254

With fly harassment, grazing time is reduced as
trotting, running and walking increases, while lying
tends to be replaced by standing. Although the inter mediate category "Y" suffers from a relative lack of
data (44 quarter-hours counts) it. supports field observations that as soon flies begin,to bother the reindeer,
they move more (walking and trotting), and grazing time
At this intensity of harassment
is therefor reduced.
standing time remains low, however,and there is no
significant reduction in lying time. As the fly problem
becomes more severe the herd speeds up its movement even
more, and in addition their stationary resting periods
are shorter, with standing tending to replace lying as
the "resting" activity.
It is clear then that the relative time spent on the
five major activities in summer months is much influenced
by the severity of the fly menace, which in turn depends
on the prevailing weather conditions.
The true lying periods in August tended to be
rather short, from 1/2 to 2 hours, with an average of
around 1 hour. This agrees well with July results.
Several of these short lying periods tended to occur
throughout the day, and at irregular intervals. (Fig.4).
The lying periods occuring on 6th August for a herd of
about 800 deer are shown as a graphical example in Fig.9.
On those days on which lying become an uncomfortable
activity because of flies, the combination of stationary
standing with any lying achieved constituted the inactive
or "rest" periods, and' their duration can be seen to be
as short or shorter than those of the true lying periods.
(See line graphs in Fig. 4).
In both types of rest period the herd tended to be
bunched.
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FIG. 9. THE LYING PERIODS OF A HERD OF CA. 800:.; REINDEER ON 6TH AUGUST, .1970.
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In the active periods, the herd could either be
spread with only small movements and heavy grazing,
or be a massed aligned movement with varying proportions walking, trotting and grazing.. Whereas in July
this massed movement was a natural and spontaneous
feature, it did not occur so often in August unless
a herd was encouraged to move by insects. Thus the
walking, trotting/running and grazing percent figures
for the month of July (i.e. 18%, 15% and 36%), show
less similarity to those similar days in August without
flies (i.e. 13%, 3% and 49%), than to those days in
August when flies were present (i.e. 21%, 17% and 37%)
This slowing of the summer movement so typical of the
observations in July, was particularly apparent towards
the end of August, when the herds were smaller, more
stationary, and more spread than previously.
After .fast and prolonged movement in July,
harassed by flies in.August, the deer entered September,
and the hunting season.

c. Hunting: 1.- 8. September (Central Hardangervidda).

The reindeer hunting season on Hardangervidda
begins on 1st and ends on 25th September. Shooting
is permitted throughout the day from 8 00 to 18 00.
The declared quota of hunting licences each year are
widely distributed so that there are several thousand
hunters populating the area at this time. For the
1970 season, the hunt. aimed at reducing the population,
so that the number of licences issued was unusually
large.
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Observations of
to 8th September. T]
cold (-1 ° C to +4 °C),
and occasional sunny
strength up to Force
the 8th when a south

the deer were attempted from 1st
e weather in this week was rather
with frequent rain or snow showers
periods. Winds were variable in
6 and predominantly west, until
breeze brought low cloud and mist.

The reindeer were not to be found in large herds,
but in groups of up to 50 animals, and a few herds of
over a hundred animals (See Fig. 5).
Hunting was not responsible for the small size of
groups seén,since these were already the rule in late
August before the hunt. Also while shooting was often
seen to cause confusion and the occasional splitting
up of a group, it was also seen that a group running
off after a disturbance might encounter and join with
another group. Perhaps these two tendencies of splitting and joining balanced each other at this time.
The activity of the deer groups was greatly
altered by the hunting activity. The reason for herd
disturbance in the hunt is not the death of an individual reindeer per se,nor only the occasional noise
from shooting, but the whole barrage of human sights,
scents and sounds to which they are subjected. The
reindeer react to this with appropriate degrees of
fright, flight, and occasionally confusion.
The response of a group to an alarm depended on
the type and strength of the alarming stimulus.
Human scent tended to produce immediate fright and
running off in a herd. If the human scent was only
weak the animals would feel uneasy and bring their
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A

heads up from grazing to sniff the air frequently.
With visual disturbance, the individuals would run
together and turn to stand and face the disturbance,
many would urinate with back legs apart, and hold this
position. They would then run as a group, but often
towards the disturbance initially, before finally
running off, with frequent stops to look back, until
out of sight. With shooting, the noise at close range
often seemed to throw the reindeer into confusion,
even, when the hunters subsequently showed themselves.
Apparently uncertain of which way to run individuals
or sections of the. herd would run indifferent directions, stop, run nearer the danger and then perhaps
mill together. Eventually they would run off as a
herd at top speed, later slow to 'a trot, and if not
alarmed further they would finally walk and graze.
It was not uncommon to see a group ; suddenly running
over the top of a hill, begin to slow down,then be
alarmed by another group of hunters, and so run off
with increased speed and out of sight over the next
hill (and on to the next group of hunters).
Because of the difficulty of keeping groups under
observation the activity figures represent relatively
few 15-7minute counts compared with data from other
months (See Table 1.). But for those groups observed
in this time it can be seen that grazing (30%) and
lying (17%) are both severely reduced, standing is
infrequent (3%), walking fairly high (19%), while
trotting and running become the major activity (31%).
By considering data from the previous and
following months as a measure of what the September
norm might have been without hunting, it appears that

the hunting reduced grazing time by at least 15% and
up to 20%, lying time was reduced by about 10%, while
running and trotting was increased by at least 25%.
The importance of these figures lies not only in
the fact that such reduced daily grazing time must
result in a reduced grazing intake, but also that the,
energy demands of the animal must be higher than usual
due to the excessive running.
During the night when it is illegal to shoot, the
undisturbed herd may try to offset the unbalanced
activities of the day by intensive grazing, and the
necessary rumination and rest while lying. Days of
bad weather discouraging hunters 1 and 'arrival of a
-

• herd in a remote hunter-free area, could be used in
this way too.
However, it may not always be the case that reindeer
are undisturbed at night, because the hunters are
- widely distributed in huts and tents over the terrain,
and many of them having shot deer in the day, skinned
and dressed them in the evening, are moving these
carcasses off to.a road in the hours' of darkness.
With the reduced'time on feeding and resting,
the increased energyexpenditure on running and
trotting during the day, ' 'and the possi.bility 'of
furtIer disturbances 'at night, It 'is doubtful' if
the deer can maintain a pOsitive 'energy balance.
Furthermore' the hunt comes 'after the season

'

0fef1 'harassment, and is followed 'almost directly
by the rutting season where mature males stop grazing
altogether and concentrate on driving and chasing the
females. , '
-'
•,
'" ' '
'
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For barrt.:- .round caribou., KeisaIl (1968) notes
that in late August and September "the an-imals are
apparently compensating for the hardship of the fly
season and building up fat reserves in preparation for
the coming rutting period." For caribou it is a
period of "weight gain and physiological well - being,."
of "leisurely movement and intensive feeding."
For the hunted reindeer at Hardangervidda nothing could
be further from fact.
d..The Rut: 14. -•l9.October. (Halstjørn, Hardangervidda).

By early October several thousand reindeer were
found in the Maarbu area, east of the Central Hardangervidda region. From the 14th to 19th October the rutting
behaviour and activities of up to 500 deer was studied
north of Maarbu in the Halstjørn area (See map on Fig.2).
The hills in the Halstjørn area reach up to 1350 m,
.but the deer spent their time on the large flat areas
or mild slopes between 1150 and 1250 m. The vegetation
in this area is moderately utilised by deer.
The weather in the first two days was sunny and
clear, nearly calm, with a temperature of + 8 ° C.
Subsequently the west wind increased to force 2-3, and
the sky became overcast with cooler temperatures of
+ 3 ° c to + 5 0 C. On the night of the 17th snow fell and
on the 18th heavy snow falls covered the ground while
the west wind had built up to gale force (Force 5-6).
The reindeer moved a few kilometers into the wind •
each day.
Small groups of deer were common, even groups
of less than 10 animals (See Fig. 5 and photo 5).
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The small group size was due to a lack of cohesion
between the animals which apparently had its roots in
behaviour connected with the rut, notably the increased
antagonism between-animals,-male approaches to females,
and sometimes wild running and chasing. For example,
a group of 66 on the 14th of October fragmented in
several stages as animals ran off in small groups, while
others drifted away. Surpisingly, by some three hours
later most of the animals had reloOated each other and
had re-united-into a loose unit again:

- Problems in the study of herd activity at
rutting time were mentioned earlier. These were 1
the differences in behaviour between sexes, 2 the
difficulty in classifying sexual behaviour patterns
into one single activity, and 3 the rise and fall of
sexual behaviour as the rut progresses from beginning
to end. At Halstjørn this year .a fourth factor emerged,
an apparent lack of fully mature males. While many
young 1½ and 2½ year olds, and a few 3½ and possibly
4½ year-olds were seen, no older males could be identified. In summer a few well-antlered mature males were to
be found in the herds (e.g. see photo 1), but it appears
that they were shot out in the Septembr hunt. It was
therefore no surprise when rutting males at Hardangervidda this year showed the limited behaviour patterns
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and repertoire typical of the young rutting males seen
previously at Ottadalen and SnØhetta, and none of the
fully developed patterns of the large mature males there.
Fortunately, however, while lacking In the finer points
of sexual display and approach, the young males.. present
at Hardangervidda seemed quite eager to attempt mounting
and copulation.
Lying is the only activity which is performed regularly by both sexes together and throughout the rutting
period. At Halstjørn, lying took up 25% of the groups'
time and was distributed in distinct periods of 1 to
2½ hours, usually in two periods per day (See Fig. 4.)
The distribution of activites in the active time
(75%), was more variable as the rut Was drawing to a
close over this week.. Rutting behaviour was common up
to the-16th, but thereafter males were quickly losing
interest in the females and by the 18th were grazing
heavily with only traces of sexual behaviour.. In the
5 days observed, grazing time for herd averaged 43%.
(Table 1).' At the peak of rutting behaviour this would
have been rather less, and the figures for walking,
standing,, trotting/running, and other, (14%, 10%, 6% and
3% respectively), would have been correspondingly greater
and grazing correspondingly less.
Activity and behaviour comparisons at rutting time
were made at ReindØl, SnØhetta (15.-22.0ctober,1969),
and Lordalen, Ottadalen (16.-27. September,1970).
Rutting and calving times for the reindeer at Ottadalen
occur some 3-4 weeks earlier than for Hardangervidda
and SnØhetta. .
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The Reindøl region is . in the south - west of the
Snøhetta mountain range (see map on Fig. 1). Reindeer
ranged from the mountain tops. at 1700:m:to flats and
lakes at 1200 m but did not move dpWn to the sub-alpine
Birch level at 1000 m. The weather at this time was
typically cool, cloudy, with mist.,,- ...occasional-sunshine,
and a south breeze. Herds up to afew hundred strong
were seen.
This week was not the peak of the SnØhetta rut,
after the 17th rutting behaviour dropped off quickly,
and by the 20th had virtually disappeared. This. was
confirmed by the regular activity counts which showed
that the percentage number of animals obviously
involved in rutting activity dropped over the week.
(Table 4.)

.

Table 4.

The decline of rutting behaviour from 15th to 22nd
October, 1969, at ReindØl, Snhetta.

October Herd Size

Number, of counts

15

ca.250

- 11.

16
17
18
19
20,21,
22

ca.300
ôa.130
ca.400
calOO

12

various

6
10
11

% Herd involved
in rutting
behaviour

3.7
2.7
. 2.9
1.3
05

various.4 i
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In the first few days males were still not
feeding regularly but the overall grazing figure
for females, males and calves, was high at 40%, with
the remaining 23% of the active period distributed
over walking, standing, trotting/running and other
(12%, 6%, 4% and 1% respectively).
Lordalen is a long valley cutting into the
North'Ottadalenmountains (see map on Fig.l). .
At and beyond the sub-alpine Birch level at 1050 m,
the steep sides of the valley lead up to a plateau level
around 1300 to 1500 m with immediate summits beyond
of over 1700 m. Reindeer herds of up to a few hundred
animals were variously seen at all levels, on summits,
on plateau, on the valley floor, and for a few days
they were even seen to move down to the Birch woods.
for short spells.
• The weather was changeable. . : From 16th to 20th
.0
..
September it was mild, + 6
C to
+ - 90 C, with rain,
sunny. intervals and a Force Q.-3 south breeze. On
the 20th the first few snow showers came, and thereafter
cold clear weather, -5 ° C at night, + 5 °C in day, and
a Force 0-3 east breeze. From 25th the wind had nearly
gone, the temperature went up to + 7 0C . and the sun shone
until cloud and rain came again on the last day, 27th.
The reindeer activity showed no certain response to these
weather changes.
Throughout the observed period rutting behaviour
was intensive. A decline in rutting behaviour occurred
on the 25th and 26th (fine weather), but renewed actively
again on the 27th (cloudy, 'rain).
-
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For the first 10 days of observation the large mature
males did not graze at all, while the younger males
had an obviously reduced grazing, intake. Females grazed
but also stood around for long intervals. The time on
lying averaged out at 27%, andusually occurred in
definite herd periods of up to 2 1/4 hour long. (Fig.4).
Early afternoon from 1400 to 1530 was a favourite lying
time and on four consecutive days this was followed by
a drifting movement downhill to visit the Birch woods
where there was generally much rutting activity and
ezcitement
It was notfound practicable to attempt to measure
the distribution of activities in the active period (73%).
Unlike the HalstjØrn and ReindØl observations, Lordalen
observations represent-the peak of rutting and with
fully mature males present.
While .a different method would be required to
- quantify rutting behaviour much was learned of its
performance and meaning. Based on observations from
all thee areas a brief description of behaviour in
the active period is now given.
- As rutting time approaches the males have less
and less inclination to graze. Finally the mature
males stop grazing completely and spend all their active
time on rut behaviour. Typically a large male stands
with his head lowered, his body sometimes rocking gently,,
and although his eyes may be-half closed, he is apparently
acutely aware of the presence and behaviour of the nearby
females and males. (see photo 7).
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From this standing :position he often tramples his back
legs forward towards his front ones so that his back
arches and a spurt of urine is directed forward onto
his legs or mane (see photo 11).
After a few seconds he will relax his back legs and
continue standing as before. It is this standing
position which takes'up so much of his time in the.rut,
and from which most of the other behaviour patterns
arise.
Less commonly he may start muzzling on the ground
giving the spot a few scrapes with a front hoof followed
by more muzzling (see photo 12).
From the motionless standing position he may
suddenly swing his head up and round towards a nearby
female he is associating with, "tending", or one who is
passinci by. As the female responds by moving away,he
will follow after her at a trot or walk with his head
stretched' out, tongue flicking, out and in, 'and' delivering
low grunts. This pattern has been called "driving" of
the female by the male (seéphotos 8 and 9).
It appears that as the female reacts with less and
less fright or avoidance to a males' head swinging,
driving, and grunting,so the chances of mounting and
copulation by the big bull become greater. On females
who remain relatively passive, the head swinging of the
male often has the éffectof bringing his head and neck
over the female's back. This is the' - first necessary
step to successful mounting.

-
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• ',

. While driving or simply standing near a' female, •
the male may frequently break off'to chargewith antlers.
lowered at a subdominant, poorer-antlered, --and usually
younger male, who has come too close.'.The insubordinate
male runs off immediately, the dominant male stops his
charge after anything from a few steps up to 50 metres and
trots back in a driving position towards a female

•

The younger. males will approach as close as they,
are permitted (often about 10 metres) to the females
being tended by the large males
Two large dominant males to not come into contact
with each other so much if they are both tending a
single female each But in other situations, usually
involving females, disputes are common The two rival
males, often from a side to side position slowly bring
their head and antlers round frontally and their antlers
beaths make contact. They will, then suddenly vigorously'
shake their antlers together making a loud crashing noise
for a féwl seconds,before disengaging. (see photo '10).
It often appears as if the male who walks off first,
If both-walk often driving a female, is the "winner"
off,. together side by side then a second clash occurs
After indecisive clashes or at times of excitement, a
ccurs - They,
less ritualised and more violent fight occurs,.
engage as before, often first running side by side, then
push hard with their antlers until one is being pushed
backwards at a ruri, breaks off, and retreats quickly.
• • 'Both' ritualised clashing and vigorous fighting •
are quite distinct from the relatively gentle and prolonged antler-sparring which is performed by young males
in the rut, (see cover photo), and by all antlered
males in winter.
• ' .', .
.
•
•
'
.
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Another main aspect of male behaviour in the rut
is bush - thrashing where the males thrash their antlers
back and forth through any available shrub vegetation
such asbirches or willows. (See photo 13).
The female also bush-thrashes but less often
and less vigorously. Female behaviour at or near the
state of oestrus is much less distinct than male libido.
Unlike the adult male, thé adult female continues grazing at the
peak of the rut, and in avoiding the males' attentions
merely takes a few walking or trotting steps on to continue
grazing. It seems, however, that the degree of response
or lack of response to the males' attentions indicate
her readiness for mating. On the occassions that a
female showed minimal response to a large - 'male s head
swinging or driving "threats", then mounting followed.
Once mounted the females usually tried and succeeded in
pulling away. It was therefore often difficult to assess
the success or otherwise of the copulation attempts.
On one exceptional occasion a female was actually seen
to "encourage" th e most dominant male (estimated age. 3½
year old). in a group of 40 deer atHalstjØrn, Hardangervidda on 16th. October, by pushing her muzzle in his side,
rubbing. her nose in the vegetation around, and - following
him if he moved. On being mounted, the female stood
quietly and following the fourth mounting by the male,
(See photo 6), she stood with her back hunched and a
spurt of clear fluid was ejected.
A conspicuous but puzzling feature of herd
activity at rutting time is the amount of wild running
and chasing which may occur. The random running around
seen at Halstjørn and its effect on group size was
- 48 -

described earlier Fast chasing of a female by a male
or a group of-males is also seen at times excitement.
The female is running flat out,. mouth open,. followed'
by a string of males and always in their ranking order
from a large dominant heavily-antlered male at. the, head,,
through to medium-antlered males and finally young
poorer-antlered males. If two of the leading big
males dispute. their running order they stop and fight,
so the younger males rush on'after the female only'to
give away again,when the dominant male again takes the
lead It is the female, however, who seems to have
the öontrolling hand as she apparently initiates the
chase, by running off, and controls it by altering the
speed of running. ' When she slows down. and finally stops,
the males quieten down, and a dominant male takes over
tending of the female It may well be that the function
of such chases is the female 'advertising' a state of
oestrus or near-oestrus, and in the male competition
that follows,sheis ensuring herself a dominant mature
partner-.
'While such a fast chase is in :progress, wild running attempts at mointingoften.occur, more especially
- 'by the opportunistic young males, but nothing -resembling
such times. The tending
successful copulation was seen .
of a single female by.a dominant single male seeths 'to
have much greater chance ôf reproductive Success, as the
- female becomes increasingly responsive to the male's
advances.
e. 'Winter: 1. - 9.December(Halstjørn,. Hardanger.vidda).
-About one thoüsãnd reindeer, in various sized
herds and groupes - were found on revisiting the Halstjørn
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area under winter conditions in the first week of
December.
-.
There was no

e vidence to prove that the
males present in summer and autumn had segregated .for
the winter. Young 1½ - 2½ year old antlered males were
plentiful while a few older males seen had generally
cast one or both antlers.
Counts showed that calves
made up an average 25% of the herd.
The weather in this week was dominated by a
strong west wind which except on the 6th and 7th was
always. powerful enough to whip up loose snow and.drive
it into the -air. Thus on the 8th, with a Force-7 - 8
wind, visibi1ity'wasreduced to less than 100 meters.
This effect tended to mask actual differences in weather,
which; was in fact sunny and cold for the first five
days (-16 ° C on 2nd), and cloudy and milder the last four
- days (-1°C).

:

The daily activity of the herds showed the
expected return to the winter pattern as described in
the previous report. (Gaare, Sko'gl and . and Thomson 1970)..
• Aherd would lie for a few hours in the middle, of the
day ; otherwise-it was grazing stationary, or slowly
walking into the.wind to' thé'nèxt grazing spot.
•-

-.

Three lying periods observed from start to
finish lasted 1 1/3, 2½, and-3 hoUrs.', Thus' even the shortest period corresponded to one of the longest
lying periods 'in summer.. Lying took: up 33% of' the' rein- j
- -deers' - - time,in"the day (Table 1.'). •
-.

- - The strong likelihood of- a single-mid--;day
lying period occuring between 12.15'to 14.3o, can be
seen from the line graphs in Fig. 4. ' -- 5-0 -

The: similarity with the activity pattern of the
previous, winter, is striking (compare with January in
Table VIII'of the - previous report).
The grazing of morning and late afternoon
followed the typical'. winter pattern, the animals • are.
concentra.éd,at the
non-aligned with each other and
most-suitable-grazing spots (Fig.10).
Figure 10. Winter grazing. pattern. Diagra mmatic sketch.

-..

I

interchange of grazing 'spots is frequent and'
is controlled under a social hierarchy. This'operateS
through the claim or defense'of a grazing position by
threat,-- or by the simple walking approach of a dominant
ranking animal to a subdominant (behaviour report in
prep.).
Feeding depths of up to 20 cm of snow were
found in grazed areas but usua11ythe, snow was 'too' hard.
for digging and 'the reindeer grazed. over 'the y icy or
thin-snow "bare" areas 'which needed o1y.a few scrapes
to expose the food. Grazing was the' major daily activity
at 45% of the herds'. time (Table 1,)..
The-strong wind hadlan'important effect on the
other' activities. ' Herd and group movements into the
wind accounted for most of the 11% time spent-on-walking.
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•

The time on standing (8%), and trotting and running
(2%), was considerably boosted by individualbehaviour
responses to gale-force:winds. .This.variously included
lying.with backs to-the wind and heads tuc]ed'into the -body, standing for long periods -withhead. lowered.into'the wind and . driving snow, and sudden burst of running•
by individuals or groups, occassionally causing the..- herd to split up. This behaviour was thesame as that •
recorded under strong winds in the Forehogna -area in
March (op 'cit.)

6 T. Skogland.
Photographs: 1-5, 7-13- B.R. Thomson;
Süniinér and: Autumi ctivity (Hardangervidda) 1-6.
Male Rutiñg Behaviour(Ottad1en) 7-13.
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2.

Various stages of coat moult and antler
herd of over a thousand above TinnhØlen
I. Well-antlered males were conspicuous
September hunt.
2. Liers at the rear get up as the herd
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growth are seen in a mixed
lake on 2nd August.
in the herds before the
moves off grazing.
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3. The massed herds in summer of o
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4. Part of the huge herd of ca. 10000 animals moving over the flats
of Djupemyran on 4th August.
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5.

±- utting time the animals are typically scattered widely,
in small and un-cohesive groups.

*

I
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6. Successful mounting and copulation by the male (Halstjørn
16th October) , is much less often seen than the various
secondary sexual displays,approaches and chases he performs.
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3. Discussion.
The activity of wild reindeer has now been
studied over a complete year, 1970, on the Hardangervidda
mountain area. The results so far can best be discussed
under three question headings.
What is the herd activity and how does it vary
over the year ?
Are there sex and age differences in activity ?
C)

a)

What controls and influences activity ?

Field observations have been made and results analysed
for certain periods throughout the year and as they
were phased at approximately one month intervals, were
presented as "monthly activity means" for the herd..
(Table 1).
By plotting the means for any one activity.
and graphically extrapolating between them, then the
variation and importance of one activity over the
year becomes clear. (See Fig. 11)..
-The intervals between the norm means are extrapolated
of
on the basis of what is kno"the
ecology of the reindeer herd on Hardangervidda at that time, rather than
by joining the means in straight lines.
Grazing is. clearly the major time-consuming
activity of a herd and varies between 30-50%. over
the year. Daily grazing time troughout winter includes
time required for digging and scraping at snow, and
shows little variation around 45%. Between mid-April
and the calving season in late May, this grazing
precent was found to have dropped by some 10%. There
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seems to be three possible reasons for this decrease
in the grazing time, but further study should evaluate
their relative contributions.
They are: 1 snowmelt eliminates the need - for time consuming digging,
2 nutritious spring growth of plants permits
a reduced grazing intake, and
3 females must attend to -their new calves
and grazing-time is thereby reduced. Observations
in July, when the calves were 6-7 weeks old, showed
that the herd grazing time remains low (36%), and it
is not until August that grazing time increases again
by an average of 10%.

In fact when flies were present

in August grazing time did not increase at all, whereas
It took up to 50% of the animals' day time when the
weather was unsuitable for the flies, notably at the
end of August. In September the groups watched during
the hunting season could not spend more than an average
30% of their time on grazing. As indicated on the graph
(Fig.11) presumably grazing time was high again immediately after the hunt only to drop again as the rut
came on, as the males reduce or cease their grazinq.
Data from the endf;tFe rut show that grazing is back
to a relatively• hugh value at 43%, then on the return
to winter conditions a December value of 45%. Variation
in grazing time is minimal under the relatively constant
environmental conditions of winter but responds in
spring, summer and autumn, to definite seasonal factors,
such as plant growth, adjustments for young calves,
summer movement, fly harassement, hunting disturbance,
and the rut.
Lying is'the second most time-consuming
activity, and is essential for rumination of ingested
plants, and for rest and sleep.
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Lying time reached a yearly peak immediately after
calving when female.s in the nursery groups were spending 42% of their time on lying. The herd average
dropped to 28% in July, then to 21% in August (10% with
fly harassment, 30% without flies), and further. down
to 17% in the September 'hunt. At the end of the, rut
in October the lying time was 25%. There is an
apperent increase from early winter (30% in January)
through to late winter (40% in April). Herd lying
time varied less than grazing when the animals are
subjected to harassing factors, such as flies or
hunting.
Of the three remaining activities, the time
spent on walking was most often the greatest value
of the three, and at 10 - 18% showed little variation
over the year. The increase to 18% walking time in
July was a result of the voluntary massed 'herd movements, whereas in August the same average value occured,,
but undoubtedly encouraged by the:fly harassment.
Throughout the year the time spent on walking
remains relatively stable, even surprisingly' in the
hunting season.

..

Standing is a less time-consuming activity
than walking, but shows interesting variation over' the
year. In early winter standing around accounted for
8 - 12% of a herds time, much of it occuring as a
reactionfollowing disturbance or as a reaction to high winds, but in April it was low (2%).
After calving the females spent much time standing (10%),
mainly in attending to their calves, but this value
drops off again as the post-calving movement progresses.
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The increase in standing 'act-ivi-ty ain in August
(average 8%) reflects the fact that it was too uncomfortable for the deer to lie when the fly problem
was severe. The 3% standing time in the hunt is the
result of deer taking alarm stances and interrupting
their flight to stand and look back at a source of
disturbance. Standing is a significant activity
in the rut, especially as a part of male behaviour.
The actual 10% time spent on standing by the end of
the rut was repeated in early winter, December.
Trotting and running, two activities which
were considered under one activity category, are
distinctly seasonal. In winter, the percentage time
spent on running a short distance after a disturbance,
or by individuals occassionally trotting down a snow
slope, is negligible (less than 1 to 1%). Only when
the post-calving aggregations build up and show their
"summer movement" do trotting and running become important activities. The peak is perhaps reached by
about July (17%), and it has' dropped off a little by
August (average 11%), especially when - no flies, are
present (3%), but not at all if flies are a menace (17%).
The exaggerated increase to 31% in September is due to
-the dramatic effect' of the hunt. In the rut many of
the special behaviour patterns include either trotting
or running (6% time near the. end of the rut) but this
must drop off quickly to the low winter value.
b.)

-

Are there sex 'and age-differences in activity ?

In the course of the field work it was not
usually possible to record the quantitative activity
of individuals of various sex and age classes, and
still record the herd activity. However, differences
were seen to exist, more especially at certain times
of the year.
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Thus, just after calving,observations were in fact
made separately on calves and their mothers, while
in the rut only the herd activity was systematically
recorded but detailed observations were made on the
rutting behaviour of males and females.
With' few exceptions females made up at least
50% of the animals. in an observed herd at all times
of the year, so they form the foundation of the
activity data. The two other classes, males and calves,
did not usually deviate from the herd activity pattern,
The extent to which they did may now be considered.
The physiological and behavioural characteristics of the male reach their - peak-point of divergence
from the female at rutting time. As described earlier
their activities are radically altered', the mature
males at this time giving the impression ,of being
totally involved in sex. Their necks, are swollen.
displaying' their mane, they give off a strong smell
(even to the human.observer), their antagonistic. potential is at its peak as they clash and fight amongst
each other with their large antlers,or chase off. subdominant males. Their sexual.libido is also shown
through their standing, urinating and pawing displays,
and unrelenting approaches- to females with attempts
at mounting and copulation whenever a chance' arises.
All this contrasts strongly with the female
who in her passive role at rutting time can lead a
much more "normal" round of activities.
Separate
measurement of female and male activity is obviously
desirable at this time, if a suitable scheme can be
found to quantify rutting behaviour patterns, especially those of the males.
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The mature older males shed their antlers in
early winter, while young males retain them until late
winter. Observations in winter show that, these young
males may spend, a small part of their time on sparring
matches with their antlers. On occasion, a few males
will gather together away from the female/calf grazing
concentration, and then sparring among the antlered
males is common. Antlered males in winter may also.
be seen attempting mounting on other deer,, especially
on females and unantlered males, but even on calves
and other antlered males. Also the head-swinging and
driving of rutting time may occur in remant form directed
from an antlered male towards a female, unantiered male,
or calf. Unlike these antlered males, the unantlered'
males seem to have lost any residual. sexual urges and
tend to be more responsive to the majority activity.
Fortunately in the winter of 1969/70 the males were
neither present in the observation areas in sufficient
number, nor their behaviour devian t enough,to affect the
activity data. (op.cit.)
In the observed calving area at Olavsdalen,
Hardangervidda, May 1970, males were all but absent
at a half per cent.
A similiar situation apparently
occurs in barren-ground caribou, as a result of. the
males tending to lag well behind in the movement to
the calving grounds. (Kelsall, 1968).
The post calving aggregations seen in July
and early August were remarkable for the uniformity
and synchronisation of individuals, and this was no
less true of males in the herds. Like the females,
the males are growing their antlers at this time, and
show minimal aggressive potential. The only feature
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which characterized males at this time was that they
sometimes seemed to favour each other's company, so
that a few large males might be seen moving or grazing
near each other. However, it was not until late August
when the males lost their velvet, that' any change in
male behaviour could be perceived; sparring occurred
and antagonistic encounters were seen more frequently.
To summarise, when a male was seen in hard
antler he sometimes showed behavioural differences
from the female, in the rut his behaviour and activity
was very different, and when unantlered or in velvetantler his behaviour was like that of the female.
The calf performs all the adult activities,
after a short development period, Observations showed
that before a reindeer is half a day old it can not
only perform lying, standing, walking and running,
but has made its first attempt at grazing Measurement
of the time spent by calves, 1 day to 1 week old, showed '
their activity pattern to be 63% lying, 13% standing,
10% walking, 7% grazing, 4% suckling and 3% running.
(Gaare, Skogland and Thomson,1970).
The calf at this age has a great need for lying rest,and
with the time spent on grazing being so low,it is
obviously heavily reliant on its mother's milk for its
nutritional needs. It is uncertain what food value the
calf may obtain from plart ingestion in the first week
of life, although two dead calves estimated ages 6 days
were both found to have normal plant contents in their
rumens, as well as milk in the abomasum. (Gaare,personal
communication).

The next observations were made when the
calves were 6 to 8 weeks old , and;by this time they
were grazing and moving as the adults, so that separate
calf measurements were not considered justified. Suckling was so reduced in both duration and,frequency that
it was no longer an activity' which 'used up a significant part of the calves' time. Records of complete'
suckling events show that they lasted an average 1 mm.
25 'secs. from start to finish in the 1st week of life,
this had fallen to an average 30 seconds at the age of
6-8 weeks, and an average of 24 seconds by the age of
9-14 weeks. All suckling observed after this age averaged 20 seconds. This reduction in nursing time with
age is shown graphically 'in Fig. 12.
The frequency of suckling proved to be much
more difficult to measure. ' Regular-15-minute activity
countsof young 'calves (1 day to 1 week-old) ware used
to estimate that every'calf suckles'once every 40 minutes on average. By July, sucklings were so-relatively
infrequent that regular counts could show nothing.
As an alternative measure itwas therefore attempted
to re-late the total number of sucklings observed to the
number of calves in view, and the-number of hours they were
observed. In July and August,then, it appears' that
•

,a calf is still receiving milk several times a day,,
perhaps once every 3 to 8 hours.,
Whatever the exact suckling frequency of an
older calf the pattern is made clear by simply comparing the total number of sucklings events seen per field day of observation.
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Regardless of the size of herd present, it was possible
to see and describe ca. 40 -- 50 sucklings per day amongst
1 day to 1 week calves in late May; an average 8 sucklings per day in July; an. averageS sucklings per day
in August; an average 1 event per day in October;
thereafter throughout the winter months an average of
1 event, every field trip of about 10 days.
These figures say much concerning the later weaning of
.
reindeer then caribou, e.g.
Kelsall (1968) notes that "many field men have observed
large herds of (barrenground) caribou for long periods
from mid-July onward without seeing suckling."
Clearly this is not the case with wild reindeer calves
in July or August.
Fig. 13 shows the estimated fall in the
frequency of suckling and should be considered together
with the duration of suckling events (Fig.. 12). These
suggest that, assuming a constant rate of milk flpw, a
calf at the age of 3 months is receiving some 2-3% of
the daily milk intake it received in its first week of
life. Final 'weaning' is a difficult term to define for
reindeer. Sporadic successful suckling events can be
seen throughout autumn, winter, and into, the next
calving, season.
From the activity' standpoint, suckling-in
summer does not alter the calves' or females' 'activity
patterns to any 'recognisable extent., However, one small
but interesting difference in calf activity in summer
is that the need for much lying amongst the young calves
has not entirely disappeared. Calves in July, and to
a lesser extent in August, showed a 'particular readiness
to lie at odd times and were usually among the first
animals to lie when a lying period was beginning,
or the last to arise.

FIG. 12. REDUCTION IN THE DURATION OF SUCKLING EVENTS WITH CALF AGE.
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FIG, 13, THE ESTIMATED FALL IN THE FREQUENCY OF SUCKLING EVENTS.
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An example of this was . seen at the start of a lying
period for a herd of 600 on 17th July, when 90% of
the calves present had lain,but only 20% of the adults.
Unlike the separate data collected on very
young calves, calves in July andonward were considered with adults in the herd activity count, and an
estimate of the slight deviance of the :'calf activity
from the adult pattern was made,and included in Fig.11.
In summer it was often observed that a herd,
usually whilst moving, had a high proportion of calves
in the rear and its highest proportion of males in the
van. This can be accounted for by a combination of
factors: the calves' smaller stride when walking or
trotting, the calves' partiality for lying, and mother-. •
infant interactions including suckling. Suckling in
fact often result in an individual calf and mother being
temporarily left behind the herd. The fact, however,
that calves of this age do spend the same time on moving
as the other animals in the herd, and stand no more or
less than the adults, makes it interesting to speculate
on whether the slight increase in lying time for calves
is made at the expense of grazing time. If this is so,
then the small reduction in grazing time must be more
than compensated for by the occàss'ional suckling of
milk.
C.)

What controls and influences activity ?
The degree to which reindeer activity is
controlled and influenced by various' internal and external factors will be discussed in a final activity
report, where activity results for 1971 will be
presented.
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4. Summar
Results from the study of the activity of wild
reindeer herds on the Hardangervidda mountain plateau
is presented for the second half of 1970, as a direct
continuation of a previous report. (Gaare, Skogland
and Thomson, 1970).
Periodic 15-minute counts of the individuals in
a herd variously involved in the different activities,
grazing, lying, standing, walking, trotting and running
In summer months
formed the basis of the field data
this scheme was modified slightly to allow average
counts or estimates over the whole 15-minute interval,
because of the rapid changes of activity in the large herds
at this time. In the rut, qualitative observation of
activity predominated on account of the unusual sexual
behaviour patterns, the marked difference between sexes,
and the change in activity as the rut progressed.
As before, the conversion of field data to percentages allowed a comparison of the fluctuation between
• herd's daily grazing and lying periods (e.g.Fig. 8);
• graphical representation showing the time of day when
active and resting periods occured (see Fig. 4); and .a
comparison of the mean time spent on different activities
at d 1 fferent months. (see Table I.Y.
Results show that usually grazing was the main
activity, and lying the next most time-consuming activity,
but in fact there was considerable variation in the time
spent on various activities throughout the summer and
autumn months. (Table 1.)
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There is a basic change in activity from the stable
winter pattern to the more varied, fluctuating summer
demonstrates the overall difference
pattern. Table 2
between winter and summer/autumn activity. The time
spent on both grazing and lying tended to be decreased
in summer and autumn, whereas walking, trotting and
running increased. Summer lying periods were short,
and were not linked to any preferred time of day.
The central region of Hardangervidda (Fig.2) was
a favoured area. The reindeer moved over all terrain
and vegetation types. Observed movements within this
region in July, August and September are shown in Fig.3.
By October and early winter, observations were being
made further east.
The seasonal factors influencing the reindeer are
discussed in a month to month description of the herd
activity:
In early July, herds from several hundred to
thousand were commonest, and held an average 26%
and 15-25% males. Integration of the males into
post-calving aggregations had already occured to

a few
calves
the
a great

extent. The day-time activity was characterised by
an aligned, often massed, movement. The proportions
grazing, walking, trotting and running varied as the
speed of the herd varied. Changes in the shape and
direction of the massed herds were frequent, an example
is shown in Fig. 6. This movement was normally directed
into the wind, but neither the wind nor other external
factors appeared to control its initiation, speed of
movement, or distance travelled.
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Herd lying periods averaged 1 hour (see Fig.4), although
scattered individual lying occured at other times,
especially by the calves. Observation through the night
showed a preference for lying in the darkest hours.
(see Fig. 8).
In August, herd size reached a peak with an aggregation of ca. 10 000 animals on 4th (see photo 4),
thereafter the herd structure changed as the large herds
broke up into smaller less-cohesive groups. The change
in the size of observed reindeer units at different
times throughout 1970 is shown in Fig. 5. With warm,
sunny and windless weather, the reindeer endured considerable haressment from flies. Warble fly, nostril
fly, Tabanid flies, black flies and mosquitoes were
suspected. The ability of the flies to harass the
reindeer was determined by the weather conditions, in
particular, the flies had definite thresholds to air
temperature and windspeed (see Fig. 7). The reindeer
responded
to fly harassment in .a variety of ways,
their behaviour included various types of shaking,
twitching, biting, stamping and running. On days with
flies, herd activity was greatly altered as a massed
movement typified the active time, and massed standing
and milling, instead of lying in the non-active time
(see Table 3.). On days without flies, however, herd
movement was much less than in July.
The hunt in September had a dramatic effect on
activity, due to the constant alarming stimuli from
human sights, scents and sounds. Actual shooting often
threw the herd into confusion with individuals running
in various directions.
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However, the small size of the groups seen at this
time is not believed to be caused by the hunting
activity, since small group size was already the rule
in late August before the hunt (see Fig. 5). Of the
groups observed, running and trotting became the main
activity at an average 31% of the time, with grazing at
30% (reduced by 15-20%), and lying at 17% (reduced by
10-15%). With the reduced daily grazing time and increased energy expenditure on running, and the possibility
of further disturbances at night, it is doubtful whether
the deer can maintain a positive energy balance. This
comes at a time when the deer might otherwise be recovering from the fly season and building up fat reserves
for the rut and winter.
Observations of the rut in October, found scattered
groups and herds in the HalstjØrn area of Hardangervidda.
The males present there showed the limited rutting behaviour patterns typical of young males; males older
than 3½-4 year 'old were not present, apparently having
been shot in the hunt. Lying periods of 1. to 2½ hours,
and usually two periods per day, accounted for 25% of
the time. Comparitive observations at the Snøhetta and
Ottadalen mountain ranges (see Fig. 1.) found 29% and
27%, respectively, of the rutting time taken up by lying.
Activity data from SnØhetta showed that the percentage
of the herd involved in rutting activities fell from
day to day as the rut was drawing to a close. (see Table 4.).
Mature rutting males have a wide variety of sexual
behaviour patterns; They cease grazing and stand with
their heads lowered for long periods, they trample the
back legs forward and urinate on them, they muzzle and
paw the ground, they thrash bushes with their antlers,
they chase - off lesser males, and they fight, or perform
a ritual antler clash, with rivals. The male's approaches
to the female consist of swinging his head up to her and
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'driving' i.e. with his head held up, - tongue-flicking
and grunting, as he trots or walks towards her. (see
Photos 6-13). The female, on the other hand, continues
grazing in the rut and her behaviour gererally is much
less obvious then the male's. The degree of avoidance
she shows towards a mature 'tending' male apparently
indicates her readiness for mating. Wild fast 'chasing'
of a single female by a string of males may have an
advertising function for the female, but by themselves
the chases are probably unproductive; constant tending
of a female by a mature male seems to have a greater
chance of leading to succesful copulation.
In December the reindeer had returned to the stable
winter activity pattern of morning and afternoon grazing
peaks and a long lying period around mid-day. When
digging or scraping for food in winter, the animals are
typically un-aligned with each other and are concentrated
at the most suitable grazing places. (see Fig. '10.)
Exchange of feeding craters in the snow operates urder
a social hierarchy. Strong winds and driving snow in
December disrupted the activity to some extent inducing
bursts of running, and standing with heads down into
the wind or lying with backs to the wind, for long
periods, without grazing.
The fluctuation in each herd activity over the
whole year, 1970 , on Hardangervidda, is presented
graphically in Fig. 11. and discussed in detail. Sex
and age differences in activity occur, particularly
at certain times of the year.
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Thus,the adult Male at rutting time is totally different
in behaviour and activity from the female; in hard antler
after the rut he may still show some differences, notably
in the time spent on antler sparring; while in the unantlered
or in velvet-antler stage, his behaviour is generally
indistinguishable from that of the female. The calf
shows a rapid development of his behaviour patterns
in its first week of life, but these are concentrated
into
short bursts of activity between long lying
rest periods. Both the duration of suckling events
(see Fig. 12),and their frequency of occurrence (see Fig.13)
drops rapidly so that by the age of 6-8 weeks suckling
ot the mother by the calf no longertakes up a significant
part of the activity time. By the age of 3 months the
calf may be receiving only 2-3% of the daily milk intake
it received in its first week of life.
The only obvious
difference in activity time between the calf and the adult
which remains until summer, is that the calf still lies
more. In July and August - they w ere usually the first
animals in a herd to lie and the last to get up. This
tendency combined with the smaller stride of the calf
and various mother-infant intractions notably suckling,
is
apparently the reason for the high proportion
of calves and their mothers in the rear-part of the
moving herds in summer.
The control of reindeer activity by internal and
extenal factors is to be discussed in a final report
for 1971.

4. Sammendrag.
Med dette presenteres resultatene fra studiet av
vilireinens aktivitet pA Hardangervidda. Rapporten
dekkersiste halvpart av 1970, og er en direkte fortsettelse av en tidligere rapport. (Gaare, Skogland og
S

Thomson 1970).

Det er tellet antall individer i flokken som er
opptatt av følgende aktiviteter: beiting, ligging,
stAing, ging, trekking og 1ping, med perioder p
15 min., og dette er de prirnre data samlet i felt.
I sommermnedene ble rutinen endret noe pa grunn av de
raske skiftninger i aktiviteten i d store. flokker som
da er vanlige. Gjennornsnitt av tellinger eller ogs.
anslag over aktiviteten i 15 min. intervaller ble da
brukt. I parringstiden ble det lagt større vekt p
kvalitative observasjonerav aktiviteten i forbindelse
med den seksuelle adferd, og den markerte forskjell
mellom kjØnnene samt variasjonene i aktiviteten gjennom
parringstiden.
Feltdataene er omregnet i prosent og dette
tillater en sammenlikning av fluktuasjonene mellom
en flokks daglige beite- og liggeperioder (f.eks.fig.8),
en grafisk framstilling som viser tidspunkt pa dOgnet
for vekslingen mellom aktive perioder og hvile, (se fig.4),
og en sarnmenlikning av den gjennomsnittlige tid som brukes
P& ulike aktiviteter i ulike mâneder (Se tab.1)
Resultatene viser at belting variligvis er den
viktigste aktivitet, deretter er det ligging som tar
mest tid, men ellers var det betydelig variajon i den
tid som ble anvendt p ulike aktiviteter gjennom soininer
og hØstmnedene (tab.1).
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Mellom det stabile aktivibt.s-ØnsLor i vintermnedene
til det raskt skiftendé innster i somrnerrnnedene er
det en fundamental forskjel.1. Tab.
vi sr denne forskjell mellom vinter og sommer/høsL, mer.s tiden som
anvendes p& bade belting og ligging er floe mindre
sommer/høst enn om vinteren, •er ging, trekking og løp -ing mer tidkrevende da. Om sommeren er liggeperiodene
korte, og de er ikke f'iksert til bestemte tider i dsgnet.
De sentrale deler av Hardan
det viktigste omrde for reinen.
alle terreng og vegetasjonstyper,
regionen som ble benyttet I ..jUli,
var vis.t pfig. 3. I oktoberog
observasjonene gjort lenger øst.

ervidda (fig. 2), var
Dyra bevegde seg over
og trekkveier I denne
august og september.
tidlig 'vinter ble

De sesongavhengige faktorer som pvirker reinen
er diskutert i en mned til mined beskrivelse av flokkens
aktivitet: . . .
Ta.dlig 1 julI var flokker fra noen hundre til
noen fA tusn vanligst. . De bésto gjennornsnittiig av
• 26% kalver og 15-25% bukkèr.
Integrering av bukker
i flokker .1 etter-kalvingsperiode var for det meste
ferdig. Aktiviteten orn dagen var :karakterisert ofte
av store grupper 1 lange rader EttersQm hastigheten
varierte, variérte ogsand'eleneav dyr som beitet,
gikk, trakk eller ].øp. . Fórandringi form og retning av
de store flokkene var hyppige, et ekseinpel er vist 1
fig 6 Bevegelsen var vanligvis rettet mot vinden,
men verken vinden eller andre miljøfaktorer kunne kontrollere starten av dem, hastighetène11er distansen
som ble tilbakelagt. .Sornet gjennornsnitt var liggeperiodene p& 1 t. (se fig. 4.),skjønt enkelte f mdivider 19 til andre tider. Dette gjalt sr1ig kalver.
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Nattobservasjoner viste en markert preferanse for
ligging i de mørkeste timer (fig.8).
Den 4. aigust nr flokkstørrelsene et maksimum
med en flokk p& ca. 10 000 dyr, (Se foto 4), derp
deles den opp i mindre grupper. Vekslingen i tlokkstØrrelsene slik de er observert gjennom 5ret 1970 er
vist p fig. 5. I varme perioder, med sol og lite og
ingen vind, plages dyra svrt av insekter. Antakelig
for det meste hud- og svelg-brems, klegg og blinding,
knott og mygg. Insektplagen var svrt avhengig av varforholdene og sr1ig var temperatur og vindforhold
viktige. (Se fig. 7). Dyra reagerte pa* mange miter
overfor denne plagen f.eks. ved & riste eller bite seg,
ved & stampe med en fot eller ved & 1pe. Flokkens aktivitet ble sterkt forandret nr forholdene var gunstige
for insekter, for det mëste var alle dyra i kraftig
bevegelse i aktive perioder og de kunne st& eller
ligge i inaktive perioder.
"mØlle" rundt i stedet for
P& dager fri for insekter var flokkens bevegelse mye
mindre enn i juli.
Jakten i •sptember hadde en dramtisk effekt p
aktiviteten, dyra fikk stadig alarmstimulus ved til
stadighet & se, hØre og lukte mennesket. Selve skuddet
brakte ofte forvirring og dyra sprang i alle retninger.
Men de sm& flokker en s& p& denne tida antas ikke A vre
forrsaket av menneskelig aktivitet. Slike sm& grupper
eksisterte allerede vanligvis i august før jakta.
(Se fig. 5). Hos de flokker som ble iaktatt var lØping
og trekking den viktigste akti vitet, de opptokgjennoinsnittlig 31% av tida, beitingen var redusert med 15-20%
til 30%, liggingen med 10-15% til 17%. Det er tvilsomt
om dyra kan opprettholde positiv energibalanse i denne
tid med den sktra énérgi somtrenges ved lØpingom
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dagen og ved forstyrrelser ogs muligens om flatten.
Dette komrner pa* en tid nr dyra vel tar seg igjen etter
insektsesongen og bygger opp fettreserver for parringstid og vintersesong.
Observasjoner av parring i oktober viser at noen dyr
er spredt i smflokker i omr&dene rundt Halstjørn,
Hardangervidda. Bukkene der viste den begrensede parringsadferd typisk for unge handyr, bukker eldre enn 3½-4 &r
fantes ikke. De var penbart butt skutt under jakta.
Liggeperioder fra 1-2½ t., -og vanligvis to pr. dag,
utgjØr 25% av tida. Sammenliknende observasjoner fra
SnØhetta og Ottadals-omrdene viste at henholdsvis 29%
og 27% av tida ± parringstida ble brukt til ligging.
Aktivitetsdata for Snøhetta viser at andelen av flokken
opptatt med parrings-aktiviteter gradvis falt fra dag
til dag mot slutten av perioden. (se tab. 4).
Voksne. brunstige bukker har en lang rekke spesielle
seksuelle adferdsmønstre. De stopper & beite og star
med hodet senket i lange perioder, tramper med bak-beina
framover og urinerer pa nedre delen av dem, snuser I
bakken og skraper med frambeina, roter I busker med
geviret, jager bort mindre bukker, slss eller foretar
rituelle kamper med geviret mot rival er. Bukken nrmer
segsimla ved svinge hodet opp mot henne, og "driver"
med hodet opp , tungeflipping eller grynter ettersom
han nrmer seg henne I tray eller gang, (se foto 6-13)
Simla fortsetter, pa den annen side, & beite I parringstida. Hennes adferd er inye mindre Influert enn bukkens.
Den grad hun viser av avvising overfor modne bukkers
tIlnrmelse indikerer apenbart hennes mottakelighet.
Ville og brunstige "drivinger" av ei enkelt simle av en
rad bukker kan ha en forberedende funksjon for henne,
:e

men ellers er slike "drivinger" sannsynligvis uPr0
duktive. Konstante tilnrmelser fra en enkelt rnoden
fØre til
bukk ser ut til & ha stØrre sjangse til
vellykket kopulasjon.
I d3sernber har reinen vendt tilbake til det
stabile vintermnster, aktiviteten veksler mellom
beiting pa for- og ettermiddager og lange liggeperioder midt p. dagen.
Nr de graver eller skraper etter fØde am
vinteren, konsentrerer dyra sin oppmerksornhet om de
best egnede beiteplasser mer uavhengig av hverandre,
(Se fig. 10). Bytte av gravefelter fra beite skjer
etter et bestemt sosialt hierarki. Sterke vinder og
drivende snø i desember forstyrret aktivitetene i noen
grad, enkelte løp ut, andre sto med hodet lavt mat
vinden, eller 1& med ryggen mat vinden i lange perioder
beite.
uten
Variasjonene av aktiviteten pHardangervidda
gjennom hele âret 1970 er vist grafisk p& fig. 11 og
den er diskutert i detalj.
KjØnn- og aldersforskjeller
finnes, srlig i visse sesonger av ret. Voksne bukker
viser i parringstida totalt forskjellig adferd og aktivitet fra simla. S lenge de enn& beholder geviret kan
de stadig vise forskjeller, srlig nr det gjelder tida
de bruker p "gevirfekting", mens de i perioder uten
gevir eller gevir i bast vanligvis ikke kan skilles fra
simlene.
Kalven utvikler raskt sitt adferdsmØnster i den fØrste
uke, men aktiviteten er konsentrert i sm& utbrudd vekslende med lange liggeperioder. Bade varigheten av
pattingen og frekvensen av den (Se fig. 13) avtar raskt
slik at ved 6-8 ükers alder: patter den s& lite og kort
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at det ikke lenger har noen betydning for aktivitetsmØnsteret. 3 mneder gamle kalver har muligens bare
2-3% av det daglige melkkonsum den hadde i sin fØrste
uke. Den eneste pfa11ende forskjell i aktivitet
mellom kalv og voksne som gjenstr helt fram til sornmeren er at kalven stadig ligger mer. I juli og august
var kalvene blant de fØrste i en flokk til & legge seg
og de siste til & stl app. Denne tendensen kornbinert
med kalvens d.r1igere fysiske ferdigheter og ulike
gjensidige simle-kalv relasjoner, sr1ig patting, er
penbart grunnen til at baktroppen i trekkende flokker
om sommeren gjerne utgjsres av kalver og deres mØdre.
o

Den avsluttende rapport vii omfatte feltobservasjonér fra 1971 framtil august sammen med diskusjon
om hvordan reinens aktivitet kontrolieres av rniljøfaktorer og interne dyr til dyrrelasjoner.
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THE ACTIVITY STUDY.
Wild reindeer in Scandinavia are to be found on the mountain
ranges of the southern part of Norway. On the largest of these
mountain areas, the Hardangervidda plateau, the place of wild
reindeer in the alpine tundra ecosystem is being investigated by
the International Biological Programme Tundra Biome and Statens
ViltundersØkelser, the Norwegian State Game Research Institute.
As a contribution to this programme, the activity and behaviour of wild reindeer have been studied over a 2 year period.
This third and last activity report presents results for 1971,.
and discusses factors which seem to control or influence the observed activity patterns. It.is a direct continuation of two previous
reports: Gaare, Skogland and Thomson (1970), Thomson (1971).
Field observations in 1971, until September when the study
concluded, were made as follows:
Winter:
SØnstevatn, Eastern HARDANGERVIDDA 20.-27. January 1971.
SØnstevatn, Eastern HARDANGERVIDDA 2.-8. March 1971.
Spring:
23.May-l.June 1971.
Calving - Western HARDANGERVIDDA
- Asbjørndal, North OTTADALEN 5.-9. May 1971.
Summer:
Central HARDANGERVIDDA

l.-29.July 1971.

A map of Hardangervidda is shown in Fig. 1.
As before, prolonged direct observation of undisturbed herds
or groups was made, in which time regular 15-minute counts were
taken of the individual reindeer involved in the five major activities. Most of the analyses of the recorded data required the
activity figures at each count to be converted toercentages for
the herd.
In summer herds were lOcated and followed on foot, in winter
by snow-scooter and skis, and in spring by skis, snowshoes and on
foot as snow conditions dictated. Observations were made with a
25x60 spottingscope.and 10x50 binoculars with selective use of a
35 mm camera and a super-8 mm movie camera.

The activity study began in September 1969 under an 8-month
scholarship from the British Council, and was subsequently supported by - the Norwegian IBP and Direktoratet for Jakt, viltstell og
ferskvannsfiske. The support of these organisations is gratefully
acknowledged. Meteorological data from the IBP field station at
Stigstuv, Hardangervidda, was kindly lent by A. Skartveit,. Geophysical Institute, University of Bergen. Also, the writer would
specially like to thank reindeer research colleagues at Statens
ViltundersØkelser in Trondheim, cand. real. Eldar Gaare, Terj.e
Skogland and GØsta Hansson for their support, advice and compani- .
onship throughout the study. This report was begun in Trondheim
and completed at the Department of Forestry and Natural Resources,
University of Edinburgh.
1. RESULTS FOR 1971.
The distinct changes in activity of the reindeer from winter
through calving to summer, as described for 1970, was repeated
again in 1971. Indeed the fact that there existed only minor
differences in the activity pattern between the years is the most
important single result of the 1971 observations.
In mid-winter in January 1971, herds were found on the eastern
part of Hardangervidda at S$nstevatn, (near the Smroi region of
January 1970), and were there again in early March (Fig.1.).
By late May small pre-calving groups and individuals were spread
over a western region of Hardangervidda, which included the area
of the 1970 calvingobservations. The first calf seen was born
on 23rd May 1971, exactly the same date as the first calf born
the previous year. In July massed herds of several thousand rein-'
deer moved fast and far into the wind, lying up on snow patches
in the middle of the warmestdaysto gain relief from flies.
This seasonal pattern of activity and movement is now considered
in more detail in a monthly format to emphasise similarities and
differences with the documented 1970 pattern (Gaare, Skogland and
Thomson, .1970; Thomson, 1971).
a. 20. - 27. January 1971. (SØnstevatn, Eastern Hardangervidda).
In winter reindeer herds are regularly located on the eastern
part of the range., where the relatively continental climate
encourages a better growth of lichens than further west, notably'
of the preferred Cladonia and Cetraria spp. In late January,
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1200 reindeer, mostly in medium-sized herds (see Fig.2.) were
found on the hills and flats around SØnstevatn lake (map in
Fig.l). This lies immediately adjacent to the Smroi region
where around 2000 deer were assembled at the same time the
previous year.
Unlike winter 1970, however, there was no evidence to show
that males had become segregated from the females and calves.
Males in January, 1971, constituted at least 10-15% within a
herd, and an estimated 30-40% of a herd of 182 on 26January.
This was quite different from the nominal 5% male proportion
of January 1970 and as will be seen, had some effects on the
activity pattern.
Temperatures had fluctuated above and below 0 ° C in the week
before this visit, resulting in the disappearance of snow from.
exposed tops and ridges, and the hardening of snow elsewhere.
From the 19th to 27th new snow falls were frequent often with
dense low cloud and mist obscuring visibility. Temperatures
were generally around -2 ° C tO -6 ° C but as high as +1 ° C and as
low as' -9 ° C depending on the cloud cover. Light winds of' ;
Beaufort Force 0-3, west to south throughout, were not sufficiently strong to blow the new snow ofthe tops and ridges.
However, the reindeer could dig through this new snow., and
cratered to a depth of 30 cm, which corresponded to the total
depth of new snow which fell at this time.
In the first few days before much new snow had fallen the
snow crust was hard on account of thawing and re-freezing. As
a reindeer walked over it, this hard but unstable crust would
occassionally give way. The high frequency of licking of the
front hooves at this time is thought to be due to the discomfort
caused by the deers' feet breaking through the crust.
The activity pattern was similar to the year before. Herds
were stationary, moving.from less than 1 km up to 2 km per day, and
showed active grazing periods morning and afternoon, with a
2½-3 hour lying period in mid-day. The pattern of grazing and
lying periods for a herd of 185 on 21st January was typical (Fig.3),
while the line graphs of Fig. 4 show the pattern for the other
days. These are obviously similar to the January graphs in the
1970 reports. The untypical activity pattern on the 25th, where
a herd of 720 showed mid-day grazing could not be explained by

FIG. 2. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SIZE OF REINDEER GROUPS OBSERVED ON HARDANGERVIDDA.
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environmental conditions, since, there was no obvio u s change in
weather or snow conditions on this day.
In the previous year., January observations were made on
herds which were frequently disturbed by sample culling operations. The calculated activity data from this period showed
that the deer spent an unusually prolonged time on walking (12%)
and standing (11%) at the expense of lying (30%) (Gaare et al,
1970). The corresponding results for January 1971 showed that
for undisturbed animals lying time was as high as 44%, with
walking and standing reduced to 9% and 4% respectively. (Table 1).
However.that lying time should be as high as 44%and exceed
grazing at 40%, is due to the field observations being crowded
around the middle of the day (peak lying time), because of the
poor visibility making it difficult to locate a group before
late morning. The actual day pattern at this time may well
have been nearer 35% lying and 45% grazing, which appears to
be the winter norm.
The 2% time spent by the herd on "other" activities this
month (Table 1), was the result of antler-sparring matches and
bush-thrashing by the males. The activity of the males was often'
quite distinct from the majority because:of prolonged antlersparring matches and "idling" behaviour. Sometimes the males
moved physically apart too, and would gather on a hard, smooth
snow surface away from the female-calf concentration. There they
would spar together, stand and gaze at each other, run about in
play, and even attempt mounting and sexual 'driving' towards
each other or towards passing females. Sparring was so common
that many of the males had obvious wear lines on their neck hair
where the antlers of their 'opponents' had rubbed many times.
The activity of the few males who were unantlered was less different - they rarely showed, a desire to spar and were the recipients
of sexual acts rather than the instigators.
Bush-trashing was a cornmon;activity of antlered males, particularly on dwarf birch (Betula nana) and willow (Salix. spp)
bushes sticking above the snow, and on one occasion on the
branches of a group of remnant mountain birch trees (Betula
pubescens) by Sønstevatn.

.
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FIG.3. THE GRAZING

AND LYING ACTIVITY OF A HERD OF 185 REINDEER ON 21ST JANUARY, 1971.
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Antler-sparring was exclusively a male activity, and bushthrashing by females was only rarely recorded. Since the
1,3% time on sparring and 0,6% time on bush-thrashing was
accounted for by the 10-15% male segment of the population,
it is clear that these were important and time-consuming activities for the males, employing over 10% of male activity time.
As well as spending time on these non-maintenance activities, males often grazed, lay, or moved out of synchronisation
with the female-calf majority. As a result of these differences
in male behaviour and activity timing, at least partial segregation of sexes was seen to occur on several occasions in
winter. For example, 182 reindeer on 26th January, 'left behind'
in an area through which hundreds of animals had elected to graze
and move on, comprised 30-40% males, indulging in much sparring,
residual sex behaviour, and play. It seems probable,however,
that additional factors, such as thresholds of tolerance to snow
or weather conditions, are implicated in a more complete spatialsegregation. of sexes in winter, as for example occurred on Hardangervidda in winter 1969-1970.
b. 2. - 8. March 1971. (SØnstevatn, Eastern Hardangervidda).
The SØnstevatn area was revisited in March, where just
under 1000 reindeer were found spread in groups and herds on
nearby flats and hills from 1200 to 1400 m. Males were present
in good proportion again, 15-20%, and a higher proportion of
them had dropped their antlers compared with January. Calves,
now 9 month-old, made up an average 25% of the herd composition.
At this visit some observed changes in the activity and
movement of the deer did correspond to changes in the ground
snow and weather conditions. From the 3rd to 6th, the weather
was clear, fine and cold, -14 °C to -20 ° C, with little or no wind,
north Force 0-2. 20-30 cm of new snow-which had fallen a few
days before the first day of observation remained largely in
situ because of the lack of wind and was easily dug through by
reindeer on the tops, ridges, and even some flats. The herds
remained stationary at this time, moving less than 2 km per day
and night, with a single long lying period during the day (see
line graphs in Fig.4).
- 12 -

FIG. 4. ACTIVITY LINE GRAPHS FOR MONTHS IN 1971.
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On the morning of the 6th the weather remained fine, a Force
2 westerly breeze arose and a herd of 500 moved against it.
In the afternoon the cloud came over, temperatures rose to just
below zero, the west wind built up to Force 4, and the herd moved
some 3-4 km this day. Next day in the now strong west wind
(Force 5-6), the herd was lying or standing bunched together,
with short bursts of walking into the wind covering 3 km during
the day and a further 5 km at night. The following day the same
herd, and another observed nearby, moved some 7 kilometers west
into the., strong wind.
The actual active/rest pattern on these last 3 days of
movement was irregular. For example, on 8th March, a long active
period of grazing interspersed with short bursts of walking,
continued for over 6 hours with no sign of lying building up.
(Fig.5). As a result of these weather conditions, the deer
were now restricted in grazing to the tops and ridges, which the
wind had blown free of snow, while the rest of the snow cover
had become increasingly hard and dense. As an alternative to
digging, feeding on rock lichens from out-cropping boulders became commoner. The way in which changes in the ground ,snow conditions affected the feeding activity of the deer was quite predictable on the basis of previous observations in winter; On
the other hand the change in activity, as a direct result of
strong winds, was the only time reactions to winter weather
were seen which approached the simplicity of response reported
by Henshaw (1968) for caribou in Arctic Alaska.
Comparing the time spent on different activities in March
1971 with March 1970, lying time was the same (37% v 36%) grazing
time slightly less in 1971 (39% v 44%) and walking correspondingly
higher (14% v 10%) (Table 1). Throughout the March 1971 period,..
there was a tendency for animals to walk off in long single file
with a leader at their head, although for the first few days
this movement was not sustained. Against the strong west wind
the trekking tendency continued for a , long time in the last
few days, and was identical to the migratory behaviour seen in
April 1970. Much of the 8% time spent, on standing was on account
of their behaviour in strong winds. In winds of Force 5-6 and
stronger, a group would bunch, most would lie with their backs
to the wind and heads tucked round into their bodies, while
- 14 -

FIG. 5. ACTIVITY OF A HERD OF CA 300 REINDEER ON 8TH MARCH, 1971 1 IN FORCE 5to6 WIND AT -1 0C

Grazing with bursts of walking into the strong wind maintained for over 8 hours.
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others would stand motionless with head held low into the wind.
This pattern would be interupted only by bouts of slow walking
into the wind and occassional scattered running with the wind.
This behaviour is interpreted as attempts to conserve body heat
(see page 54).
Running and trotting once again was found to take up little
of the reindeers' time in winter, at 1%, mostly from the occasional disturbance, or trotting down a snow slope, or infrequent
running and leaping in play. Sparring also took up 1% of the
herd time, a behavioural feature of those 1 3/4 and 2 3/4 yearold males which were still antlered.
The main features of activity in March 1971 were:
The swing away from the regular mid-day lying period
of early and mid-winter,
the tendency for moving in long trekking columns,
the dependence of grazing activity on snow characteristics,
the disruptive effect of strong winds on maintenance
activities,
the relative time spent on the various activities,
And all these features parallel activity observations made
in late winter, 1970.
C.

Calving: 23.May - 1.June 1971. (Western Hardangervidda).
6. - 9. May 1971. (AsbjØrndal, North Ottadalen).
Calving observations in 1970 were concentrated in the Olavs-

dalen valley. In 1971 a larger area was covered to determine
the main calving area on Hardangervidda. This appears to lie
within the circular area bounded by Viers1a-GrØndalen-HrteigenHadlaskard (see map on Fig. Land Fig.11.).
Various small and medium-sized groups seen on a tour round
this area accounted for over 1500 different adult deer, about
30% of the total Hardangervidda population at that time.
The weather during calving was changeable from day to day.
0
With a clear sky temperatures dropped to below 0 C at night and
0
rose to + 15 C in the day.
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Table 1.

Mean percentage time reindeer spent on different activities each month.

Month
1971

lGrazing

Lying

Standing

40
39
54
7
36

44
37
37
66
24

4
8
4

January 1971
1971
March
Calving 1971;
calf
July

1971

9
11

Walking.

9
14
4
12
18

Trotting &
Running
1
1
<0,1
2
10

Other

2
1
<0,1
4
<0,1
rSuckling

No. of Quarterhour counts
124
305
36
36
160

With an overcast sky by day and night temperatures remained a
few degrees above 0 ° C. Out of the 10 days of observation, there
was 5 days with mist, 3 days with rain, 2 nights with snow
showers, and 2 days of Force 5-6 winds '(up to 25 m ph..).
Those nights below freezing produced .a hard crust on the
snow which temporarily delayed the melt of snow. Without this
re-freezing, the snow became increasingly wet and slushy as it
thawed. Eventually it receded from 80% snow cover on 23rd May
to less than 50% cover on 1st June. Reindeer grazed over the
bare ground areas and typically dug in the slushy snow at their
edges to graze there. As in 1970 groups travelling between bare
grazing patches tended to take the shortest route over the snow.
Nor did they appear to move more when the snow was crusted hard
and could carry their weight, than they did when the snow was
slushy and obviously difficult to travel in.
Group structure and activity in the calving season had the
same characteristics as the previous year. Typically, smallsized groups and individuals made short local movements within
the area with frequent splitting and coalescing of groups. The
small size of the groups and their instability at this time was
due to an apparent reluctance of individuals in different 'classes'
of reindeer to synchronise their activity into a unified group
pattern. In particular there were major differences between
the activity of pregnant females, females who had calved, and
the rest, i.e. non-pregnant 'yeld' females, yearlings and males.
In the mixed groups often seen - before the start of calving,
the pregnant females (with antlers) appeared restless.and were
always ready to move on to the next grazing patch, so that they
were invariably in the vanguard of a moving, group. They did not
usually act as leaders per se but were followed nevertheless by
the yeld females (without antlers), yearlings and males. A single
antlered female might strike off from a group, at a walk or trot,
and then be followed by some or all of the group. The restlessness of the pregnant female increased as the time for .parturition approached.
Once the female has calved, however, its drive to movement
ceases altogether, and if it has not already deliberately sought
out an empty area, it is usually isolated as the group progresses
on. After a full day or more of remaining in the parturition
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Table 2.

The behaviour of different classes of reindeer in the calving season.

Degree of Cohesiveness
towards same
towards different
class
class

Class

Maximum

Dominance Status

xx

x

Yeld
Yearling

1

Ox

Single

+1

0

Pregnant

Drive to Movement

+3

+3

Medium

-

K

)

T

-1

+1

Medium

XXX

with calf -3

+3

Minimum

XXX

with calf

Nursery group

where -4
-2
0
+2
+4

=
=
=
=
=

extreme avoidance of others
avoidance of others
tolerance towards others
slight attachment towards others
strong attachment

area the female with its calf may join up with any passing group,
but this is a weak tie and the female may soon choose to be
left behind again, lying with its calf. On the other hand, the
various scattered mothers show a strong grouping tendency
towards each other, and as the calving season progresses nursery
groups of mothers and calves are formed.
The stability or permanence of :any one group in the calving
season would seem then to depend upon the degree: of cohesiveness
and drive to movement exibited by individuals in the group.
The characteristics of different 'classes' of reindeer in these
respects is outlined in Table 2.
The relative dominance status of different classes of
reindeer at this time is also shown in: Table 2. Pregnant or
mother females which are antlered are the highest ranking animals, and mothers in particular assert their status frequently
by directing antagonistic threats and attacks towards.other
deer. Even, strange calves which stray too close are severely
kicked or butted by a mother female. In the nursery group the
mother reindeer is slightly more aggressive towards calf-less
adults, such as yearlings, as it becomes more tolerant of other
mother-calf pairs in the vicinity. Any calf-less adult which
wanders into a nursery group is progressively 'pushed' back to
the periphery of the group by the charging attacks of successive
mothers. Perhaps to avoid further aggression, yearlings or
calf-less - adults have been seen to voluntarily move away from
the group altogether.
From 23rd May to 1st June the daily mean size of the groups
observed by Skogland and myself was 47, 5.0, 39,14, 11, 12, 15
and 14, ranging from single animals up to small herds of 200
(Fig. 2).
Calving began on the same day as in 1970 and by the end of
this day, 23rd May, 9 newly born calves had been counted out of
a total of 600 adult deer in various groups. Calving progress
was rapid as can be illustrated by comparing the daily number
of females that had already calved to the expected total number
that would calf (Fig. 6). By the end of May the peak of calving
was over in that 80% of the females that were expected to calf
had actually done so.
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1971.

FIG16. THE PROGRESS OF CALVING ON HAm)ANG1RVIODA IN MAY,

Total of females -1007,
that will calf

ca 80 %

60%
H

37%
32 %
18% 19%
6%

22nd 23rd

24th., 25th 26th 27th 28th
-

May 1971

31st

Pregnant females were recognized by the presence of antlers
at this time, whereas unantlered females without calves were
considered yeld (Skjenneberg and Slagsvold, 1968, Espmark, 1971,
Lent, 1966). In good viewing conditions it was possible to
confirm that antlered females had swollen abdomens and that
unantlered females had no
The groups seen on the tour of the calving grounds differed
in composition as well as in size, averaging ca. 25% yearlings,
10% males and 65% females (1610 counted; a 27% population sample).
Of these females 50% were classified as pregnant, which is considerably fewer than the 65% pregnant in 1970 (t1.79 at 14d.f.;
P< 0.1). The actual composition of the whole population just
before calving 1971 is estimated from ground counts made before
and after this time at 26% yearlings, 18% males and 55% females
(unpublishedresults). From this estimated female proportion
(55%), and knowing the proportion of these females pregnant in
1971 (50%), the expected calf proportion for the population in
1971 can be estimated. This can then be compared with the actual
number and proportion of calves observed in the large mixed
herds of summer:
1971:
= 50 (±13) calves per 100
Expected no. calves per 100
Expected no. calves per 100 adults = 50"55 = 27,5.
100
x 100% = 21,6%.
.Expected calf proportion =27,5
100 + 27,5
Actual proportion of calves observed in summer = 680 calves/3385
total animals = 20,1% (± 4,9% at 95% conf. interval).
The calculations may be repeated.. using data for 1970 when the
female proportion before calving was estimated at 52%, and 65% of
females classified as pregnant:1970:
= 65 (± 11) calves per 100
Expected no. calves per 100
Expected no. calves per 100 adults = 65 X 52 - 33 ,8.
100
Expected calf proportion =

33,8
100 + 33,8

x 100° - 25,3%.
'

Actual proportion of calves observed in summer = 1089 calves/4238
+
total animals = 25,7% ( - 4,9 % at 95 % conf. interval).
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In both years the calculated proportion of calves produced
in the population lies well within the confidence limits of the
large sample of calves counted in summer, so that there is no
quantitative evidence for appreciable mortality of young calves
in either year.
Secondly,ProportiOnatelY fewer calves were present in summer
1971 than in 1970 (t=1,77 at 15 d.f.; P< 0,1), which is to be
expected. from the considerably lower fecundity of females in
1971 (P <0,1).
The various sex and age class counts made in the field at
different times of the year are presented in detail elsewhere
..
(Thomson, in prep.).
Observations on-the development of behaviour in the calf
and its social interactions was continued in 1971. For the. ,
first day the mother remains alone with the infant variously
licking it, nudging it, allowing it to suckle for as long asit
will, encouraging it to follow, and grazing nearby when it sleeps.
Before joining a nursery group the mother and calf respond to.each
other through two-way olfactory, visual, and acoustic communication so that confusion with other calves or mothers is unusual.
In the short active bursts between its lying sessions the young
calf, while remaining in the general vicinity of its mother,
learns of.objects in its physical environment by sniffing, pawing
and tasting; it learns and develops its physical capabilities
through .walking, leaping, jumping and running; and it establishes
secondary social relationships, by being rebuffed by other females
and by playing with other calves.
The strong bond between mother and calf at this stage does
not operate to the total exclusion of social facilitation of
group activity. Partially .synchronised activity is usual in
nursery groups in both the alternation of female active and rest
periods and the short active bursts of their calves (example in
Fig. 7).
The time spent by young calves 5-10 days old in a nursery
group at HardangerV'idda over 2 days in May 1971, was very similar
to the equivalent data over several-days observations of 1-7 day
old calves in nursery groups at Ottadalen in 1970. From Fig. 8
it is seen that for calves,' lying. is the major activity (66%,63%)
while grazing is not yet developed (7%, 7%). 4% of the calf's

time at this age is spent on suckling the mother.
Parallel measurement of the activity of the mothers found
that the nursery group observed at Hardangervidda in 1971, spent
as much as 54% of its time on grazing, which is considerably
more than the 36% time spent by females in nursery groups at
Ottadalen in 1970 (Fig. 8). A greater drive to grazing at Hardangervidda is also supported by the complete lack of idle
standing by mother females there, less than 1% time, compared
with Ottadalen, where the females appeared to be under no grazing
" pressure " and spent 6% of their time on idle standing. The
pasture at Hardangervidda is known to be much less rich and more
utilised than Ottadalen pasture, and it is quite reasonable to
suppose that females at Hardangervidda have to graze longer to
satisfy their nutritional requirements, at what is probably a
critical time for them. This suggestion is strengthened by consideration of their nursing behaviour:
On being suckled from the normal side position, mothers stop
grazing and stand, often then turning to lick the calf's rear:
Hardangervidda females more often refused their calves suckling
than Ottadalen females which would readily stop grazing and permit
suckling.
Suckling events terminated by females are on average of significantly shorter duration (71,7 secs.) than events where the calf
is allowed to suckle until satiated (98,8 secs.).
(t=2,44 at 68 d.f.; P < 0,02'): For calves over 1-day old, 45%
of successful suckling events on Ottadalen were calf-terminated
2
compared with an equivalent 22% on Hardangervidda (x = 8,73 at
1 d.f. P < 0,01 3
Suckling from the rear position between the back legs of the
').

mother is less often successful and of much shorter duration
(25,5 secs.) than suckling from the common side position (84,8 secs.
(t=5,53 at 15 d.f.; P < 0,001"), but permits the mother to continue-grazing: The proportion of these rear sucklings was considerably greater on Hardangervidda (13,4%) than on Ottadalen
(1,6%)

(x 2 = 23,3 at 1 d.f. P < 0,001").

Duration of suckling events on the other hand showed no
significant differences between Ottadalen and Hardangervidda
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THE ACTIVITY OF 16 FEMALES AND 14 CALVES IN A NURSERY GROUP ON 30111 MAY 1971.

FIGS 7.
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(For 1970, n= 168, d=1,62; P > 0.1, N.S.), or between 1970 and
1971 (For Hardangervidda, n= 92, d= 1,30;'P > 0.I,N.S.)
The overall mean for complete successful events for calves
1-10 days old in both areas in both years (134 events) was
80,8 secs +- 9,7 secs (95% conf. interval). 91% of successful
suckling events were from the side position, 5% from between the
rear legs, and 4% while the mother was lying.
Under Ottadalen conditions then, the mother seldom refuses
to nurseher calf from the side position so that rear sucklings
are rare, and more often allows suckling to continue until the
calf is satisfied and terminates. This is in contrast to the
mother at Hardangervidda .who utilizes all possible time on
grazing.
d.

1.- 29.- July 1971. Central Hardangervidda.
From the first day of July, 2-3 large massed herds compri-

sing 5000-6000 female, calf and male reindeer were found moving
against the wind over the hills west of Nordmanns1gen (Fig.9).
The concentration of the deer into these vast herds, the herds'
mobility and orientation into the wind, and their reaction to fly
harassment was entirely predictable on the basis of the 1970 summer
observations (ThomsOn, 1971).
For the first few days of this month day air temperatures
were over20 0 C in shade (and surface-temperatures considerably warmer from solar radiation) with a north to north-west breeze of
variable strength (Force 0-4) , so the animals were severely harassed by flies. Grazing and movement was severely restricted between
0900 and 1800 when the deer would seek out snow patches still remaining on steep - or north-facing mountainsides where they would
bunch together to lie or stand on the snow. Here they would still
show some reaction-to flies by shaking or tail flicking, but not
the extreme reactions of twitching, shuddering and leaping forward
into a gallop, seen by those deer which would temporarily move
out over snow-free ground to attempt grazing at this time. Following
the warmest most fly-active part of the day a herd would move and
graze again, the rate of movement varying as the proportions trotting, walking and grazing varied. By late evening,with flies
gone, the herd would become stationary and more spread as the deer
concentrated on grazing, often in a flat valley bOttom.
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FIG. 8, ACTIVITY TIMES OF REINDEER CALVES, 1 W 10 DAYS OLD, AND THEIR MOTHERS,
IN NIJRSERYGROUPS AT OTFADALEN, MAY 1970, AND HARDANGERVIDDA, MAY 1971.
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1971 liardangervidda

The herd would remain in the area overnight then in early morning begin to move off again grazing, walking and trotting. This
movement would continue, normally into the wind, until fly harassment became too intense and the herd would again mass on any available snow patch. Early morning and late afternoon movement accounted for over 20 km on each of two days. (Fig. 9).
The activity pattern at this time was strongly influenced
by weather conditions in that
severe fly harassment was possible, and
the deer moved into the wind.
The relationships between herd movement on the one hand, with
wind and presence of flies on the other, are complex. A persistent
breeze in summer often coincides with a purposeful prolonged herd
movement against it, with fine responses to even small changes in
the wind direction. At other times with a wind, .a herd may make
only small unpredictable movements. Herd movement is independently
encouraged by flies. Harassing flies in an. - active period were
seen to result in reduced grazing time and increased trotting and
walking time (Thomson, 1971). With flies and wind there is then
a double impetus to herd movement, and it becomes oriented.
Since fly harassment also results in animals coming closer together, a massed oriented herd movement occurs, as described above
for the lst-4th July, 1971. But a direct response to these environmental factors is not involved every time, since it.may be
recalled-that massed herd movement occurred in July 1970 without
the presence of either flies or wind (Thomson 1971). Early summer
is a time of year corresponding to long ranging movement by large
herds of reindeer irrespective of wind and fly conditions, and
may have much in common with the post-calving aggregation and
migration described for barren-ground caribou. (Lent, 1965).
Half of all herds seen this July were over 1000 head (see
Fig. 2), and all contained females, males, yearlings and calves.
680 calves were counted out of a totl of 3385 animals (45% population sample). Calf proportion between these herds varied from
17% to 26% so that 95% confidence limits for the average 20,1%
calf proportion in the population were ± 4,9%.
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Adult males were present in all large herds observed bringing
the proportion of males (over 2 years) to around its full complement of ca. 15%. Unlike winter, the behaviour and activity
of males at this time was not obviously different from the females,
except for a tendency for some adult males to associate together.
while grazing, moving or lying.
When a herd was moving, males were most often in the vanguard
while proportionately more mothers and their. calves were in the
rear sections. Sample calf counts made on a herd of 1300 onlst
July illustrate this typical tendency, although. the.differences
in this example were only weakly significant:

Calves/Adults
Calf proportion

front

rear

Herd of 1300

51/200

28/200
48/200
41/200
6,34 at 3 d.f.; P < 0,1
12 9.
19%
17%

20%

The concentration of calves,, and their mothers, in the rear
of moving herds is attributed to the calves' needs for lying and
suckling. Calves .at this age are among the first to lie when
a herd is becoming stationary, and the last to get up as the herd
moves off. On.get.ting up they often require to suckle, which,
brings the individual calf and. .its mother to the rear of the
..
moving herd or temporarily, behind it.
By this age of calf all suckling events are terminated by
the females, 48 timed events for 4-8 week old calves averaged
+

.'
.
.
.
30,2 (- 3,1) seconds. .
The regularity of the activity pattern in the first few
days of July whereby severe fly harassment - enforced - long "rest"
periods on the snow patches was not typical of summer observations. As in 1970 normal lying periods tended to be short and
abruptly ended (line graphs in Fig.4). In an active period a herd
could be either stationary and fairly spread while grazing or at
other times walking and trotting while grazing. For all days in
July, with and without fly harassment the mean percentage time spent
- 29 -

on different activities is shown in Table 1. The relatively short
grazing time (36%) and long moving time (28%) compares with the
July and August observations in 1970. (q.v.)
The effect of flies on the activity of a herd was always considerable, the exact nature of the effect depending upon whether
it was an active or a rest period for the herd. In a rest period,
lying becomes increasingly uncomfortable and animals jump up to
shake their heads and bodies and bite at their sides. The number
of animals standing increases, until under severest harassment bursts
of circular running occur within a tight milling herd. In a grazing
period, presence of flies is first indicated by frequent head and
body shaking and tail flicking. With more harassment the herd speeds
up to trotting and running and under severest conditions grazing
attemps stop altogether as the animals mill together. The herds
seen in early July had the advantage of retreating to remaining
snow patches but late July these had melted. On 26th July at 20 °C
and Force 1-2 light southerly breeze, a herd of ca. 3000 massed
together for over 2 hours on a flat and wet willow/sedge area greatly harassed, with bursts of running and trotting especially around
the perimeter of the massed herd. On other occasions herdsmoved
to ridge-tops thereby receiving the maximum wind available.
The dependence of the intensity of fly harassment on weather
conditions was obvious again in 1971. The presence of severe, mild
or no harassment this July corresponded to the same combinations
of wind speed and air temperature as found. in 1970- (See-Fig.7.
Meteorological data. from a recording station
in Thomson, 1971).
at Stigstuv on Hardangervidda (map on Fig.9.), was tested against
the field data, then used to predict the total number of days of
fly harassment in the 1970 and 1971 summer seasons. This is described later in the report (p. 58 ).
These observations of winter, spring and early summer 1971
confirm that the seasonal changes in reindeer activity seen and
described for 1970, are part of a regular annual pattern of activity.
In addition it was seen that these regular seasonal changes in
activity were accompanied by equally regular changes in group size,
structure and composition, and individual and social behaviour.
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FIG. 9.

CENTRAL REGION OF HARDANGERVIDDA SHOWING OBSERVED HERD MOVEMENTS
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2.

GENERAL ASPECTS.

In the course of recording and describing reindeer activity
on Hardangervidda, some important aspects could not be fully
considered within the monthly format of the results.
These aspects of activity are now presented more fully, in
particular activity at night, herd movement and migration.
Night activi t y.
Although reindeer herds were watched at every hour of the
day when conditions allowed, without night-viewing equipment
activity data beyond dusk and before dawn was fragmentary. Daylength at these northern latitudes varies tremendously with season.
The distribution of light, dark and twilight over the year on
Hardangervidda plateau was calculated and is shown schematically
in Fig. 10., from 19 hours of daylight in July to a 6 hour day
in December.
What can be said of reindeer activity in the hours of darkness at different times of the year 7 In the calving season nursery
groups remain stationary over several days, the mother females in
the group adjusting their activity to the calves' requirements
for prolonged rest interspersed with short active bursts. Obser vations up to 2300 and from 0300 suggest that there is no change
in the pattern in the few hours of actual darkness.
Caifless groups at this time and the large post-calving herd
of early summer, on the other hand clearly respond to darkness by
becoming stationary. In July, herds travelling 15-20 km during
the day settled to concentrated grazing and lying as the light
failed, and would not move off again until after dawn. Observations through the night of 16th-17th July, 1970, found that two
herds which had been active movers during the day became stationary
in the evening, and in the darkest hours from 2300 - 0300 the main
activity was lying, with a grazing peak for some of the herd about
0100 (Fig. 8., Thomson,1971). The activity of the experimental
reindeer, Paul, recorded through the night of the 8th-9th June,
1970, was also lying between the hours of 1130 to 0530 with a
short feeding period between 0200 and 0300 (Fig. 3. Gaare, et al.
1970). Barren ground caribou in May-June are said to be active
at all hours of the day or night, but are inclined to rest in the
darkest hours (de Vos, 1960). For reindeer on Hardangervidda in
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FIG. 10. LIGHT AND DARK ON IIARDANGEVIDDA SHOWING IDEALISED SCHEME OF REINDEER ACTIVITY.
Light data calculated from Almannak for Norge, 1971.
Activity data from seasonal observations of mean lengths of active and rest periods. (
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summer, the herd becomes stationary in the dark, with some grazing and much lying.
In autumn, the hunt in September 1970, kept reindeer groups
alarmed and on the move, thus reducing day-time grazing and lying
by 20% and 10% respectively. Any undisturbed time at night, when
hunting is not permitted, would almost certainly be concentrated
on the maintenance lying and grazing activities in an attempt to
compensate for the daytime reduction in rest and food intake. In
the rut Espmark (1964) found that the sernidomestic woodland reindeer he studied rested during darkness. Whereas females might
spend part of the night in grazing, mature males at this time
have in any case stopped grazing completely (Thomson, 1971).
In considering the calculated mean percentage activity
times as being 24-hour data, the greatest potential for error
lies in the largely unknown activity pattern of the long dark
The distance travelled by a herd at night,
nights of winter.
was unpredictably variable in winter, usually it was minimal from
dusk to dawn as in summer, but occasionally a herd would cover
several miles in the dark. Observations on the winter afternoon
active period revealed no obvious tendency for lying to build up
at dusk or beyond, whereas before dawn lying herds were typical
with an active period developing in early morning and continuing
until the mid-day lying period. It is likely that grazing occurs
as well-as lying on winter nights, but whether in distinct active
peaks as in daytime or irregularly throughout the night is not
known. Lack of visual contact between herd members at night may
reduce facilitation and result in simultaneous herd activities
rather than pronounced activity peaks. Mconlight is said to intensify the night feeding activity of red deer (Batcheler, in
Christie 1967), white-tail deer (Severinghaus and Cheatum, 1956),
and black-tailed deer (Cowan, 1956).
Studies on various other cervid or ungulate populations suggest
that there is no consistent trend with regard to activity in
darkness. e.g. Mc Cullough (1969) found that Tule Elk in California continued two hour grazing and rest periods round the clock.
Red deer in Scotland may be very active and show considerable movement at night (Darling, 1937, A. Jackes per.comm.). Moose may
also move at night (Geist, 1963) or concentrate on feeding (Altmann, 1956). Whitetail deer in Texas alternate grazing and rest
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periods during the day while at night the main activity is lying
with some feeding (Michael, 1970). Similarly domestic cattle
hzoken
and sheep have a rest period at night/by some ill-defined grazing.
sessions (Hafez, 1969).
There is probably no fixed 'rule' on night activity to apply
to any of these species as it can depend on the extent to which
each particular population can meet its maintenance requirements
in the hours of daylight. thder stressful conditions during the
day, such as hunting periods, deer learn to concentrate their
activities at night, e.g. white-tail deer (Severinghaus and
Cheatum, 1956), black-tail deer (Cowan, 1956), buffalo on the
American plains (Cloudsley - Thompson, 1961).
As a long-term adjustment, studies on the physiology of vertebrate eyes show that they can become adapted to day or night,... - .
vision, so that the diurnal or nocturnal nature of an animal's
activity pattern may vary as ecological - expedience and mutation
direct. (Cloudsley - Thompson, op.cit.).
for 'reindeer on Hardangervidda prolonged disturbance of activity during the day, for example because of flies on warmdays
in summer, or shooting in the hunt, probably leads to compensatory activities at night. At other times night per - se - has little
meaning with regard to reindeer activity,, darkness on the other
hand appears to result in herds becoming stationary with lying''
common and some grazing. The lack of - quantitative data on.activity
in darkness prevents completion of the idealised format of reindeer activity at 'different times of the year (Fig. 10.).
Apart from the early and mid-winter months, active and rest
periods do not appear fixed with respect to time. There are 2
day-time active periods in winter, one before and one after the
mid-day lying period, and up to 5-6 active periods throughout the
'day in mid-summer. The greater number of. day-time active periods
in summer is not only a feature of increased daylength but a more
rapid alternation of active.and rest periods in summer. The mean
length of rest period in,surnmer is half..that of winter (1,,. 1 hours
v. '2,3 hours, n= 88, d= 7,13 - : P < 0,001***), while the mean active period is also significantly shorter in summer than in winter
(2,0 hours v. 2,6 hours, n= 79., d= 2,76 : P < 0,01**)
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14 ovement.
The time spent by reindeer on the moving activities, walking,
trotting and running, may be readily contrasted with the time
spent on the stationary activities, grazing, lying and standing.
Thus the reindeer spent approximately 30% of their time on movement in summer, 50% during the hunt (in 1970), 20% in the rut,
and 10% in winter. This is a gross indicator of the amount of
energy spent at different seasons, but says nothing of actual
distances covered at these times. Time spent on movement could
involve unidirectional purposeful travel, multi-directional and
variable shifts, or simply movement of individuals within a relatively stationary herd unit.
Where and how far did reindeer range on Hardangervidda at
different times of the year ? In the two winters of observatipn,
1969-1970 and 1970-1971, herds were located on the eastern part
of the range. Winter movement was spasmodic. Herds might make.
only the minimal movement necessary between suitable grazing
areas covering 1-2 km per day for many days, then under winter
storms and strong winds, might move many kilometres.. . The influence of weather and ground snow conditions on winter movement is
discussed in a later section. From lateM arch the reindeer in
active periods .showed an inclination to trek westwards in long
columns. By. April the herds were well west of the wintering
grounds, on some days moving 6-10 km further west per day. Observations in late May 1970 and 1971 found calving occuring in a
westcentral part' of the range. This calving area and the route
taken in 1970 and 1971 by a' major section of the Hardangervidda
population is shown in Fig. 11.

,.

.

Air census flights by the Direktoratet for. Jakt, Viltstell
og FerskVannSfiske just before calving in May 1971 found no concertration of deer outside this calving area. In the calving area
in 1970 and 1971, small scattered groups and individuals-wandered
in various directions, these local movements usually totalling
4-5 km per day. After calving, nursery groups of mothers and
calves tended to remain stationary for several days, often moving
less than 1 km per day.
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By late June the nursery groups were extended into large
mixed herds, often several thousand strong, showing a wide ranging
movement and covering 15-20 km per day with ease. At this time
it is no longer possible to predict which part of Hardangervidda
they may be found, except in so far as they will tend to move
into the wind. By late July and early August such extensive movements were less often seen except under fly harassment, and by
the second half of August the large herds had split up into smaller,
less cohesive units, less likely to make sudden and rapid shifts
of range. 'In September, 1970, the hunt enforced movements from
groups which otherwise appeared fairly stationary. In the October
rut most movement was the result of rutting behaviour within the
group, yet on average, a group moved 4 km per day.
Similarly to activity, the herds showed a distinct seasonal
movement pattern, with small local movements at calving, rutting
and winter long-ranging movements in July, and a regular deliberate shift of range in April.

M igration.
The observed trek of herds some 60-100 km from a wintering
area in the east of Hardangervidda to calving, grounds in the west
appeared to be a predictable annual movement for large members of
reindeer (Fig. 11.). Indeed, migratory behaviour in late winter
is characteristic of Rangifer populations, both wild and semidomestic throughout Eurasia and North America. The finest examples are the barren-ground caribou of Canada and the wild reindeer
of Siberia wich move hundreds of miles along traditional routes
from the taiga in the south to calving areas in the northern
tundra. In northern Scandinavia, the reindeer-owning Lapps travel
with their herds in spring and make alterations to the route of
this pre-calving migration (map on Fig.12. from Jarman, 1972).
What is the adaptive value of this migration ? Suggestions
as to the ultimate causes of migration at this time have included:
Escape from insect pests in the critical siring calving
period,
escape from summer heat, and
a shift to a new food supply.
(Jacobi in Kelsall, 1968).
On Hardangervidda, summer heat and the associated fly menace occur
throughout the range but only well after the calving season, and
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FIG. 12, THE DIRECTION OF PRE-CALVING MIGRATIONS OF REINDEER IN SCANDINAVIA.

(Adapted from map in Jarman, 1972,)
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secondly, a 'new food supply' arises through snow melt allowing
plant growth throughout the range. Indeed, the direction of
migration on Hardangervidda is not towards larger areas of snowfree ground for grazing, but towards that portion of the range
where snow cover remains longest. This corresponds with the
fact that most Rangifer migrations in spring are directed north
and/or towards higher ground. Reindeer observed on Hardangervidda
migrated west to arrive in an area on average only 100 m higher
than where they left, but nevertheless this effectively brought
them into the more rugged mountains of the west, where snow cover
lies longest in spring. Within this area, the calving area, the
deer tended to travel and feed on ground that was clear of snow.
Whatever the values of spring migration may have been in the past
for an unrestricted wild reindeer population in Scandinavia, it
does not appear that the movement of the restricted Hardangervidda
has the

same adaptive values.

What causes migration 7
The proximate causes of migration in Rangifer populations
have not been investigated. Studies on migratory birds have
shown that change in the photoperiod from autumn to spring acts
on the pituitary gland of the brain, which by secreting certain
hormones brings the body into a physiological state of readiness
for migration. In this pre-migratory condition the bird is susceptible to the final trigger that sets off migratory behaviour
(Ricard, 1969) . Kelsall (1968) has suggested that temperature may
be this releasing trigger for caribou. Pruitt (1959) on the other
hand, found that caribou respond to ground snow harder than 300-500
gm/cm2 and denser than 0,30,by moving towards softer and lighter
snow. Certain social factors may also have to apply before successful migration is possible. For instance, Espmark (1970) found
that goal-directed movement over a large distance was not readily
undertaken by single reindeer or small groups.
Migratory behaviour of reindeer in spring appears more fully
and more rapidly developed in mature females. Observations of
herds on wintering grounds on Hardangervidda in mid-P1 arch showed
that many females had a tendency to start trekking in the active
period while most of the herd had not yet attained a sufficient
state of readiness even to be passive followers. By April the
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herd movement periods typically showed pregnant females as the
leaders with long walking columns of reindeer strung out behind..
The route of travel taken on this migration appears traditional
thus the young females as followers learn-the route for future
travel as leaders. Once migration is underway, caribou are known
to tolerate a wide range of snow conditions as they travel along
their traditional routes, often found to be lines of least topographical resistance, until the calving area is reached (Kelsall,
V

1968).
Although the Hardangervidda reindeer are restricted spatially and in numbers, they experience an annual urge to migrate
in late winter. Led by adult females they move to a distinct
and probably traditional area for calving. This regular shift
of range may confer some adaptive advantage, as yet unknown.
3.

THE PATTERN OF ACTIVITY.
In the course of the study certain factors were observed to

control or influence the way in which reindeer allocated their
time to different activities. Activity appeared rhythmic in two
ways a short-term polycyclic rhythm of alternating active/rest
periods, and a long-term 24-hour rhythm which set the activity
to the time of day. In the first rhythm, active periods when the
reindeer feed or move alternate more or less regularly with inacV

tive periods when the deer lie, to rest and ruminate. In the
second rhythm, these periods can occur at the same time day after,
day, at least in certain seasons of the ye ar.
The basic pattern presented'by these two cycles is modified
by a variety of seasonal influencing factors, both internal and
external to the reindeer herd.

V V

The Control of Activit
Concerning the long-term rhythm, activity is in fact one of
several behavioural and physiological processes which show a
24-hour periodicity in animals. The activity patterns of some
small mammals such as mice, tree shrews, ' hamsters and flying
squirrels have been shown experimentally to be based on circadian
rhythms (Harker, 1964). Circadian (circa 24-hours) rhythms are
endogenous rhythms, they have been shown to persistin artificially constant environmental conditions, demonstrating that the
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animal itself possesses an internal time-measuring system, or
'biological clock'. In vertebrates, the hypothalamus in the
brain is thought to be the central control for this neuroendocrine clock. With an endogenous rhythm the free-living - animal will,
however, set the clock by reference to external cyclic changes
in the natural environment, in particular light. Changes in light
intensity at dawn and dusk, or the proportion of light to dark
in the 24 hours, have consistently been found to be the synchronisers
of the clock. The timing of the activity pattern may be influenced
by many factors, notably temperature, humidity, feeding conditions,
and age, sex and number of animals present, but the controlling
time synchroniser is light.
Aschoff (1960) notes that when an animal follows a 24-hour
activity rhythm under natural conditions this is not necessarily
a circadian rhythm. Instead it may be an exogenous rhythm whereby
some cyclic 'feature in the environment, such as light, is.the real
and only cause of the rhythm. Indeed for most of the larger mammals, ungulates included, it has yet to be shown experimentally
that regularity in the timing of their activity is basically endogenous, rather than a direct response to regular changes in the
light cycle. In a natural environment the question of whether
an observed 24-hour rhythm is exogenous or endogenous becomes
academic, because the controlling effect on the activity pattern
is-identical.
It was particularly in winter that the reindeer activity
obviously followed a 24-hour rhythm. In early winter the reindeer
were active in early morning lay for 2½ to 3 hours around mid-day,
then became active again in the afternoon. This 'regularity occurred despite daily irregularity in the temperature, weather, ground
snow, feeding conditions, and herd structure, and was consistent
only with a response to regular light changes. In particular, an
increase in light intensity at dawn appeared to be associated with
an increase in herd activity, thereafter a regular alterflatiofl
followed. However, with the increased daylight hours of spring,
and through summer and autumn, the alternating grazing and lying
periods did not obviously relate to time of day. Possibly a herd's
activity periods are still syncronised by an increase of light
intensity at dawn in summer, but subsequent irregularity results
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from strong influences such as variable feeding conditions, fly
harassment, and movement drives.
The second cycle of activity operating is .the short-term
rhythm of alternating active and rest periods throughout the 24hours, The mean lengths of these periods at different times of
the year, and the number of them occurringthroughout the day,
has been described and contrasted. In most animal species a
period of rest sooner or later follows an active period, but in
a ruminant herbivore the period of inactivity is not required
simply for rest but for rumination of the food ingested in the
active period. The lengths-of these alternating periods characterise the activity pattern, so it is relevant to consider which
factors control the onset and cessation of feeding and ruminating.
The hypothalamus is thought to be the central regulator of
appetite in mammals; in particular parts of the lateral hypothalamus initiate eating, the 'feeding centre', while ventromedial
nuclei of the hypothalamus inhibit feeding, the 'satiety centre'
(Brobek on rats, Larsson on goats, in Blaxter, 1962). Stimuli
recieved from the stomach are thought to play a role in normal
eating behaviour, but are not essential (Hind.e, 1966). Normal
periodic feeding activity of rats continued after cutting off the
nerves connecting the stomach to the nerve centres and for up to
5 days after total removal of their stomachs.
However, Crampton et.al . (in Blaxter, 1962), conclude that
recurring hunger in ruminants is mainly determined by a reduction
in the rumen load. The rate at which the rumen empties is dependent - on the rate of microbial digestion in the rumen, which in
turn is dependent on the quality (digestibility) of the food ingested (Blaxter, 1962).
The stimuli bringing feeding to an end are received from the
mouth, throat and stomach during feeding, normally before blood
nutrients become optimum and tissue needs are satisfied. Bulk in
the stomach is known to depress eating behaviour and indeed there
is an obvious physical limit to the amount of food that a rumen
can hold (Blaxter, 1962). However, gastric and oral stimuli are
most efficient together at ending feeding activity. In feeding
trials in 1970 at Hardangervidda, the experimental reindeer selected
and swallowed food which passed out directly tIrogh a fistula in the
oesophagus.
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When the fistula was closed 20 minutes later, the deer would
continue grazing for longer than its unfistulated companion,
but not for so long that it fully compensated for its lack of
intake earlier. In other words, the continual oral stimuli
prompted the experimental deer to stop feeding earlier than would
be expected from rumen stimuli alone.
Despite the various oral, pharyngeal, and gastro- intestinal stLmui
operating within the individual, individuals do synchronise their
activity, so that herd activity may change rapidly from all grazing to all lying.
Rumination of ingested material begins soon after feeding
has stopped and for this the animal usually lies down. The length
of time spent on ruminating is apparently closely related to the
fibre content of the food intake, and to some extent on the amount
of food ingested, its digestibility and the plant species
(Campbell et.al . 1969). Once rumination stops the reindeer usually
Presumably, motivation towards eating must inremains lying'.
crease as the contents of the rumen and other stomachs gradually
diminish, until an active period and feeding is resumed once
again. Less probably, there may be an innate tendency to perform
a certain duration of lying as a consummatory behaviour pattern.
The significantly shorter lying, time (25% mean) and length
of lying periods (1,1 hour mean) of reindeer herds in summer has
been contrasted with the longer lying time (35% mean) and lying
periods (2,3 hour mean) of winter. The differences are associated with the higher quality of the diet available in summer. In
a summer lying period less time is needed-for-rumination, digestion in the rumen is relatively rapid and complete,so that the
'hunger. drive' returns quicker and the lying period ends. Also,
as a result of more digestible food, a greater food intake is to
be expected in summer than in winter. This may in fact occur,
but cannot be directly compared with the calculated time spent
on grazing (winter 45%, summer 38%) or the length of the average
grazing period (winter 2 # . 6 hours, summer 2 s 0 hours), because
the winter grazing time includes time spent on digging in snow
for food.
.
Also, there are other factors, such as amount of movement,
which influence the lengths of activity periods. However, the
basis of their alternation appears to be the reindeer's need for
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the major maintenance activities, feeding and rumination.
Influences on Activity.
The organisation of activity into 'a two-rhythm pattern,
a short-term physiological feeding rhythm and a long-term 24-hour
synchronising rhythm, is characteristic not only of reindeer,
but of all ruminant populations innatural environments. Specifically for reindeer on Hardangervidda the various influences or
'pressures' seen to be capable of modifying the basic activity
pattern are now considered under four main headings; 1) the reindeer life cycle, 2) the habitat, 3) the weather, and 4) other
animals. The effect of some influences, such as seasonal changes
in social behaviour or food availability may have persistent
steady effects on the basic activity pattern, but are hard to
detect, while others such as winter gales or predator disturbance are readily observed and described as they have a more
dramatic, but apparently temporary effect on the pattern.
1.

Life Cycle.
The life cycle and behaviour of animals have evolved to

ensure the growth and survival of the individual and of the
population. The activity pattern of the Hardangervidda reindeer
is strongly influenced by seasonal changes in their neuro-physiology and behavioural responses. For example, in the rut, male
activity is dominated by sexual behaviour acts, while at calving
time the female activity is profoundly different from 'normal'.
Similarly the levels of aggression and cohesiveness felt by individuals in the herd, are seasonally variable factors.
In winter, aggressive threats are frequent between individuals, and operate in connection with the defence or acquisition
of feeding spots in the snow. A social hierarchyis evident in
winter where antler-size, sex and body-size are important. In
an active period low-ranking animals spend more time and energy
on avoiding other animals, walking to new feeding spots, and digging new feeding craters. A higher-ranking animal has less walking and digging tp do and subsequently more time for actual in- .
gestion. Also,in the course of a lying period in winter, highranking animals tend to appropriate the lying spots of lowerranking animals which in turn may threaten lying animals even
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lower in the dominance hierarchy. Clearly the 'rank' of an
animal has an effect on its winter activity.
Sex and age differences in activity were discussed in a
previous report (Thomson, 1971). These tend to be characteristic of a particular sex orage of animal at a particular time
of year. e.g.. bush-tbrashing and sparring of antlered males in
winter; the migratory urge shown first by pregnant females; the
young calves! requirements for rest. At calving time especially,
the behaviour and activity of every individual is dependent on
which of four classes it belongs to; pregnant female, mother
female, other adult, or new calf. Thus pregnant females are
restless movers and readily leave a group; having calved they
lose all drive to movement and will eventually join up with
other mothers and calves in a stationary nursery group, directing
aggressive threats and charging at intruding calfless adults and
to a lesser extent to maintain individual distance from other
mothers and calves. The responses of the mother to the calf's
needs for suckling, licking, playing and bursts of activity,
but most of all for lying rest, is a major influence on the
mother's activity pattern.
In summer both male and female are least aggressive, and
cohesive tendencies are at. their peak. This permits assembly
of the large massed herds of reindeer seen in early summer. The
typical walking - trotting - grazing movements of these herds
arises independently of wind and flies, and probably has a neurohormonal basis. From early August the large herds break up into
smaller units, again apparently independently of environmental
changes but associated with a decrease in the cohesiveness felt
by an individual towards others nearby.
In the rut, the hormonally-controlled sexual behaviour of
the male dominates his activity. The mature male stays within
the group.and follows the basic active/rest alternation. However,
in the active time he does not graze but stands for long periods
with his head held low, occassionally muzzling or pawing at the
ground, or trampling his back legs forward and urinating on his
legs. From the standing position he will break off to drive,
chase, or attempt mounting on a nearby female, charge at and chase
off low-ranking males, or clash and fight with rival males.
Female activity, on the other hand, is less obviously altered as
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oestrous approaches. However, when a female near oestrous runs
over the terrain at top speed and is chased by a string of males,
the group is effectively scattered and may split up.
The degree of cohesiveness which a group displays at any
time of the year and how readily the individuals in it will act
as .a unit, depends on the combination of often conflicting behavioural motivations. Thus in winter the size of a herd and
spacing of individuals is influenced by their concentration on
the available bare ridges and tops for feeding, while maintaining individual distance from each other through frequent threats
and retreats. This contrasts with summer where feeding space
is unlimited but cohesiveness of the group is at its peak and
aggressive acts are rare, so that large herds occur, often with
the individuals massed together. Size of observed groups on
Hardangervidda showed regular changes with season throughout
the year (Fig.2.).
The individual distance which herd members maintain is
more important for the synchronisation of herd activity than
absolute size of the herd. The closer that individuals are to
each other,the quicker and more completely social facilitation
of activity occurs. So amassed herd of several thousand animals shows a greater synchronisation and unity of activity than
a scattered herd of less than hundred. At calving time even
fragmented small groups may contain individuals displaying
unsynchronised and
different drives so that activity may be
the group fragments further. •At other times of the year however,
reindeer herds display a higher degree of social facilitation
than other cervids. The alternation of rest and active periods
of a herd is normally as distinct as those of a single deer.
(Fig. 13.).
2.

Habitat.
The habitat of an animal population is often considered as

supplying the three major components, food, shelter fromweather,
and cover from enemies. However; for reindeer or caribou populations on typically exposed tree-less Arctic tundra or ArcticAlpine mountain plateau, shelter and cover in the habitat is
uniformly lacking. Instead the deers' requirements in these two
respects are met through their own behavioural responses to
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weather and disturbance (sections 3 and 4).
However, the type of habitat,in particular its 'openness'
and seasonal changes in food quality and availability,, appear
crucial to the herd activity pattern. Firstly, with regard to
food supply, recent study by Skogland on Hardangervidda has
compared the amount of time reindeer spend feeding on various
plant communities at different times of the year. He finds that
not only are the herds exhibiting seasonal preferences for certain
plant communities but that the phenology of these communities,
their aspect, altitude, and relation-to snow-melt . , are decisive
factors in the reindeers' choice of grazing area, and the intensity of feeding within that area (Skogland, 1 97 3 ).
The evidence suggests that the time spent by deer on feeding
and moving is highly influenced by the food quality of the plant
cover on different parts of the range. The quality of nutrition
which the deer can obtain at any one time of year is itself a
dynamic factor if the range is deteriorating or improving.
Difference in reindeer, activity times can be expected from ranges
of differing food quality. Suggestive evidence for this was
found from comparing activities after calving at Hardangervidda
with.Ottadalen. On Ottadalen, a rich lightly-grazed range, females in nursery groups spent much less time on grazing and moving or idle standing than their counterparts on Hardangervidda,
a heavily-grazed and relatively poor.range. (Fig. 8.).
When coupled with significant differences in nursing behaviour (p.24)
the evidence suggests that Hardangervidda females in 1971 were
under a 'pressure' to graze not experienced by Ott'adalen females
in 1970. The. same has been found for the semidomestic reindeer
of different ranges or parts of ranges in north Norway. When
feeding conditions are poor there is much less time spent on
idle standing and lying (Skjenneberg and Slagsvold, 1968).
Similarly, cattle graze 6-8 hours and sheep 8-9 hours per day
on a good pasture, but up to 12 hours per day if the herbage is
nutritionally poor. More time is spent idling by cattle on
good pasture (Campbell et.al . 1969).
As well as food quality, the availability of food is a crucial factor in reindeer activity and movement in that for 7-8
months of the year Hardangervidda is snow-covered.
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FIG. 13. Alternation of active and rest periods by a single animal and by a herd.

- active period.
- lying period.

A lone 3-month old calf on 6th September, 1970.
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When snow falls the deer can no longer make a wide-ranging
choice of plant communities but are restricted to those areas
and communities where they can dig through the snow to feed.
Digging through snow is probably costly in energy to the deer
and it appears that there is a limit to, the amount of work they
are prepared to undertake on any one spot to reach preferred
food plants. Thus the characteristics of the snow determine the
areas where they can feed. Digging down through 80 cm of snow
was recorded in deep snow in January 1971., and feedirg craters
of 60 cm were common. (Fig. 14.(l)). As the snow is blown by
the wind and re-settles it becomes denser and more difficult to
dig, so the deer are increasingly concentrated on Cladonia heaths
on the tops and ridges blown free of snow and their surrounding
areas of shallow snow (Fig. 14.(2)). With strong winds and fluctuating temperatures the snow cover may become crusted hard so
that digging is impossible. tnder such conditions, e.g. at Forelhogna in March 197.0, the deer are entirely restricted in their
feeding possibilities to bare ridges and tops., and boulders
fruticose and foliose epiphytic lichens sticking out of the snow
(Fig. 14.(3)). Feeding on these boulder lichens is particularly
a feature of late winter conditions, as is confirmed by analysis
of rumens at this time. (aare et.al . 1970).
Pruitt (1959) was the first to measure thresholds of tolerance for the depth, hardness, and density of the snow, above
suitable grazing
which caribou will not dig and move on to find
areaS. Until the April migration, reindeer
winter tend to be relatively stationary on
the range, making only local movements for
these local
It is not known whether

on Hardangervidda in
the eastern part of
most of the winter.
movements are ever

connected with ground snow conditions - certainly there is not
the predictability in response reported for wintering caribou
in north-west Alaska (Henshaw 1968).•. On Hardangervidda deteriorating grazing conditions in late winter may be one of the triggers
setting off the migration to the calving grounds.
In contrast to winter, the snow-free season is typified by
a more varied activity pattern. It is possible that the frequently
changing rate of movement of a herd in early summer, hurrying
over some areas and spending longer time grazing in others, is
connected with the apparently unlimited availability of suitable
r.

FIG. 14. DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OF THE RELATION BETWEEN DEPTH OF SNOW COVER
AND TOPOGRAPHY, AND ITS EFFECT ON FOOD AVAILABILITY.

1. Fresh snow cover unbiown by wind, food available under snow

on tops, slopes and flats.

2. Snow blown by wind, food becomes unavailable on flats and
lower slopes.

3. Snow dense and/or crusted, food available only on tops
blown and thawed free of snow.

- snow depth.
_____

- available food.
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food, and the reindeers', preference in the relatively rapid
phenological succession of plant communities.
Characteristics of the habitat can have a major influence
not only on the activity of higher mammals, but on their whole
social structure and organisation. While individual behaviour
acts may be quite species-specific, the social organisation
existing, for example in a primate group, is found to be strongly
influenced by habitat characteristics, notably the distribution
of preferred food plants and the ammount of cover (Crook,1970).
Similarly for various ungulates in Africa, Jarman (1968) found
that important'aspects of the social structure of a particular
groups, degree of segregation,
population (including the size
and existence of territories) depended less on the species than
on differences in food availability between the different habitat
types, forest, woodland, savannah and plains.
Considering activity alone, the pattern of the reindeer
population on Hardangervidda with frequent alternation of active
and rest' periods shows a distinct similarity to the activity
pattern of other populations living in open tree-less habitat,
e.g. mountain-habitat populations such as Stone's Sheep and
MountainGoat in British Columbia (Geist,1964), Dall Sheep in
Alaska (Jones and Merriam 1963); prairie-habitat populations
such as Pronghorn Antelope in Alberta (Burns,1969) and even
domesti-c cattle and sheep infields (Haféz, 1969).
Forest-habitat ungulate populations on the 'other hand show
a basically different activity pattern, with lying during the
day and active periods at dusk and dawn, e.g.Moose in Wyoming
forests (Denniston, 1956), elk in woods inHontana t4 ackie,1970),
or red deer in Continental Europeáñ forests. Yet different populations of these same species living in a less forested, more
display an alternation of active periods over
open habitat
the day. e.g. Moose in open mountain conditions in British
Columbia (Gei'st, 1963), elk in grassy scrub habitat in California
04cCullough, 1969), and red deer on open hillside in Scotland
(Darling, 1937) .
Although each of these ungulate species have certain morphological and behavioural peculiarities, it is the openness of the
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habitat for each particular population which correlates best
with the type of activity pattern displayed.
For reindeer and caribou, the activity - 'of a woodland-living
population has not been studied, so that àomparisOns with populations on mountain or tundra habitat are not yet possible.
However, it is interesting that Pruitt (1959) noted that herds
of barren-ground caribou in winter on forest ranges in Saskatchewan exhibited a 6-hour period of inactivity during the day,
-

and fed only in early morning and at evening.
3.

Weather.

In common with other Rangifer populations, the reindeer
population of Hardangervidda experiences long cold winters and
short relatively warm summers. This climate is the ultimate bontrolling factor for the cycle of plant growth, for food availability under snow in winter, and fôr theprescénce of fly activity
in summer. However, apart from the dependence of summer fly
activity on prevailing wind and air temperature, changes of
weather on a day to day basis did not normally induce direct behavioural changes in the reindeer. Of the various •weather cornponents wind undoubtedly had the greatest effect on reindeer- activity and movement.
Wind s Reindeer have a tendency to move when there is a-wind,
and move into the wind, rather than downwind or across wind..
This tendency is strongest in summer when large herds may be seen
moving and grazing into a moderate breeze and re-orienting to
any small changes in its direction. If the wind blows from one
direction for a few days the deer may approach the limits of
their range, in which case the wind-oriented movement ceases and
the herd drifts to the side to cover adjacent grazing areas. At
other seasons the tendency to move into the wind is much weaker.
The adaptive value of moving upwind is not known - speculative
suggestions have included a reduction in fly harassment (although
it also occurs on nonfly days), a direct response to - plant odours carried by the wind,or an increased chance of avoiding surprise
-.
attack by ground predators.
Jnder a variety of weather conditions in winter, only strong
and near-gale force winds visibly, alter reindeer group activity
-

and individual behaviour.
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As winds exceed Force 5,grazing is progressively disrupted,
the deer clump together and face the wind, while individuals
or sub-groups may run back downwind some way before turning
to face upwind again, so that splitting of groups often occurs.
In blizzards with gale-force winds (Force 7-8) a group will be
found lying in a compact bunch, the hers presenting their dorsal
side to the wind, with a few standers at the front of the group
with their heads held low facing into the wind. The group may
unpredictably walk slowly up-wind for a short time then halt,
and lying builds up again, or turn suddenly and run raggedly
downwind before turning to face the wind and driving snow again.
Strong winds of Force 5-8 at air temperatures from -10 ° C to
0 ° C correspond to the greatest cooling values normally encountered
on Hardangervidda. Heat loss of 1150 to 1450 Kcals/m 2 /hour is
the calculated windchill under these conditions (Siple and Passel,
1945). Although lower air temperatures are common, -15 ° C to
-25 ° C, they occur at times of high pressure when the weather is
sunny and calm, so that less heat is lost through windchill.
The behaviour of reindeer under strong winds in winter
correspond to mechanisms to maintain body temperature, some of
which are listed by Schein and Ha fez (Hafez, 1969). The reindeer
minimise heat loss by lying since wind speed is least nearest to
the ground, and they decrease the exposed body surface by lying
with their dorsal side to the wind, .with legs placed under the
body and heads tucked round. Also, standers in the group, with
their heads held low into the wind, are perhaps reducing heat
loss by minimising air movement over their body and fur. Other
behavioural adjustments to reduce heat lossincludes increased
motor activity and the seeking of warmei bodies, and these are
both seen in the bouts of 'play' galloping and running downwind
which occurs, and the tendency for the group to clump together
under high windchill conditions.
These behavioural responses to high winds in winter are unlike
the sheltering behaviour of red deer in Scotland, which when
subject to relatively harsh conditions on the hill in winter move
to forests at low elevations. If this is not possible they actively seek out lee slopes, dry ground or long vegetation (Staines,
1970)
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No active movements to lee slopes were seen in reindeer, nor to
the birch zone even when it lay nearby, which suggest that the
reindeers' behavioural responses at windchill values of 1150
to 1450 was adequate in preserving body heat. At more extreme
values, they may indeed require to 0 locate microhabitats with
lower wind velocities. In Canada and in eastern Soviet Union
when temperatures drop to -40 ° C or below, and winds are blowing,
caribou and reindeer do not move out into open areas but remain
within the forest (Kelsall,1968 Zhigunov, 1968).
It was not observed that air temperatureper se
Temoera'ture.
had any independent affect on reindeer activity or behaviour.
As discussed above sub-zero air temperatures had to be combined
with strong winds before the reindeer responded with behaviour
likely to minimise heat loss. Healthy reindeer are unaffected
by cold air temperature alone, even when as low as -60 ° C (Zhigunov 1 1968). Individual and herd behaviour patterns on warm days
in summer when the shade air temperature approaches or exceeds
20 0 C, were consistent only as attempts to thinimise fly harassment,
and not as attempts to lose heat. Not only do reindeer seek out
higher, windier ground or lie up on snow patches, but they also
mass together and make fast prolonged movement. Indeed Zhigunov
(1968) notes that the reindeers' behaviour in attempting to avoid
flyinfestation can result in overheating as shown by increased
heartbea-t and pulse-rate,a lack of rumination, and the disruption
of thermoregulation.
It was occassionaily seen that outside of the fly season,
even in winter, bright sunshine on calm days stimulated many
animals in a lying period to stretch out with the head laid flat
out and the legs spread to one side, apparently maximising loss
of heat.
In New Zealand a study of activity related to air temperature
found that in summer red deer spent more time feeding in cold
weather (Christie, 1967), whereas chamois-reduced their feeding
intensity. Response to temperature fluctuations could not be
tested in this study. Domestic ruminantSsuch as cattle, sheep
and goats are known to reduce their voluntary intake in hot weather
and increase it in cold (Hafez,I969). Whitetail deer kept penned
in Louisiana showed a decline in food consumption when the temperature rose to 27 ° C at a relative humidity of 75% (Short,et.ai.1969).
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Precipitation Grazing and lying periods of reindeer continue
unaffected by falling rain or snow. The only response to heavy
precipitation is that vigorOus head-shaking and body-shaking
becomes frequent toshake excess moisture from the fur or snow
from off the back. This is in contrast to reports for elk
1c Cullough, 1969) and cattle (Hafez, 1969) where grazing behaviour is apparently depressed: by heavy rain, or for white-tail
deer (1ichael, 1970) which are stimulated to begin feeding.
Mist. Isolated observations of groups in reduced visibility
because of mist, fog, or low cloud suggest thatreindeer respond
by clumping closer together and show -a tendency to-lie.. They.
appear particularly nervous in such conditions, even if they
continue grazing.
Cloud cover. Daily recording' of cloud cover showed no obvious
differencesin the activity 'pattern between overcast days and
clear days. Further observations would be required to establish
whether a dark overcast sky might affect the timing of the onset
of the early morning active period-pin winter, if this is exoge-.
nously controlled by a threshold in light intensity.
The direct influence of weather conditions on reindeer
activity is small. The regularity of winter activity and movement
under various combinations of windspeed, air- temperature, and
cloud cover as reported by Henshaw (1968) for barren-ground caribou
in north-west Alaska was not found for mountain reindeer in south
Norway. Moderate winds in summer often encourage and direct
herd movement. Strong winds in winter result in windchill values
which prompt, the reindeer to direct'théir behaviour and activity
towards conserving body - heat. Apart from this windchill behaviour,
the reindeers' grazing, lying and moving periods appear largely
independent of weather conditions.
-

4.' Other Animals.

Apart from a few hundreddomestic-sheep which summer in the
north of Hardangervidda, there are no large herbivores which
compete with the reindeer for space or food resources. However,
there are animals within-the alpine tundra ecosystem which influence the behaviour of reindeer by. disrupting the on-going activity.
Reindeer become alert and may run off at the presence of potential
predators and scavengers, such as. the golden eagle (Aquila crysaëtos),
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The effect of degree of fly harassment on reindeer behaviour.

Table 3.

Degree of Harassment

Group Structure

•

U,

None

0

Mild

I

Group Activity
Rest Period
Active Period

grazing

lying

grazing, lying &
comfort behaviour.

grazing

lying

wagging tail,
shaking body,
shaking head,
twitching.

massed

trotting &
running

standing

As above, plus:
stamping leg,
biting side,
standing with rump
to wind.

massed

standing
milling

standing
milling

As above, plus:
running & leaping,
shuddering.

spread

•

•

Severe

X
•

Very Severe

•

L

Individual Behaviour

-

raven (Corvus corax), red fox (Vuipes vulpes) and common gull
(Larus canus). Traditionally, the wolf (Canis lupus) was the
main predator on reindeer populations, but now it is virtually
extinct in Norway. People act as predators of reindeer in the
hunting season in autumn, and at other times, particularly because
of numerous hill-walkers in summer, the deer are put to flight
by humans. The noise from aeroplanes, helicopters and snowscooters also disturbs 'activity (Thomson, 1972). All these disturbances tend to produce immediate but" temporary changes, in the
activity pattern. Fly and mosquito harassment in summer on the
other hand produces prolonged alteration of reindeer activity on
warm, calm days.
The flying insects responsible for harassment of reindeer
on Hardangervidda, are in the order.Diptera and include the following families: mosquitos Culicidae, deerflies Tabanidae,
black-flies Simulidae, and warble and nostril flies Oestridae.
The effect of varying degrees of fly harassment on group structure
and activity has been quantified and discussed in this, and a
previous report (Thomson, 1971). This effect is qualitatively
tabulated in summary form' in Table 3. The relationship between
fly activity and prevailing' wind and air temperature was quantified in 1970 and checked again in 1971. (see Fig.7.in Thomson,
1971). Fly harassment is predictable on the basis of daily
weather. Accordingly weather data from the IBP research station
at Stigstuv, Hardangervidda, (map on Fig.9.'),was compared with
hand measurements taken during field observations. Using' the
maximum daily air temperature at 10 cm and 'maximum wind speed
at 2 m as being most similar to the daily field measurements
taken around mid-day, this Stigstuv data predicted accurately
the degree of fly harassment on 28 out of 30 days of actual field
observation in July and August. The fly season was assumed to
lie between mid-June and end-August. Within this period,the
total numberof days in 1970 and 1971 that reindeer could be harassed by flies and the extent of the fly harassment, whether
mild (Y) or (K) severe harassment, could therefore be estimated
from the Stigstuv data (Table 4.)
In 1970 most fly activity occurred in the course of August,
but in July in 1971, reflecting the distribution of warm, cairn
days in these years.
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Table 4. Estimated number of days of fly harassment on HardangerVidda in 1970 and 1971.
(By relating Stigstuv met. data to air-temperature/wind-speed/fly harassment
relationships in Fig. 7., Thomson, 1971.)

Summer
month

Days in 1971

Days in 1970

No. days & degree
of fly harassment i

None Mild Severe All

None Mild Severe All

0

Y

X

0-Y-X

0

Y

X

0-Y-X

½ June
July
August

4
15
11

2
14

9
2
11

15
31
31

8
11

0.
12

15
31

12

7.
8
11

8

31

Whole season
(days)
(proportion)

30
39%

25
33%

22
28%

77

31
40%

26
34%

20
26%

77
100%

I

01

9

100%

Over the whole season however, there is considerable regularity
in that out of 77 summer days in both years, 30-31 days (39-40%)
had no fly activity, while 46-47 days (60=61%) were days of fly
activity, split between mild harassment and severe harassment
to reindeer.
People, predators and scavengers. Over 800 hours of observation
of reindeer showed that their activity on Hardangervidda was temporarily disrupted.every 4 hOurs on average due to an encounter
with disturbing stimuli. Out of 189 disturbances recorded, 31
were from unidentified or uncertain sources.. Of the remaining
158 identified stimuli, 71(45%) came from human influences, and
87 (55%) from natural predators and scavengers. Ravens were
responsible for the bulk of these natural disturbances (63%);
common gulls, particularly at calving time, for 14 %; golden
eagles for 9%; red foxes for 9%; and 'accidentally' from snow
buntings, ptarmigan, and others for 6%. The frequency of disturbance at different times of the year and the main causes of
disturbance at these different seasons is shown in Table 5.
The reaction of reindeer to an alerting stimulus depended on the
time of year, the type of stimulus, and the intensity of the
visual, olfactory or auditory stimulus received by the deer,
Thus, reaction' to the scent or sight of a person, or the sight
of an eagle flying, - is greater than to • a raven flying, while
there is usually least respOnse to ravens on the ground,- .-commongull and foxes. Reindeer are less readily alarmed and put to
flight in summer than at 'other times, especially when'they are
in huge herds, and always when they are harassed and disturbed
by flies. The mature male at rutting time shows little awareness
or fear of external stimuli which would put huh to flight at other
times of the year.
The behaviour of a group presented with an alarming stimulus
at first follows a predictable pattern which includes clumping
of the group, assessment of the danger through visual, olfactory,
or auditory modes, and then running off in a group with frequent
stops to look back at the source of disturbance. The route and
rate of travel away from the source of disturbance is unpredictable, especially if 'A single reindeer emerges at the front of the
group as a leader. It was found that 25% of all disturbances
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Table 5.

The frequency and cause of disturbance of reindeer groups on Hardangervidda,
at different times of the year.

Season

0•i

Winter
Calving
Summer
Hunt
Rut

All

Mean no. disturbances
in 10 hours
1,8
2,3
2,9
27,8
1,1

2,3

No. hours
observation
257
202
189

Main causes of disturbance

ravens 38%, foxes 19%, eagles 11%

9
149

ravens 62%, gulls 22%, eagles 7%
hikers 60%, aircraft 13%, ravens 13%
reindeer-hunters 90%
ptarmigan-hunters 43%, ravens 21%

806

human influence 45%, ravens 34%

causing flight resulted in temporary leadersbip 'of a group,
36% of all winter disturbances and 17% of all summer disturbances (Thomson, 1973).
Although dramatic, the effect of disturbance on activity
is usually short-lived. Most often the disturbed group runs
off together a few hundred metres then continues the activities
it was engaged in before. Thus the proportion of reindeer grazing
and lying may be nearly identical before and after a disturbance,
although for a short time the group may have been running or trotting. With persistent alarms or with a severe disturbance there
may be a more prolonged change of activity, e.g. the group may
move out onto an open area such las. flat plains or a large frozen
lake, where the animals stand or lie 'in a compact bunch with a
long view in all directions. Occasionally even a small disturbance may result in a permanent change in activity, particularly
when there is a strong motivation towards performing that activity,
so that only a small 'releaser' is,, needed. e.g. groups disturbed
from grazing or lying periods in April will move off then invariable continue trekking for many kilometres - a group of 49 continued for over 8 km after a mild disturbance. Similarly, on
one occasion filmed in July, 1971, the swooping attack of a
golden eagle on a' stationary herd of over .- 1000 resulted in a
trotting-walking-grazing movement 'whièh' lasted for several hours.
In the 1970 hunt a group was alarmed every 20 minutes during
the day on average, resulting in a severe alteration of the activity pattern. Because of the reduction in grazing and lying time
and the increase in running and trotting time it was considered
doubful that the deer could maintain a positive energy balance
at this time. (Thomson, 1971). Moderate frequencies and intensities of disturbance on the other hand appear to have no enduring
effect on the activity pattern. The energy cost of occasional
disturbances can presumably be borne by all animals, except those
in really poor body condition.
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Conclusion.
The amount of time reindeer allocate to . different activities, and the concentration of the major activities into distinct
periods, appears as a response to various internal and external
demands on the individual. In so far as the c ontrolling factors
influencina activity remain constant then so will the activity
pattern. In fact, seasonal environmental changes, such as the
light cycle, or food quality and availability, and seasonal neurophysiological behavioural changes produce regular seas9nal
changes in herd activity.
There is little evidence for a gerto-specific activity
pattern. All free-living ungulates are subjected to seasonal
light changes, and all ruminants alternate feeding and ruminating sooner or later. Thereafter the species-specific characteristics of the life cycle is but one of many factors which
strongly influence activity, others are the type of habitat,
food quality and availability, some weather factors, and external
disturbance and harassment. The strength and effect of these
influences on HardangerVidda determine the particular activity
pattern of the wild reindeer population there. For a population
in a different area, the activity pattern would be similar only
in so far as environmental influences afforded similar pressures.
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4. SUMMARY.
A 2-year study of the activity of wildreindeer* herds
was made on mountain ranges in Southern Norway, particularly
on the Hardangervidda plateau, '60 °N8 °E (Fig.I.)."This is the
third and last report in a series which desôribes and quantifies
the observed activity pattern (I) ; and goes on to consider general
general aspects of reindeer night activity, movement, 'and
migration (2) , and to 'discuss factors 'which control or influence
activity (3)
(I) The main seasonal changes in activity described for 1970
(Gaare, Skogland and Thomson, 1970; Thomson 1971), were repeated
in 1971. In January 1971, 1200 reindeer were distributed in '
various-sized groups around SØnstevatn, on.the eastern side of
Hardangervidda (see Fig.2). They displayed a regular 2½-3 hour ,
lying period in midday, with grazing-in morning and afternoon
(e.g. Fig.3 and see Fig.4.). Males comprised 10-15% of the deer,
in contrast to the geographical segregation of sexes in the
previous winter, 1969-70. However a partial segregation of males
did occur. Time spent by males on bush-thrashing, 'antler-sparring,
and residual sex behaviour, and a grazing/lying activity poorly
synchronised with the female-calf majority, resulted in their
concentration in particular groups.
The reindeer activity in March, again at SØnstevatn, was markedly
influenced by changeable weather and ground-snow conditions.
During the first few days of fine calm weather the deer were
stationary, digging through the snow to feed. On the following
days with the wind building up to Force 4 various groups moved
upwind, while at Force 5-6 the deer bunched together uneasily to
lie and stand. One exception was a herd which continued into the
strong wind for over 6 hours, pausing only to graze on suitably
windblown ridges (see Fig. 5). The deer in March often set off in
long single columns, suggestive of the migratory behaviour of
April 1970.
Calving on Hardangervidda in 1971 occurred throughout the
last week of May, as in 1970; some 2-3 weeks earlier than in
North Ottadalen. The calving area is a distinct area on the
western part of the range (Figs. I and II.). The deer were
distributed throughout this area in many small-sized groups (Fig.2).
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Groups frequently split up and occasionally coalesced in the
course of much irregular movement and wanderings. The different
classes of reindeer displayed widely varying degrees of cohesion,
drives to movement, and dominance status (see Table 2). For
example, females while pregnant were restless movers, but
became stationary after calving, and aggressive towards other
animals. In the week from 23rd May, 80% of the females that were
expected to calve, i.e. the antlered females, had actually done
so (Fig. 6). significantly fewer females were pregnant in 1971
(50%) than in. 1970 (65%). The resultant lower calf production' in
1971 was verified by a significantly lower calf proportion in
the integrated herds of summer: 20,1% in 1971 and 25,7% in
1970 (see p.22).
Observations on nursery groups of mothers and young calves
showed that the individual mother-infant bond, based on mutual
recognition through olfactory, visual and acoustic communication,
did not exclude social facilitation of activity within the
nursery group (e.g. Fig.7). The calculated 66% time spent on
lying and 7% time on grazing by 1-10 day old calves 'on Hardanger
vidda paralleled equivalent times on Ottadalen in 1970. (see Fig.8).
However for the mother females, the longer grazing time on
Hardangervidda (54%) than on Ottadalen (36%), suggests that the
Hardangervidda females are tinder more grazing 'pressure'. at
this time of year. This is further suggested by significant
differences between the two areas in respect of female nursing
behaviour (see p.24). For both areas, successful suckling events
by 1-10 day old calves averaged 80,8 (± 9,7) seconds. 90% of these
sucklings were from the common side position.
With severe fly harassment on the first few days of July,
2-3 large herds, some 5000-6000 reindeer, moved towards and
remained on snowfields during the warm part of the day (shade
temperatures up to +20 ° C). They moved rapidly with a trottingwalking-grazing movement in early morning and late afternoon,
readily covering 20 km in the day (see Fig.9). This long-ranging
massed movement of large mixed herds was characteristic of July
observations in 1971 and 1970. Wind and fly harassment tended to
encourage and orient this movement. Males, present at around
their full complement of ca. 15%, were proportionately more
common in the front of moving herds. The calves' needs for
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stationary suckling and longer lying rest tended to keep them,
and their mothers at the rear (see p.29). Apart from the prolonged
lying on snowfields, or milling elsewhere, during fly harassment.,
the resting periods in summer are short and abruptly terminated
(see Fig.4).
.
(2). Observations of reindeer night activity are limited during
the dark hours. In spring, the alternation of active and rest
periods for calves and their mothers in nursery groups appeared
to continue throughout the few dark hours in the 24-hour period.
In summer, herds which had often moved fast and far during the' day
remained stationary in the dark hours. One such herd in July
combined some grazing with much lying in the dark, and moved off
again at dawn. However, less is known of the distibution of activity
through the long winter nights (Fig.IO). In day-time in winter
reindeer have 2 active periods, and 5-6 in spring and summer.
This is not only due to the increased daylength, but also to a
more rapid alternation of activity periods in summer. The average
length of rest period in summer is half that of winter (1,1 hours
v.2,3 hours), while summer active periods are also significantly
shorter (2,0 hours v. 2,6 hours).
.
.
The amount of seasonal movement by reindeer on Hardangervidda'
is indicated by the calculated times spent on the moving activities
viz. walking,trotting and running. These times include individual
movements within groups as well as oriented range use at different
times of the year. In winter, reindeer groups usually covered
less than 1-2 kifl per 24-hour day, and spasmodically made longer
shifts of range. In late winter, deer moving west away from the
easterly winter range Often covered 6-10 kftper day. On the
calving grounds local multi-directional movements averaged 4-5 km
per day, except for nursery - groups with young calves which
moved less than I km. By contrast, the large aggregated herds of
early summer made long direct movements, readily shifting 15-20
km in aday. By late summer and in autumn a drifting movement
was evident, averaging 4km daily.
The shift of range in April some 60-100 km from wintering grounds in
the' east to a distinct calving area in the west was apparent in 1970 and 1971 (see-Fig.II.). This, is directly comparable with
Rangifer migrations elsewheree.g. domestic reindeer in Scandinavia
(see Fig.12). OnHardangervidda, migratory behaviour was more

rapidly and fully developed in mature female reindeer.
(3). The pattern of activity is based on a short-term rhythm of
alternating active and rest periods, and a 24-hour rhythm
which sets the activity to the time of day. In winter particularly,
reindeer activity clearly follows a 24-hour rhythm, with the
light cycle probably being the controlling synchroniser. The
physiological rhythm of feeding-rumination is the basis for
alternating active and rest periods. The shorter average length
of lying period and lying time in summer (1,1 hours and 25%
respectively) than in winter (2,3 hours and 35%) is significant.
This appears to be associated with the greater digestibility
of the summer diet.
There are many seasonally variable influences which affect this
basic activity pattern. These may be grouped into four major
categories: the reindeer life cycle, the habitat, weather, and
other animals. Throughout its annual life cycle, reindeer of
different ages and sex exhibit many neurophsiological and
behavioural changes. Some of these are species-specific, and
some directly influence activities. For example, male activity
in the rut is dominated by sexual behaviour acts, female
activity at calving time by maternal behaviour, while individual
levels of aggression and cohesiveness are no less seasonally
variable. Synchronised herd activity is the result of social
facilitation of activity between individuals (see Fig.13).
Food supply in the habitat varies in quality and availability.
A decrease in diet quality is associated with an increase in
time spent grazing. Characteristics of the winter snow cover,
notably its depth, density and hardness, determine the areas
that reindeer can dig for their food (see Fig. 14). The frequent
alternation of active and rest periods shown by Hardangervidda
reindeer is typical for many other ungulate populations
which live on open habitats, such as plains or plateaux. This
contrasts with many forest-living populations which are only
active around dusk and dawn.
Wind was the only weather feature which strongly influenced
activity. A wind tendjto encourage and direct movement into
it, particularly in summer. In winter, strong winds of Force 5-8
at temperatures from -10 0C to 00 C, correspond to the severest
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windchill normally experienced on Hardangervidda. Under these
conditions a group bunches together to lie with their backs to
the wind. Some remain standing, their heads held low, facing into
the wind. Occasionally the group treks slowly upwind then turns
to run raggedly downwind, in efforts to maintain body heat. An
air temperature of -20°C and below, without a wind, produces
no such behaviour. Neither does warm temperature in summer have
a discernible effect on reindeer activity, separate from its
role in inducing the emergence of harassing flies.
Other animals, in the form of biting flies, people, predators
and scavengers disrupt reindeer activity. The profound effect of
increasing levels of fly harassment on herd activity and individual avoidance behaviour is summarised in Table 3. Fly activity
depends on suitable air-temperatures and wind-speeds. This
permitted use of local meteorological data to calculate that
reindeer endured fly harassment on nearly 2 out of every 3 days
between mid-June and end-August, in both 1970 and 1971 (see
Table 4.).
Apart from fly harassment, reindeer activity on Hardangervidda
was temporarily disrupted every 4 hours on average. 55% of
recognised disturbances came from natural predators and scavengers,
and 45% from a human source, notably summer hikers, reindeer- or
ptarmigan-hunters, and aircraft (see Table 5.). Ravens accounted
for 62% of the natural disturbances, common gulls 14%, golden
eagles 9%, foxes 9%, and others for 6%. The frequency and type of disturbance varies seasonally (see Table 5), and so too does
the reindeers' alarm responses. The deer are most alert and responsive in winter and least in summer.
The-strength and combined effect of these various influences
on Hardangervidda determine the particular pattern of activity
of the wild reindeer which live there. For a population in a
different area, the activity pattern would be similar only in
so far as environmental influences afforded similar pressures.
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Sainmendrag.
til norsk ved Eldar Gaare.
Et 2-rs studiurn av vilireinens aktivitet ble utført i
SØrnorske fje11omrder, sr1ig p& Hardangervidda, 60 0N 8 °ø
(fig. 1). Denne rapporten er den tredje og siste i rekken som
beskriver og kvanierer aktivitetsmønSteret (1), som betrakter
generelle aspekter ved nattaktiviteten, bevegelser og trekk (2)
og som diskuterer hvilke faktorer soin kontrollerer eller influerer

pa

reinens aktivitet (3).

De viktigste sesongbetingede variasjoner i aktiviteten
(1).
beskrevet i 1970 (Gaare, Skogland og;Thomson, 1970, Thornson,1971)
ble bekreftet ved observasjoneri 1971. 1 •januar 1971 ble det
foretatt observasjoner ved Sønstevatn pa Ø s tligeHardangerVidda.

pa

grupper av varierende størrelse
(Se fig.2). De hadde regu1r 2½ - 3 timers liggeperioder midt Pa :..
dagen og beiteperioder ved morgen- .og ettermiddagstid (f.eks..
1200 reinsdyr fordelte seg

fig. 3 og 4). Handyr utgjorde 10-15% og det indikerer at en
geografisk fordeling av kjØnn ikke var tilfelle slik det ble
funnet i de foregâende vintre 1969 og 1970. Det ble likevel
pavist at handyr delvis konsentrerte seg i grupper og slik var
delvis adskilt fra de Øvrige dyr. Slike grupper brukte tid pa
busktukning, gevirkiabbing og ettersiep etter seksuell atferd
og deres beiting/ligging var darlig synkronisert med de flertallet
av hundyr-kalvegruppen.
I mars, igjen ved Sfistevatn, var dyras aktivitet sterkt
pvirket av det vekslende vr og marksnøforholdene. Under de
fØrste f& dager med pent, rolIg vr var dyrene stasjonre og
grov kratere i snen for a finne føde. De fØlgende dager med
vind opp til styrke 4 (Beaufort) trakk f1okken opp mot vinden,
mens ved styrke 5-6 trakk de sammen i tettere grupper med mye
ligging og sting. Et unntak var en flokk som fortsatte.mot
vinden i mer enn 6 timer, de stoppet bare for a beite pa brukbare
barbiaste rabber (se fig. 5). Allerede idenne perioden ble det
ofte iaktatt de lange rekker av dyr som var sa karakteriserende
for vandreatferden i april 1970.
Kalvingen inntraff pa Hardangervidda i siste uke av mai,
akkurat som i 1970. Dette var 2-3 ukertidligere enn i NordOttadalen.

Ka1vingsomrdet er kiart definert I den vestlige del av reinomrdet (fig. 1 og 11). Dyra var splittet i mange. smf1okker
sam foretok regelmessige lokale trekk, (fig.2). Oppsplitting og
tilfeldig samling til nye grupper varhyppig i denne perioden.
Grunnen kan en sØke i svrt varierendé trang til flokkdannelse,
trang til trekk og dominans status hos ulike dyrekiasser (Se
tab. 2). F. eks. kan nevnes at drektige simler var rastlOse
"trekkere" mens de etter kaiving ble stasjonre og aggressive
mat andre dyr. I uka fra 23. mai hadde 80% av de simler som var
forventet & kalve (dvs. simler med gevir) kalvet. (fig. 6).
Signifikant fthrre simler vardrektige i 1971 (50%) enn i 1970
(65%). Den laveré kalveproduksjon sam i 1971 ble fØlgen av dette,
ble bekreftetved en signifikant forskjellig kalveandel i sammerperiodens samleflokker, 20,1% .i 1971 ag 25,7% i 1970 (se s. 22)
I fostringsgruppene sam bestr av mØdre med deres unge kalver,
dannes individuelle mor-ka1vbnd basert.p& felles gjenkjenning
ved lukt, syn og lyd kammunikasjon. Observasjonene viste at det.te
ikke hindret den sasiale justering av aktiviteten innen fostringsgruppén, (f.eks. fig. 7). De beregnede 6 . 6% av tiden tenkt til
ligging og 7% til beiting ved 1-10 dager gamle kalver p& Hardangervidda erhelt tilsvarende erfaringene fra Ottadalen i1970, (se
fig. 8). Men den lengere beitetid has mordyr pa* Hardangervidda
(54%) énn i Ottadalen (36%) tyder pa* at simlene pa* vidda star
tinder et'sterkere beitepress p& dennetida av aO ret. Dette understØttes -videre avsignifikante forskjeller i det tilsvarende dieatferdsmØnster i de to omrder, (se s. 24). .Diing,hvorav 90% fra
den vanligesidestilling, tck i gjennomsnitt for begge omrder
,
.
80,8 (-+ 9 ,7) sek.. far 1-10 dager gamle kalver.
Under perioder med sterk insektplage i de fØrste dagene av
juli, trakk 2-3 store flokker p& 5-6000 dyr Ut pa* snØfonner og
ble der I den varme del av dacen(temperaturen I skyggen var app
a
til 20 C). Dyra kunne trekke 20 km 1 en blanding av raskt trekk,
gang og beiting tidlig am morgeneriogsent am kve,lden (Se fig.9).
Langtrekkende rnassetrekk av store blandede flokker karakteriserer
. - Vind og insektplage kan
juli-observasjonene i 1971 ag 1970.
starte og retningsdirigere slike trekk. Stammens bukker var tilstede med full andel p& ca. 15% og var relativt vanligst i frontavsnittet i trekkende flokker.
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Kalvenes behov for sti1lestende dung og lengre liggeperioder
virker til at de og deres mdre blir vanligst I den bakre del
av flokken, (se s.29). Bartsett fra forlenget ligging pA snø fanner eller skjening andre steder ved insektplage, er virkelige
hvileperioder korte om sommeren og de avsluttes gjerne brtt,
(Se fig.4).
Observasjoner av reinens nattaktivitet er f& i den mørke
(2) .
del av døgnet. Om vren ser vekslingen mellom aktivitet og hvileperiodér for kalver og deres mdre I fostringsgruppene ut.til
fortsette ogs& i dØgnets f& mØrke timer.. I sommerperioden var

.

flokker som om dagen ofte hadde trukket langt og raskt, stasjanre
i de mØrke timer. En flokk observert I juli kombinerte nae beiting
med mye ligging. De trakk vekk ved daggry. Men mindre er kjent
am fordelingen av aktiviteten i lange vinternetter (fig. 10).
Om dagen har reinen da 2 aktive perioder mat 5-6 am vren ag
sommeren. Dette skyldes en raskere veksling av. aktivitetsperiadefle
am sammeren sA vel sam den lengre dag. Gjennamsnittlig er lengden
pa hvileperiadene am sommeren halvparten av de am vinteren (1,1 t
mat 2,3 t), skjØnt am sarnmeren er aktive periader ogsao signifikant
kartere (2,0 t mat 2,6 t).
Omfanget av sesongvandringene has Hardangervidda-reinen gr
fram av den beregnede tid sam brukes til bevegelsesaktivitetene,
ging, trekking og lØping. I denne tid inngr ogs& farskjellige
individu-elle bevegelser innén flakken saminen med arienterte vandringer i terrenget p& ulike tider av a5 ret. Om vinteren dekker
flokkene vanligvis ikke mer enn 1-2 km pr. døgn idet de skifter
beitefelter med uregelmessige rnellamram. Senvinters drar de
vestover, vekk fra de Ostlig liggende vinterbejteomrder ag
trekker da of te 6-10 km pr. døgn. I ka1vingsamrdet kan trekket
lokalt gA i alle retninger med gjennomsnittlig 4-5 km pr. døgn.
Ett unntak er fostringsgruppene,Sam s1enge kalven er. helt ung,
beveger seg mindre enn 1 km pr. dØgn. Kantrasten dannerde store

flokkene som pA tidligsammeren trekker 15-20 km,med skiftende
retning,p en dag. Senere p& sammeren og om hØsten vandrer dyra
gjennomsnittlig 4 km daglig.
Skiftet av beiteland I april med trekk pa' 60-100 km fra
vinteromrdene I Ost til det klart definerte ka1vingsamrde i
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vest var tydelig bade i 1970 og 1971 (se fig. 11). Det er direkte
sammenlignbart med Rangifer sesongvandringer andre steder, f.eks.
hos tamrein i Skandinavia (sé fig. 12). P Hardangervidda er
sesongvandrings-atferd mest tydelig A iakta hos voksne simler.
Aktivitetsmønsteret er basert p& et kortperiodisk, rytxnisk
(3).
skifte mellom aktivitet og hvileperioder, og en dØgnrytme som
bestemmer tidspunktet for ulike aktivitetstyper. Sr1ig om yinteren fØlger aktiviteten en dØgnrytme og lysforholdene er antagehg den kontrollerende faktor. Den fysiologiske rytme i beiting-.
Ørting er basis for alternerende aktivitets- og hvileperioder.
Forskjellen mellom den gjennomsnittlige varighet p& liggeperioder
og liggetid om sommeren (h.h.v. 1,1 t og 25%) og vinteren (2,3 t
og 35%) er signifikant. Det ser Ut til at dette henger sammen
med sommerdiettens strre fordØyelighet.
Det er mange ting som virker inn pa* dette grunnieggende aktivik
tetsmnØnster og de varierer med sesongen. Dè faller I fire hovedkategorier, reinsdyrets hivssyklus, 1eveomrde, vr og forholdet
til andre dyr. Gjennorn &ret viser reinsdyr av. forskjehlig alder
og kjønn mange neurofysiologiske og atferdsmessige forandringer.
Noen av disse er arts-spesifikke og virker direkte inn
teten. Eksempelvis kan nevnes at bukkenes aktivitet i
tida domineres av' seksuell atferd, sirnienes atferd ved
tida ved aktiviteter forbundet med dette ogendelig er

p& aktiviparringskalvingsindividu-

ehle niver i aggresjon og tendens til gruppedannelse ikke mindre
sesongvariable. Synkronisert aktivitet i flokken er resultatet
av sosial justering av aktiviteten inehlom individene (se fig.13).
Mattilbudet i markene varierer I kvalitet og tilgjengehighet.
En Økning i diettens kvahitet er assosiert med en Økning i tiden
som brukes til belting. Egenskaper ved vinterens snØdekke, dets
dybde, tetthet og hardhet, besteminer de arealer som reinen kan
grave fram for & beite (Se fig. 14). Den hyppige vekshing mellom
aktivé perioder og hvile vist pa* Hardangervidda, er karakteristisk
ogs for andre hovdyr-populasjoner som lever i &pne landskapstyper
slik som sletter eller plater. Dette er I motsetning til mange
slike arter som lever i skogsmiljø og som bare er aktive i tussmØrket morgen og kveld.
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Vinden var den eneste vrfaktàr som virket sterkt inn pa
aktiviteten. Den har tendens til & igangsette og dirigere bevegelse mot vindretningen, sr1ig om sornmeren. Om vinteren bevirker vind av styrke 5-8 ved temperaturer fra -10 °C -0 °C de
hardeste vindkjØleeffekter som forekoinmer pa vidda. Under slike
vilkar trekker flokken sammen og legger seg med ryggen mot vinden.
Noen blir staende, idet de holder hodet lavt mot vinden. I. blant
trekker flokken iangsomt opp mot vinden for sa & vende for & lØpe
raskt fra den, dette for & opprettholde kroppsvarmen. Lufttemperaturer p -20 ° C eller lavere uten vind har ingen slike effekter.
Heller ikke høye temperaturer om sornmeren har noen paviselig effekt
p& dyras aktivitet bortsett fra dens rolle for'& skape gunstige
vilkar for insektene.
Andre dyf som insekter, folk, predatorer (rovdyr) og âtseletere forstyrrer reinens aktivitet . Den uttaltevirkning
Økende grad av insektplage har pa flokkens aktivitet og individenes unnvikelsesatferd er summert i tabell 3. Insektaktivitetefl
er avhengig av passende lufttemperaturer og vindhastigheter.
Dette gjØr det rnulig & utnytte lokale meteorologiske data til a
beregne at dyra ma tale insektplage i nr 2 av 3 dager melloin
medio juni til ultimo august bade 1 1970 og 1971 (Se tabell 4).
Bortsett fra insektplagen ble dyras aktivitetpâ Hardangervidda temporrt forstyrret hver fjerde time i gjennomsnJtt.
55% av de iaktatte forstyrrelser skyltes naturlige rovdyr eller
atseletere, 45% hadde utspring i menneskelig akt±vitt som fot5). Korpen
turister, reiMyr- eller rypejegere og fly (se
bevirket 62% av de naturlige forstyrrelser, maser 14%, kongeørn
9%, rev 9% og andre for 6%. Hyppigheten og typen av forstyrrelser
varierer med sesongen, men det gjr.ogsa dyras alarm reaksjon og
de er mest vare om vinteren og sent P& somineren.
Det spesielle aktivitetsmønster vilireinen pa Hardangervidda
framviser, bestemmes av styrken og den kornbinerte effekt av de
forskjellige pavirkninger. For en populasjon i et annen omrade
ville aktivitetsmønsteret vre likt bare sa langt omgivelsesfaktorene bevirker et tilsvarende press.
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Reindeer Activity on Hardangervidda
E. GAARE, B. R. THOMSON,

and 0.

KJOS-HANSSEN

The purpose of this activity study was to promote a better understanding of
behavior and movement patterns of wild reindeer, and to provide quantitative
data on activity, linked with a simultaneously conducted study of food habits and
range use. The results of these studies have been published and discussed in
progress reports by GAARE et al. (1970), GAARE and SKOGLAND (1971), THOMSON
(1971, 1973, 1975), and SKOGLAND (1974).
With the activity study we have attempted to measure the time that herds
devote to varioi'is activities throughout the day and year. Such data can then be
related to feed-intake data and to seasonal energy expenditure.
Also by comparing the activity of reindeer on different mountain ranges, a
tool for range condition comparison may be expected. A general resumé of Hardangervidda reindeer population structure and social habits is given in OSTBYE et
al. (1975), and food habits and range use by GAARE and SKOGLAND (1975).

Activity is taken to mean one of the normal behavioral types, and recorded
were grazing, lying, standing, walking, trotting, and running. These are the major
activities, and a rhythmic shift between them can be expected within a 24-hrs
period. The number of individuals in a herd engaged in the different activity types
was investigated at 1/4 -hr intervals by means of a simple hand counter. A spottingscope with pancratic optics (X20—X45) and ordinary 10 x 50 binoculars aided in
this. Most of the observations were made on wild reindeer during the light period,
but in addition the activity of a few domesticated male reindeer, which were
brought out in the range, were also recorded.
Lying, trotting and running were readily distinguished. Standing and walking
were recorded even if often part of the general grazing, activity. Grazing in this
study was taken to mean when an animal was biting, chewing, slowly moving
forward with head low, or digging in the snow. Seasonally frequent behavior
patterns e.g. antler sparring by males, bush thrashing, and suckling by calves, were
recorded as "other" activities. A few weather data were recorded, temperature and
wind speed most regularly.
The data was collected on the Hardangervidda range during 1970-1973 in
trips lasting from 5-30 days in a variety of weather conditions. Supplementary
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data was collected on trips to other mountain ranges further north in southern
Norway, in particular SnØhetta, North Ottadalen and Forelhogna.
Each field trip on foot, ski or snow-scooter was planned with practical help
from local inhabitants, who also provided information about large reindeer concentrations. In the later years we could rely more on our own experience as the
animals proved to be quite regular in their seasonal range-use pattern from one
year to the next.

Results and Discussion
Alternation of Active and Rest Periods. Reindeer activity is characterized
by a more or less regular alternation between periods of activity and rest.
Typically, after a few hours of grazing and moving, the animals lie down to
ruminate and rest for a similar period. This rhythm holds true for individual
animals, groups and herds of all sizes. Reindeer in a herd of hundreds or even
thousands show a marked tendency to synchronize their activity, so that within a
quarter-hour a herd may have switched from all grazing and moving to all lying
(Fig. 1).
In winter (December—March) herd active periods averaged 2.6 firs and lying
periods 2.0 firs, while in summer (July—September) active periods averaged 2.0 firs
and lying periods 1.1 hrs. All these differences were statistically significant. The
endogenous regulation mechanics controlling periodicity in ruminants are not yet
fully understood, but it is generally thought that it is connected with the. rate Of
rumen depletion, and concentration of digesta products in the rumen and blood
(reviewed in BAILE and FORBES, 1974). The lower digestibility of feed in winter can
account for the reindeer's longer lying periods (for rumination), while the longer
active period in winter is at least partly accounted for by the extra time spent on
digging and foraging in the snow for feed.
A further basic difference between winter and summer activity is that, in early
winter particularly, the alternating periods are linked to a 24 hrs cycle, whereas
for the rest of the year the alternation appears at random with no predictable link
with time. Thus the winter season is characterized by a 2-3-hrs grazing period in
morning and again in the afternoon, with a regular 2-2.5-hrs lying period in the
middle of the day (Fig. 1). As the winter proceeds and day length increases, two
day-time rest periods occur, but with increasing irregularity, and the coordination
between herds becomes less striking. Examples of daily activity patterns over the
year are shown in Fig. 2.
The time that reindeer spent on various activities over the year from November 1969 to July 1971 is shown in Table 1. Grazing takes up 35-50% of a reindeer's time, more in winter than in summer, lying normally 20-40%, while the rest
of the time is largely taken up by walking or standing.
Sex and Age Differences. The description above holds true for an average
mature animal. However, in the pre- and post-calving periods, mother females on
Hardangervidda devoted 54% of their time to grazing, well above average. Independently, SKOGLAND (1974) found that the feeding intensity of lactating females
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Fig. 1 a-c. Percent of reindeer herd showing grazing (solid line) and lying (grey) activity.
Twilight and darkness are hatched. Human disturbance indicated with arrows. (a)—typical
winter pattern, (b)—typical summer pattern, (c)—night activity in summer

was significantly high at this time. By contrast, on the North Ottadalen range,
-some-160 km further NOfth, -mother females at this time spent only 36% of their
time grazing, with much time spent in idle standing and walking (Fig. 3). In
climate and environment these ranges are very comparable, but reindeer density
for several decades has been substantially lower in Ottadalen than on Hardangervidda, less than 1 animal kin 2 gross range compared with 2-3 animals km 2 . As
a result, the quality of the pasture is very different. Large areas of Hardangervidda
winter range now hold a biomass of lichens 200-400 g m 2 or less, while Ottada-
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Fig.2. Grazing activity throughout 1972. Redrawn after

SKOGLAND

(1974)

len seldom supports less than 800 g m 2 and often more. The difference in animal
condition between the ranges has been demonstrated (RE1MRS, 1972) and this
would seem to be clearly reflected in the different grazing times, and also in
significant differences in nursing behavior. On Ottadalen, the mother seldom
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Table 1. Mean percentage time spent by reindeer oTiffWeri activities each month
Vlonth

Grazing

Lying

Standing

Walking

1969 N ovember a
1970 January
Feb-March'
pril
vIayc
\4 ay calf c
July
ugust
'\ugust with flies
tugust no flies
eptember hunt
Dctober
December
1971 January
\'Iarch
May Y
May calf
July

41
46
44
48
36
7
36
42
37
49
30
(43f)
45
40
39
54
7
36

38
30
36
40
42
63
28
21
10
30
17
25
33
44
37
37
66
24

11
11
9
2
l0'
13
3
8
15
3
3
(10)
8
4
8
4'I
9
11

9
12
10
9
10
10
18
18
22
14
19
(14)
11
9
14
4
12
18

Trotting
and
running
1
1
1
< 1
2
3
15
11
17
3
31
(6)
2
1
1
<0.1
2
10

Other

<1
<1
<1
<0.1
<0.1
4C
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
(3f)
1
2
1
<0.1
4C

<0.1

Nos. quarte
hour counts
141
114
228
338
233
145
176
253
110
99
32
155
95
124
305
36
36
160

SnØhetta, b Forelhogna, North Ottadalen, d Includes 4% nursing, e Suckling, The % varies
depending on the stage of rut.
C

refuses to nurse her calf from the normal side position, and she more often allows
suckling to continue until the calf is satisfied and terminates (THOMSON, 1973).
This contrasts with the mothers on Hardangervidda who utilize more time on
foraging.
The male reindeer, while in hard antler and particulãrl -during the rut, also
shows a changed activity pattern. As the rut approaches, males devote less time to
grazing and more to antler sparring, sexual displays, approaches to females and
wild chasing (THOMSON, 1971; SKOGLAND, 1974). At the peak of their libido,
mature males stop grazing altogether. By the end of the rut, males are clearly at an
energetic low. This is confirmed by SKJENNEBERG and SLAGSVOLD (1968) and
BASKIN (1970). On Hardangervidda, snow and weather conditions are normally
such that a re-formation of fat reserves is possible to December.
For the calf, behavior patterns are acquired rapidly. Before a reindeer is half a
day old, it is not only lying, standing, walking, running and suckling, but has
made its first tentative efforts to graze. Calves up to 10-days-old spend two-thirds
of their time in lying, and on an average 7% in grazing (Fig. 3). One-week-old
calves have a rumen content volume of 0.9-1.2 1 s that the-grazing is already
contributing to their energy balance. Suckling is of course the main energy source
at this time. Data from Hardangervidda and for caribou calves in Alaska (WHITE
et al., 1975) allow us to calculate that the total suckling time is reduced in the
following manner:
Approximate age of calf (weeks)
Calculated suckling time (min per 24hrs period)

1
2 4 8 11 16
77 24 14 4
3 2.4
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RUNNING 2%

OTTADALEN, CALF

HARDANGERVIDDA, CALF
RUNNING <0,1%

OTTADALEN, MOTHER FEMALE

HARDANGERVIDDA, MOTHER FEMALE

Fig. 3. Activity times of reindeer mothers and their 1-10-day old calves in two mountain areas
of southern Norway

By the age of 6-8 weeks the calves' grazing and overall activity pattern fully
matches that of the adults, although there is still an observable tendency for them
to lie more. Weaning is a difficult term to define for reindeer, suckling can still be
seen with decreasing frequency through the autumn, winter and even into the next
spring and summer.
Environmental Influences. The controlling features of the activity pattern,
namely the short-term rhythm of alternating active and rest periods and the 24hrs rhythm apparent in winter, are common to all Cervidae populations. It became unique to reindeer only through the changes and constraints imposed by the
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rei-ndeer's specific reproductive biology and social behavior patterns. The reindeer's activity and social organization generally are further strongly influenced by
the environment, in this case by the conditions of Hardangervidda. The nature of
this habitat, the quality and availability of the food supply, snow cover and
weather, other animals and man's influence all shape an activity pattern unique to
the reindeer population on Hardangervidda. Some of the main external influences
on activity are considered below. GAARE and SKOGLAND (1975) have described
the reindeer's seasonal use of plant communities on Hardangervidda.
As far as air temperature alone is concerned, this is well within reindeer
tolerance limits on Hardangervidda, as elsewhere in the Norwegian mountains.
Temperatures of - 300 C on still days had no observable effect on reindeer activity. ZHIGUNOV (1968) reports little or no effect on metabolism of temperatures
down to —60° C, a temperature not experienced in Norway. However, when cold
temperatures are combined with wind, then reindeer were seen to respond. In
winter with strong winds, Beaufort Force 5, grazing was progressively disrupted. The deer would tend to clump together, some standing with their heads
facing low into the wind, others lying with their backs to the wind and heads
tucked round compactly into their bodies. With winds of Force 7-8, near gale,
and gale, some wild running bursts would occur and herds would often split up as
a result. This behavior would appear to be consistent with attempts to maintain
body heat. Strong winds of Force 8 combined with temperatures around —10° C
is the strongest wind-chill conditions normally experienced on Hardangervidda.
According to SIPLE and PASSEL (1945) this corresponds to a heat loss in humans
of up to 1450 kcal m 2 h'.
Other weather features, such as precipitation, cloud cover, etc. affect the activity little or not at all. In mist there is a tendency for reindeer to group closer
together.
In summer, high temperatures and low wind speeds are associated with flying
insects which cause a profound change in reindeer activity. As ambient temperature exceeds 7° C on still days, reindeer can be seen reacting to insect harassment
by shaking, tail wagging, twitching and stamping legs. If the temperature exceeds
12-13° C then harassment becomes increasingly severe, with grazing disrupted as
the herd move quicker with outbursts of running. At temperatures of up to and
beyond 20° C animals seek out, and may remain for hours, on insect-relief areas
such as hill tops, snow patches if available, or mill together in a marsh or in the
shallow water at a lake-side.
On Hardangervidda, the following Diptera are thought to be important: Oestridae warble and nostril flies, Culicidae mosquitos, Tabanidae horseflies and
Simuliidae blackflies. Harassment by these insects is a regular part of reindeer life
in summer. In the 77 days from mid-June to the end of August, 46-47 days were
"insect days" causing mild to severe harassment in 1970 and 1971. This harassment results in a considerable loss of grazing and lying time and an increase in the
time spent standing, walking, trotting, and running (Table 1). In warm summers,
the total energy loss may therefore be large, a combined effect of reduced feed
intake and increased energy expenditure. Complementary studies of caribou on
Alaska arctic tundra found that insect harassment was the major influence on
summer activity, movement and social structure and that similar thresholds existed with air temperature and wind speed (WHITE et al., 1975).
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Compared with insects, other animals do not have a prolonged influence on
activity. Reindeer become alert and often run off at the presence of potential
predators and scavengers, notably the golden eagle (Aquila chrysaëtos), raven
(Corvus corax), red fox ( Vulpes vulpes) and common gull (Larus canus). Usually,
once the disturbance has passed, the herd shows a remarkably consistent return
to its former activities (Fig. 1). The deer are also put to flight by hunters, hillwalkers, loud aircraft and snow-scooters. The reaction to different animals and
man vary very much; while man usually causes the most violent reaction, that
to gulls may be negligible. The activity of a group or herd was temporaril'
disrupted every 4 hrs on an average during the day. Of 190 recorded disturbances
45% were from hunters, hikers or aircraft, and 55% from other animals. Of the
latter ravens accounted for 63%, gulls for 14%, eagles for 9%, foxes for 9% and
others for 6%.
Since the wolf became extinct in the Hardangervidda area some 50 years ago,
man is the major predator and influence on the population size and structure.
About 84% of the annual harvest on a biomass basis is due to hunting (ØSTBYE et
al., 1975). The population was allowed to grow too large up to the 1960s so that a
reduction hunt became necessary between 1965-1970. In 1970 the level of distur bance during this reduction hunt was registered. 4000 hunters shot 4500 animals
legally, while illegal hunting was reported to be high. During the permitted hunting hours, 08.00 to 18.00, reindeer groups were alarmed every 20 min on an
average, resulting in a substantial change in normal activity (Table 1). Half the
reindeers' day-time was taken up by moving, mostly trotting and running in
alarm.
Although a normally regulated hunt may result in somewhat less disturbance
than the 1970 reduction hunt, there is no doubt that the normal hunting period in
the first 3 weeks of September represents to the reindeer an energy cost at least
equal to the worst days of insect harassment.
Energy Budget. The observed activity pattern and the effect of external influences on the seasonal activity, allow preliminary calculations of the energy
budget for reindeer on Hardangervidda.
The relative cost of the various activity types are presented in a number of
papers, MOEN (1973) gives an updated review. Other data and estimates are taken
from a current development of a simulation model for reindeer published in a
Workshop Report by Statens viltundersØkelser (1974). The activity pattern for
1970 is used, but the population is assumed stabilized by hunting. Its annual
variation is shown on Fig. 4, together with the energy cost for maintenance for the
whole population. As population structure varies in sex and age, as well as in size;
through the year, demands for an average animal cannot be deduced from this
figure.
The sum of the year, 12400Gcal (gigacalories), requires a gross energy intake
of 23700 Gcal. The latter is about 80% of the calculated total intake based on
graziiig-time data (GAARE and SKOGLAND, 1975; ØSTBYE etal., 1975).
The reindeer conserve their energy resources in winter by spending a minimal
time on trotting and running, whereas in summer with a herd's hurried style of
grazing and frequent harassment by flies, it is a significant and major activity.
Insect harassment as well as the hunt is shown to be costly in terms of enerv and
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also to have an important effect on the food intake. If we estimate a September
grazing intake value without hunt by interpolation, the population intake drops
600 Gcal (from 3875 to 3275 Gcal) during a reduction hunt, and the requirement
-rises-about 500 Gcal (Fig. 4). -The total - effect of - the hunt then amounts to 8-9%
of the annual maintenance requirement. Even if the animals may compensate
lost intake more than is assumed, it seems justified to try to find ways of
diminishing this effect.
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Reindeer disturbance
In his study of the response of reindeer to noise from
supersonic aircraft, Espmark (Deer Vol. 2 No. 7, p. 800)
found that a 3-day series of sonic booms in August had no
dramatic CITCCtS on the behaviour of 24 penned reindeer in
northern Sweden. However, he pointed out that other effects
might occur under different situations.
On the mountain ranges of southern Norway I found that
the activity of wild reindeer herds was considerably disrupted
with fright and panic reactions to various types of aircraft.
This type of harassment imposes increased energy demands
and physiological stress on the animals, as demonstrated
for caribou in North America (Geist, 1971). These increased
energy demands from harassment can mean the difference
between survival and death at critical times, notably for
females during late pregnancy and lactation. very young
animals, and poor condition animals in winter (Klein, 1972).

'4 j

.

'&•

A group of 30 reindeer grazing and lying near Sonstevotn on
Hardangcrvidda mountain plateau. Norway. on March 7. 1971.

!

The sound of a snow scooter brings the reindeer to standing alarm
positions.

Physiological stress from aircraft disturbance has led to
abortions and calf mortality in domestic reindeer in the
Soviet Union, and pulmonary emphysema in periods of
extreme winter cold (Zhigunov, 19611).
Over 2 years of study in south Norway. I recorded that
approximately half of all the stimuli to which the reindeer
reacted with alarm were caused by humans, from hikers and
hunters to snow scooters, helicopters and aeroplanes.
Natural predators and scavengers, notably golden eagle,
raven, fox, and common gull, also stimulated alarin and
flight behaviour. Depending 00 the strength of a particular
visual, olfactory or auditory stimulus as a particular time of
year, the reindeer progressed in 'fear' response from alertness
to alarm to flight. The scent of a human, the sight of a
moving object, or a strange or sudden sound were particularly alarming stimuli. The season of year was important in
determining the degree of response, as Espmark suggests.
The reindeer were most responsive to potential danger in
winter and at calving time, whereas she large moving herds
in summer were less easily disturbed, except byllies (Thomson.
1971). Female reindeer tended to be more alert and responsive to alarms than males, particularly at rusting time.
if a herd was repeatedly exposed to an alarming stimulus
the response tended to wane. This was true of alarming
sounds but not of human scent, it scents likely that, the deer
in Espmark's study became habituated to the noise of sonic
booms; this apparently, permitted a steady increase in the
noise level without resulting in flight behaviour. In the wild
situation it was found that alertness and flight could in fact
be released by the smallest of sounds such as the call of a
raven, footsteps crunching in she snow, a human voice or
whistle, or even the cliCk of a camera. The disturbance
caused by loud noise, from aeroplanes, helicopters and
snow scooters, was further intensified if the alarming object
came into the reindeers' held of vision. Initially the increasing
sound from the drone of a small aeroplane or the throb of a
helicopter would cause uneasiness in the animals, with
activity interrupted to stand and look around with ears
pricked forward, leading to an alert position of urination
with back legs apart and a holding of this position. If the
noise level continued to rise she animals would run together
and run off in a tight group for some distance, varying
between 10 m to 2 km. The loud boom from low-fiyittg
supersonic military jets caused an instantaneous panic
running. High-flying supersonic and subsonic aircraft were
also seen to cause slight. but if she noise level remained
moderate she reindeer would temporarily stop ruminating
and get up from lying, or in an active period stop grazing
until site noise had subsided.
The effects of aircraft noise in general, and sonic bocms
in particular, should not be underestimated. For reindeer,
loud noise from aeroplanes. helicopters and snow scooters
disrupts on-going activity, increases energy demands, and
can cause physiological damage during gestation and calving.
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LEADERSHIP IN WILD REINDEER IN NORWAY
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ABSTRACT--The social behavior of wild mountain reindeer in southern
Norway was studied from 1969 to 197 1. Herd leadership was recorded
frequently, once every six hours on average, most often in winter, and most
typically in critical situations. Moving ahead of the herd, the leader dictates the
pace and direction of travel to suit each situation. Eighty per cent of single leaders
were adult females, 13 per cent were adult males in spring and summer and only
five per cent were juveniles. Leading the herd was one of several roles which
promoted herd security; others were alerting the herd, standing as look-outs and
aggressively approaching small predators. The maternal experience of mature
females suits them for these roles. The capabilities of experienced leaders makes
leadership in reindeer a highly adaptive group process.

In traditional ethology the social organization of an animal species has been
represented by describing the type and frequency of behavioral interactions between the
individuals in a population. However recent work on a range of higher animals from birds to
ungulates to primates suggests two main inadequacies in this approach (reviewed by Crook,
1970).
Firstly, social organization is not a static attribute peculiar to a species, but is molded
and influenced by the environment and dynamics of the particular population studied. The
explanation of variation- in behavior and social structure between different reindeer or
caribou populations should be sought in local differences in the ecology of the populations,
before genetic differences are assumed.
The second criticism of the traditional approach to behavior is that classification of
reciprocal behavior patterns and signals may give an imbalanced view of the social structure
by stressing one aspect such as reciprocal dominance relationships, at the expense of other
group phenomena such as spacing, cooperation or leadership.
A leader has been defined as an individual who frequently is at the head of a moving
column and often seems to initiate a new activity (in cattle; Hafez èt al., 1969). In reindeer
the communication that one sees between-leader and followers identifies leadership as a
group process, one aspect of social organization.
In the course of a field study of a wild reindeer population in Norway an attempt was
made to observe group processes as a whole. Instances of leadership were recognized and
recorded with a view to assessing their importance in group movement and security.
METHODS
The behavior of wild reindeer herds in mountain areas of southern Norway was studied
from September 1969 to September 1971. Direct observation of herds by spotting scope (X
25) and binoculars (10 X 50) allowed recording of group activity, size, composition and
dispersiouiadifferent times of the year. This study formed part of the Norwegian IBP
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Tundra Biome and Statens - ViltundersØkelser investigation into the role of wild reindeer in
the arctic-alpine ecosystem. The total population of wild reindeer in Norway is around
30,000 distributed in five or six mountain areas in the south of Norway. Research was
concentrated on the Hardangervidda mountain plateau (7,500 km 2 ) with a population of
14,600 in 1970.
A complete report on the behavior of these reindeer is in preparation. Many aspects of
behavior are similar to those recorded for other reindeer and caribou populations (Espmark,
1964, 1971; Pruitt, 1960; Lent, 1966; and others). Herd activity on Hardangervidda has
been described in separate reports (Gaare, Skogland and Thomson, 1970; Thomson, 1971).
RESULTS
The emergence of a leader does not occur in all situations involving movement but
rather is most typical of reindeer groups or herds in a potentially hazardous situation. When
an individual takes up position ahead of the herd, it dictates the route and rate of travel
away from a source of disturbance, or leads the herd in swimming across a river, or leads
through a narrow mountain pass, or leads across a frozen lake in winter. Leadership may
also occur in, situations less obviously hazardous, such as moving between winter grazing
areas, and trekking in long columns in the April migratory movement.
Hafez, Schein and Ewbank (1969) emphasize the importance of 'followérship' in the.
leader-follower relationship of cattle. In reindeer, too, a single animal at the front of a
steadily moving group can be simply characterized as the animal which first moves in the
direction which most of the deer want to go. This passive leadership is the only type so far
recorded for semi-domestic reindeer in north Norway (Skjenneberg and Slagsvold, 1968).
However two types Of active leadership occurred in wild reindeer, whereby the leader
functions as an action model for the remaining deer.
The most common type is where the leader functions as an instantaneous action
model. This is particularly a feature of disturbed reindeer: the herd bunch together, run off
a bit and stop to look back; then a leader emerges. When the leader, who may be 10 to 50 m
in advance of the herd, starts trotting so the herd behind trots; when the leader stops so the
herd stops behind; when the leader walks the, herd walks; and so on (Fig. 1). The direct
visual control of activity between leader and followers continues until the leader returns to
normal activity; such as grazing or lying, and is re-integrated into the herd.
The other type of active leadership is where the leader functions as a delayed action
model. Here the herd copies the leader's movements over the same piece of ground. This is
frequent in winter herds, disturbed or undisturbed, moving over untraversed snow. Again
the leader is ahead of the herd: when the leader starts trotting so the herd trots on reaching
the same place; when the leader stops to look around so the herd stops at that place also;
and so on (Fig. 2). Animals behind the leader frequently dip their muzzles down to the
leader's track they are following and this apparently enables them to assess and copy the
same activity over that piece of ground. In long, walking columns of undisturbed reindeer in
winter, an individual, by sniffing in the tracks of those ahead, copies their activities over the
same route, even when the animals ahead are out of sight (Fig. 3). This olfactory
communication is apparently achieved through a response to trail scent from the interdigital
glands of the deer ahead. It is known that the interdigital glands of caribou leave scent on
the ground following an excitation jump from an alarmed deer, and that the deer following
will themselves react with fright on reaching this spot (Pruitt, 1960). It would appear that
the type or quantity of exudate deposited on the ground from walking, standing, trotting
and running can be distinguished.
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Fig. I.--Schematic example of the leader as an instantaneous action model. A herd of
21 reindeer at Hardangervidda on 28th January 1970. (a) The group is spread out grazing
peacefully. (b) The reindeer react to the alarm source by bunching together. (c) As the
group runs off an adult female (with calf following) emerges as leader. (d) The leader
determines the rate and route of travel of the group.
Frequency of Leadership
Herd leadership, either of the active or passive type, was observed on 140 separate
occasions in the course of 855 hours when The groups or herds were in view. Leadership was
most frequent in winter: one leadership bout every five hours compared with one bout
every seven to nine hours in spring, summer and autumn (Table 1).
TABLE 1.--The frequency of leadership events.

Season
Winter
Calving
Summer
Aqtumn
All seasons

Leadership
(Nov.—Apr.)
(May-June)
(July-Aug.)
(Sept.-Oct.)

No. of
events

Hours of
observation

70
32
23
15
140

336
222
161
136
855
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Average frequency
1
1
1
1
1

event/4.8
event/7.0
event/7.0
event/9.1
event/6.1

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

Leader walks, herd is stationary.

Leader stops, herd walks up and stops.

cI -------------------Leader trots on then walks.

Herd trots over some ground then walks, etc.
Fig. 2.--Schematic example of the leader as a delayed action model. A herd of 24 at
Hardangervidda on 25th January 197 1.
Out of these 140 leadership bouts at least 40 were a direct consequence of herd
disturbance. Of all , recorded disturbances causing flight, 25 per cent resulted in leadership
(36 per cent Of the winter disturbances but only 17 per cent in summer, Table 2). Herds in
TABLE 2.--Proportion of disturbances resulting in leadership.

Season
Winter
Calving
Summer
Autumn
All seasons

(Nov.-Apr.)
(May-June)
(July-Aug.)
(Sept.-Oct.)

No. of
disturbances

No. with
leadership

% disturbances
with leadership

53
25
48
31
157

19
5
8
8
40

36
20
17
26
25

summer are less readily disturbed than in winter (Thomson, 1971), and when they are
disturbed they more often move off in a mass without a recognizable leader.
The Role of Leader
On most occasions it was possible to classify, according to sex or age, the individual
performing the role of leader. If the leader changed 'within a bout of leadership, the new
leader was •similãrly classified. For mixed herds and groups containing females, males,
465'

yearlings and calves, 80 per cent of the leaders that emerged were adult female reindeer,
often with a calf directly behind them. Yearlings (4 per cent) and calves (I per cent) or
either sex, and adult males in hard antler (2 per cent) were seldom leaders. However, adult
males with their antlers shed or in velvet occasionally actd as leaders in spring and summer
(13 per cent).
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Fig. 3--Schematic example of leadership by olfactory communication. A herd of 50 at
Hardangervidda on 11th April 1970. The activities performed on each part of a route taken
by individuals in the herd, even when out of sight of each other.
Comparing the observed incidence of leadership with the expected on the basis of
population structure (Table 3), adult females show leadership significantly more than
expected, adult males as expected, and yearlings and calves much less than expected
(P<0.001). Thus, leadership is mainly the role of adult females, and 'this remains true
throughout the year. Male leadership of mixed herds can occur in spring and summer.
Males sometimes segregate in winter, and in these all-male groups leadership can be
seen in critical situations. Only those males that have shed their antlers assume the role of
leader. The males which have yet to shed their antlers show their dominance at feeding and
lying sites and show no interest in leadership. This is parallel to the group behavior at rutting
time, where the males express their dominance and sex drive through displays, threats and
clashes, but remain unresponsive to external danger and accept leadership given by the
females.
There is not, however, a regular inverse relationship between leadership and dominance
status. The tendency for adult males which have dropped their antlers to act as leaders of
all-male groups in winter is not simply related to their subordinate rank. As occasional
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TABLE 3.---The role of leader in.mixed. groups.

Season
Winter
• Calving
Summer
Autumn
All seasons

shard
antler

Leader
(Nov.-Apr.)
(May-June)
(July-Aug.)
(Sept.-Oct.)

31
22
15
10
78

1

Expected inidence
of leadership*

45%

14%

Observed incidence
of leadership

80%

15%

shed
e
or velvet

-

1
2

=

Unclassified

All
lea:ders

0
4
0
0
4

1
0
0
0
1

26
2
3
4
34

62
32
23
15
132

19%

22%

•.

100%

4%

1%

-

13

1
•

•

37.8 at 3 degrees freedom. P < 0.001

*Estimated herd proportions after calving, 1971.

Calf

3
5
5'

CN
'

Yearling

-

100%

leaders of mixed herds in summer (when all deer are growing their antlers) they are
nevertheless dominant on account of superior body size. In winter and spring the rank of an
animal, and thus its ability to defend or procure feeding and lying sites, is largely predictable
on the basis of antler size. With regard to leadership, females of all ranks from well-antlered
dominant females to poor-antlered or unantlered subordinate females voluntarily take on
the role of leader.
This lack of relationship between dominance and leadership has also been found in
domestic goats (Stewart and Scott, 1947), sheep (Scott, 1945) and cattle (Kilgour and
Scott, 1959). The distinction between dominance and leadership is not always clearly made
in some deer studies (e.g., Darling, 1937).

Other Roles which Promote Herd Security
The direction and activities of a leader, particularly after a disturbance, is one of the
least predictable aspects of reindeer behavior. The rate of travel and the route taken by the
leader is highly variable and appears adapted to the actual situation. Whether the leader is
eluding a predator, or choosing a crossing place for swimming a river, or guiding across an
ice-covered lake, the capabilities and experience of the leader automatically becomes the.
common property' of the group.
Directing the herd movement is not, however, the only role which contributes towards
the control of a potentially hazardous situation. The responses of a herd in winter to a
potential danger will include all or most of the following elements: this scheme illustrates
that it is the actions of a few reindeer in the herd (i.e:, those marked by an *asterisk) which
promote the herd safety.
(I) The most alert re i ndeer * see, smell or hear potential danger. They cease grazing or get
Lip from lying and face the disturbing factor. Behavior indicating alarm includes a
prolonged urination stance, a high-stepping gait with tail up and an alarm bark.*
The reindeer run together into a bunched herd. Reindeer at the edges* of the herd are
most alert. More alarm signals are used.
a. If the cause of the alarm is a small predator on the ground, such as a fox (Vulpes
i'ulpes). raven (Corpus corax) or gull (Larus canus), the nearest- reindeer* walk forward
together and a single re i n deer* charges at the predator. The herd returns to normal
activity, some reindeer* remaining alert longer than most.
or b. If danger is confirmed, the herd runs a short way off and stops to look back.
More alarm signals. A single re i n deer* leads the herd away with stops to look back and
to survey the way ahead.
Before finally passing out of sight those reindeer at the rear*of the herd stop to look
back at the source of disturbance, or having already passed out of sight temporarily
return to look back.
The herd gradually returns to normal activity when the le a der* does, some re indeer*
remaining alert longer than others.
The reindeer which are most alert, which act as look-outs at the edges and rear of the
herd, and which approach and charge potential predators, tend to be the adult females, i.e.,
the typical leader animals. The role of 'look-out', the role of 'defender' and the role of
leader are taken by adult females, and all have the same function, that of herd security.
The concept of a look-out animal is not a new one. Among reindeer-owning Lapps it is
commonly believed that a single female, the 'varsimla', stands guard while the rest of the
herd peacefully graze or lie. Indeed Sdobnikov (1935) recorded this for reindeer in Russia.
However the 'varsimla' has not been found in semi-domestic reindeer in Norway
(Skjenneberg and Slagsvold, 1968), nor was it found for wild reindeer in this study.
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Nevertheless the alertness and wariness of the reindeer is greatly increased on suspicion of
danger, or in disturbed herds, and it is then that some animals show a degree of alertness and
attention to danger in excess of others, and function as temporary 'look-outs'. The
responses of these ultra-alert animals determines the herd pattern: in turning to flight, or
advancing towards a small predator. Subsequently the leader out in front is most attentive
and alert with supporting adult females at the edges and rear of the herd.
While flight is the usial form of defense, a more active defense is made by approaching
and charging towards small predators on the ground. This aggressive approach was seen on
six occasions, each time involving females, and directed towards fox, gull and eagle (Aquila
chrysaëtos) (Table 4). This behavior was similar to that of isolated mother females in the
calving season who on nine occasions were seen to actively defend their calves against
ravens, gulls and eagle. Caribou females in Alaska have been known to charge aggressively at
humans who handle their newborn calves (Lent, 1966).
Out of thousands of antagonistic threats and retreats seen in winter connected with
feeding and lying spots, 20 acts were recorded which had an apparent connection with
leader or look-out roles. Fourteen of these antagohistic acts (usually antler threat) were
directed from an animal behind to the leader of a movement, usually when it hesitated or
stopped. Although dominant over the leader the instigator would choose not to take over
the role of leader but rather it appeared that the animal in front was being forced into
continuing its leadership. It appeared particularly true of an unantlered male leader in an
all-male group in winter that if it hesitated to lead it might receive an antler in the rear from
the dominant antlered male behind it. With females too, threats towards a leader were
apparently not aimed at usurping its role. In the other six cases however, there was positive
competition to be in a look-out position nearest to the source of alarm. The dominant (five
times a female, once a velvet-antlered male) would procure a frontal look-out position, to
the exclusion of a sub-dominant or juvenile. This suggests that reindeer in the role of
look-out and defender may tend to be more dominant than those who typically adopt the
role of leader.
DISCUSSION
In this field study it was found that the reindeer involved in leadership and its
associated roles were typically adult females, often breeders of the current year with a calf
to heel, and of all dominance ranks from dominant to subordinate. It was not possible to
test whether all adult female reindeer were equally capable of leadership, but there is
evidence to suggest that age and maternal experience are important.
As a mother, the female reindeer performs many of the actions of herd leadership. The
mother is wary at all times and when disturbed it leads its young calf away, stopping
frequently to check the progress of the calf and to survey the source of danger. It also
actively defends its calf by chasing off gulls and ravens from the ground nearby. These
aspects of maternal behavior are paralleled in the roles of herd leader, look-out and
defender. For red deer in Scotland it has even been suggested that a female which ceases to
be a regular breeder soon ceases to be a leader (Darling, 1937).
Juvenile reindeer were seen to be followers rather than leaders (Table 3). The
mother-infant relationship builds up rapidly through visual, olfactory and auditory
communication and from the first day of birth the calf builds up a habit of following the
action model, at this stage the mother. In sheep, as in reindeer, the earliest and strongest
social relationship is developed with the mother and forms the foundation for leadership in
the flock. As the lamb becomes more independent some of its following tendency is
transferred to adults in general (Scott, 1945). Leadership in sheep may be traced to the
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TABLE 4.--Incidence of active defense against small predators.

Date

Size of
group

18/10/70

80

23/01/70
03/03/71

347
100
133
320
50

04/03/71
08/05/71
25/05/71

Calving
(end May-begin June)
Calving
Calving
Calving

t

Type of
defender
1 !
l

6
1
1
l'-

Type of defense

Type of predator

10-12 bunch; approach and 1
charges
30 bunch and 1 approaches
6 bunch and approach
1 stands alert
l' rears up on hind legs
20 bunch, approach and lcharges

fox
fox
fox
fox
eagle (flying)
gull (on ground)

& calf

mother

Gets up and stands over- calf

eagle (flying)

& calf

mother -

Approach and charge

& calf

mother c4

Approach and charge

& calf

mothers-

Approach and charge

raven (on ground)
3 EVENTS
gull (on ground)
5 EVENTS
human (Lent, 1966)

continued association of related ewes in overlapping generations. With domestic reindeer in
Russia it has been claimed that discernible family groupings of up to 30 individuals exist in
the herds with the oldest female as the leader of each group (Sdobnikov, 1935). With wild
reindeer however, the frequent splitting and coalescing of groups and herds throughout the
year make permanent kinship bonds unlikely, except for the association of mother and her
calf of that year. Thereafter the yearling transfers its following habit to adults in general.
Although there is no proven association between successive generations it is probable
that the oldest of the female reindeer tend to predominate in, leadership roles. This is
thought to be the case in several wild deer populations, e.g., black-tail, white-tail and mule
deer (in Taylor, 1956), and moose (Altmann, 1956a)in North America; and red deer
(Darling, 1937) and Soay sheep (Grubb and Jewell, 1966) in Scotland. With domestic
reindeer in Russia, Naumov and Baskin (1969) found that in critical situations the deer were
led off by experienced females of five to six years, or castrated sled males of seven to eight
years.
Adult males, while having had the universal experience of following as young animals,
lack the experience of leading and defending the calves. Nevertheless it was seen that males
with shed antlers or in velvet occasionally acted as satisfactory leaders of mixed herds in
spring and summer, and of all-male groups in winter. This contrasts with red deer in
Scotland where there is no apparent leadership by males, and all-male groups in winter are
loose aggregations which readily split up when disturbed (Darling, 1937).
The control and regulation of herd behavior which is achieved through the actions of a
few reindeer in leading, defending and watching for danger has not been well documented in
most other Rangifer population studies. However, Naumov and Baskin (1 969) stressed that
the leader that emerged in critical situations was usually an older female and that on
account of her experience the herd was led off away from the source of alarm in the most
tactical direction. Reindeer herds containing a large number of potential leaders were
disciplined and adaptable when disturbed, whereas herds with few potential leaders tended
to run wildly on disturbance or mill together in a mass. The importance of leadership in the
social organization has not so far been documented for caribou. Indeed, in comparison with
other cervids, it has been suggested that caribou have no social organization or leadership
(deVos, Brokx and Geist, 1967). DeVos (1960) found an absence of leadership among
groups of Canadian barren ground caribou at calving time, as shown by a lack of
organization when alarmed, and an indecision when changing direction or about to swim.
Leaders at the front of the groups changed frequently without regard to sex or age. Banfield
(1954) found that caribou groups are usually led by an adult female, but sometimes by
younger animals or even calves. However observations by Kenneth Child (pers. comm.) on
the reaction of caribou to pipeline simulations on the Alaskan North Slope and by Frank
Miller (pers. comm.) on movement in Canadian caribou, suggest that leadership is indeed an
important part of caribou group behavior. Continuing work on group processes and behavior
should show the extent of behavioral differences between Rangifer populations and relate
them to ecological differences in the population structure and availability of food and
shelter in the habitat.
The roles of leader, look-out and defender described in this study are similar to some
of the leadership behavior described for red deer in Scotland and for elk in North America.
Darling (1 937) describes the leading females in red deer groups as being constantly anxious
for the herd welfare: they are alert for signs of danger and exert clear-cut leadership. As
with reindeer, a female at the rear of a moving red deer group often stops to look back for
danger. Altmann (1952, 1956b) too found that leadership by mature elk females is the rule
and describes their actions in choosing river crossing sites, shielding their calves by
swimming downstream of them, approaching a human while the rest of the group are
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retreating and defending the calves against coyotes.
It is clear that the role of leader in deer cannot be adequately defined in terms of an
allelomimetic leader-follower relationship whereby animals are unequally stimulated so that
one tends to lead and the other to follow (Scott, 1956). Rather, leadership and its
associated roles place deer in the realms of decision-making and problem-solving in the
psychological sense. The unstereotyped actions of experienced animals in guiding,
protecting and directing the movement of others increases each individual's chances of
survival. As such, leadership is an important process within the socially adaptive behavior of
reindeer.
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Introduction
The U. S. IBP Tundra Biome study area at
Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, is located on the northern
coastal plain bordered by the Kuparuk River in
the west and the Sagavanirktok River in the east.
This same area is the site of oil exploration, and
the road system which has been constructed for
this purpose allows easy access to most of the
area between these rivers and to approximately
7km inland (Fig. 1).
Prudhoe Bay lies on the periphery of the
summer range of two large populations of bar ren-grou nd caribou (Rangifer tarandus grantiL
The western part of the Arctic Herd may move
into the area from the west in June-July (Hem
ming 1971), and occasionally the outer (western) periphery of the Porcupine Herd moves in
from the east. However, most movement into
the Prudhoe Bay area is thought to be from a
large central section of the Arctic Herd (Hemming 1971). These animals move through Anaktuvuk Pass and down the Colville River, or
through the Dietrich and Atigun areas and down

the Canning, Sagavanirktok and Kuparuk Rivers
(Hemming 1971; Gavin 1975) to graze on the
coastal plains from late June through September. There is also evidence of a small population
which remains in the Prudhoe Bay area yearround (Child 1973; Gavin 1975).
The summer vegetation of the Arctic tundra
is thought to be of high nutritive value. Rapidly
growing vegetation is of high soluble carbohydrate, soluble nitrogen (N), and phosphorus
(P) levels because of the long daylight hours.
Thus, the relatively short growing season is
complemented by high relative growth rates.
Since it is considered that summer nutrition is
important in affecting the body condition of
animals entering the winter, the quality and
quantity of forage removed from the summer
range is potentially important in affecting the
productive performance of these caribou. This
may be relatively more important to the calf
crop, as growth rates of caribou calves are
normally high, and any restriction in nutrition
during this stage of rapid growth may lower the
likelihood of surviving the winter.
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"Current address: Statens Viltundersqkelser Elgeseter gt. 10, Trondheim, Norway.
" * CUrr6nt address: Faculty of Forestry. University of British Columbia, Vancouver 8. British Columbia, Canada.
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There is increasing evidence that harassment
by flying insects plays a major role in determining the movement and activity patterns of
Ranyiler in summer. Harassment leads to an
increased energy expenditure because of avoidance movements and a corresponding decrease in
the time spent grazing. However, .whether this
perturbation can materially affect the amount of
herbage removed during a summer period has
not yet been determined.
Finally, caribou may affect primary production through removal of preferred plant species
and by trampling. Both natural (e.g., insect
harassment) and human (e.g., construction of
barriers) perturbations may cause ternporadly
high stocking rates,. resulting in local overgrazing
and physical damage from trampling. In extreme
conditions, overgrazing and trampling may decrease the insulative effects of tundra vegetation,
which would have long-term visual and topographically harmful consequences.
A recent report considers the effects of
Simulated pipelines on movement patterns
(Ctild 1973), while the present report documents the normal grazing patterns of caribou in
the Prudhoe Bay area.
The objectives of this study were: (1) to
determine normal activity patterns of the resident and transient caribou populations; (2) to
document the effects of insect harassment on
activity and movement patterns; (3) to determine plant preferences by caribou in relation to
vegetatioo phenology and nutrient content, and
(4) to determine the amount of plant material
harvested and returned to the ecosystem.

B. R. T.

Methods
Source of abiotic data
Daily observations of dry and wet bulb
temperature ( ° C), wind speed (km hr - '), wind
direction (degrees true N) and atmospheric pressure (mmHg) were obtained from clirnatologic
data recorded at the Deadhorse and Prudhoe
Bay airports. These observations were recorded
on a 2 hourly basis from 0500 to 1800 hr.
Supplementary field observations of ambient
temperature and wind speed were made with a
hand held thermometer and anemometer at
approximately 1.5 m from the tundra surface.

Determination of caribou population
composition
In 1972 the study area was surveyed mainly
from the road system (every 1-2 days), and four
aerial surveys were made. In 1973 composition
counts were made from the road system each
2-3 days.
In road surveys, all animals within binocular
(10x50) or spotting-scope (25x60) range were
classified according to age (calf, yearling, and
adult) and sex. in addition, notes were made on
group aggregations, locations, and movement
patterns.
During periods of high insect harassment,
caribou numbers, ages, and sex classes were also
noted from a series of vantage points in the sand
dunes associated with the Sagavanirktok River.
Documentation of behavioral and
activity patterns
Observations on behavior and recordings of
activity patterns were made as described for wild
reindeer in Norway by Gaare et al. (1970) and
Thomson (1971, 1973). Briefly stated, a suitable
herd or group of caribou was located and, by
following unobtrusively, observed for as long as
possible. At 15 min intervals throughout this
period, caribou were classified according to the
number of individuals engaged in each of seven
categories of activity (eating, lying, standing,
walking, trotting, running, and other). Between
these activity counts, observations were made on
weather data, caribou behavior, movement patterns, and external disturbances. Similar and
concurrent observations were made on grazing
preferences, time spent on different plant communities, and monitoring of grazing intensity
(Gaare et al. 1970; Gaare and Skogland 1971).

Grazing intensity
Previous workers have defined grazing
periods in two ways; either the activity associated with eating per se (Thomson 1971), or the
activity associated with searching and eating
(Gaare and Skogland 1971). In the present
report, the former activity is described as eating,
and the latter as grazing. Grazing intensity was
estimated as the fraction of a grazing period that
was spent in eating [i.e., grazing intensity =
eating time/(eating time + searching time)]
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At the end of a collection period, the apparatus was taken from the animal, and saliva was
forced from the forage sample by squeezing. Wet
weights of forage and saliva samples were determined, and the forage was subdivided for determinations of plant species composition, dry
matter content, and chemical composition.
Identification of plant material in rumen and
esophageal egesta samples
Rumen and esophageal egesta samples were
preserved in 80% ethanol. Since chlorophyll is
removed from plant parts by alcohol, identifications were made within 2 days of sampling to
determine live and dead plant parts. Samples in
the preservative were added to an enamel tray
(25x40 cm), and 200 point identifications were
made with a binocular (xlO) as described by
Galt et al. (1969); Gaare et al. (1970); Gaare and
Skogland (1971).
For comparison with samples of rumen contents and esophageal egesta, the plant species
composition of communities on which the animals were grazing was also determined (see
Description of vegetation, above).
Estimation of plant biomass and primary
production
Biomass estimates were made by clipping all
vegetation above the moss layer in 30x30 cm
plots. Clipped vegetation was sorted into green
(live) and dead material, weighed, and dried at
50°C.
Above-ground vascular production was estimated through the season from changes in
biomass; total yearly above-ground production
was estimated, assuming that peak green biomass
represents total annual production (Tieszen
1972).

Estimation of in vitro digestibility
The two stage, micro-digestion, in vitro technique of Tilley and Terry (1963) was used to
determine the approximate digestibility of
forage samples. Rumen liquor for the first stage
of the digestibility was obtained from tranquilized caribou and the rumen fistulated reindeer.
Strained liquor samples were incubated anaerobically with buffer and 0.5 g samples of forage.
The second stage digestion with a pepsin-HCI
solution was carried out as recommended by
Tilley and Terry.
Results
Caribou numbers and populations composition
at Prudhoe Bay
The location of the study area at Prudhoe
Bay relative to the river systems is shown in
Fig. 1. The 300 ft (91.5 m) contour indicates
the most northern limit of the foothills of the
Brooks Range. The heavily shaded area represents that area which could be surveyed from
the road system at Prudhoe Bay. A map prepared from aerial photographs of this road network and gravel pads is shown in Fig. la, with
individual study sites marked on the map.

Chemical analyses
Dry matter content of vegetation, rumen
samples, and esophageal egesta samples were
determined by drying to constant weight in a
forced air oven at 40-55°C.
Estimates of cell contents, hemicellulose,
and ligno-cellulose in vegetation were made
using the acid detergent/neutral detergent technique of Goering and Van Soest (1970). Lignin
content was determined on the acid detergent
residue using concentrated H 2 SO4 (Goering and
Van Soest.1970).

Fig. 1. Location of study area relative to the
drainage system of the Kuparuk and Sagavanirktok Rivers at Prudhoe Bay.
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Fig. la. Location of sites associated with reindeer and caribou studies at
Prudhoe Bay in 1972 and 1973.
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The number of caribou present in the Prudhoe area varied daily depending on the extent of
immigration into and emigration out of the area.
Thus, in 1972 between eight and 1,500 animals
were observed on any single day in the study
area, and in 1973 between one and 130 animals.
In both years maximum numbers occurred on
days of insect harassment, and caribou were
observed to move into the area. Lowest numbers
were observed in insect-free periods, and frequently caribou were tending to disperse Out of
the area.
In 1972 groups harassed by insects would
move towards the coast; under :severe harassment, large herds would assemble, particularly
on the sand dunes and the sand or gravel banks
of the river deltas. Herds moving under insect
harassment would sometimes swim the Sagavanirktok or Kuparuk rivers.
In summer 1973 maximum numbers observed again corresponded with days of insect
harassment (Fig. 2), but the large "invasions"
did not occur. High water levels in the Sagavanirktok and Kuparuk rivers conceivably could
have inhibited movement into the study area in
the upper reaches of the rivers. Large herds
Harassment

Seve,e

0
0
C-)
0

.0

E
2

Harassment

Sever
oElAild

::

1

200L
25
30
June

5

25
July

5
August

Fig. 2. Relationship of caribou numbers and
intensity of insect harassment at Prudhoe Bay.
Caribou numbers were obtained from a census
of caribou within binocular range of the road; 1,
2, 3; aerial surveys between coast and Franklin
Bluffs.

under insect harassment were observed 35km
inland on the moderate heights of the Franklin
Bluffs (Gavin, pers. comm.).
Population composition sample counts in
both years were taken to be representative of
the animals present in the Prudhoe Bay area, but
not necessarily representative of any whole
population, such as the Porcupine Herd, the
- Arctic Herd, or a "resident" Prudhoe Bay population.
For 1972 a calf:female ratio of 67:100 was
estimated. This estimate was based on an observed ratio of 51.2 ±4.0 calves per 100 females
plus yearlings (counts of 941 calves/1,831 females + yearlings in 26 herds of size greater than
24 females + yearlings per herd) and an estimated yearling: female ratio of 24:100 (counts of
22 yearlings/90 females). A male:female ratio of
101:100 was based on an observed ratio of 77
males per 100 females plus yearlings (counts of
1,103 male/i .429 females + yearlings). The nearly equal sex ratio was the result of a large herd
of more than 1,000, of which 60% of animals
(excluding calves) were males, which were classified as they moved into the area under severe
insect harassment in 1972.
From the fewer animals present in 1973,
three separate counts of at least 120 animals
found the calf:female ratio to be 31:100, the
yearling:female ratio 25:100, and the male:
female ratio 37:100.
A comparison of the herd proportions recorded at Prudhoe Bay with previous estimates
of herd proportions is shown in Table 1. The
proportion of calves in caribou herds at Prudhoe
Bay (16-23% of the herd) is similar to the calf
percentage (15-26%) noted for major counts on
the Arctic and Porcupine Herds.
When the herd proportion of calves is adjusted to a.calf:female ratio, the data suggest that
the survival of calves to the end of July 1973 at
Prudhoe Bay was low compared with either the
results for 1972 at Prudhoe Bay, or for the
Arctic and Porcupine Herds in June. Moreover,.
the calf:female ratio of the Porcupine Herd in
October 1972 (31:100), following a known high
rate of mortality of calves in July and August,
was the same as that for the Prudhoe Bay
animals in 1973. Survival of yearlings was apparently similar for both years of the Prudhoe Bay
counts and was slightly higher than that for the
Porcupine Herd,
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Table 1
Comparison of estimates of herd proportions (% of total number of
animals) of Prudhoe Bay with estimates for the large arctic herds.
Approximate.
no. classified

Herd

Year

Female

Male

Calves

Yearlings

Prudhoe Bay

1972
1973

34(100)
52(100)

35(101)
19(37)

23(67)
16(31)

8(24)
13(25)

2.632
248

Arctic

1970

40(100)

26(65)

19(47)

15(37)

242,000

Porcupine

1972

-

Porcupine

1972
July
October

52(100)
49(100)

-

24

12(23)
28(57)

26(50)
15(31)

9(17)
9(18)

Reference
This study
This study
Pegau and
Hemming (1972)

50.000

LeResche
(1973)

11,721
2,997

Calef and
Lortie (1973)

Values in parentheses are ratios expressed per 100 adult females.

Group activity patterns of caribou
In the 1972 season the number of individuals in a group or herd variously involved in the
activities of eating, lying, standing, walking, trotting, or running was recorded at 456 separate
15 min intervals. Activity of adults (female,
yearling, and male) over, the whole observed
period averaged 48% eating, 28% lying, 4%
standing, 14% walking, 5% trotting, and 1%
running. The disproportionately few observations on male activity, except under insect harassment, make an accurate comparison with
female activity times difficult. However, the
contrast between adult and calf activity times

was quantified after recording the activity within 15 groups (containing females, yearlings, and
calves) over 4 insect-free days in late June 1972.
The result is summarized in Table 2a; analysis of
variance on the full data (Thomson 1974) indicates that females plus yearlings spend significantly more time eating than do calves, while
the calves spend significantly more time lying,
standing, trotting, and running. Only walking
time is not significantly different between the
calves and older animals.
Calves at this age (approximately 2-4 wk by
end of June) graze considerably more and lie
less than do calves at 1-10 days of age (wild

Table 2a
-

Sex/age class

Summary of activity patterns of female yearlings and calves during insect free periods
(values are % of study period).

,

Female-yearling

Eating

Lying

52.8

32.7
(4.5)

1.2
(0.9)

11.2
(3.0)

1.8
(1.3)

54.6
(6.9)

4.7
(3.2)

10.9

4.5
(2.8)

(4.8)
Calf

.

23.5
(5.9)

Comparison of classes

X

X

Standing

X

Walking

(4.4)
'NS

.

Trotting

X

Running
0.1
(0.2)

.

1.5
(1.3)
X

Value in parentheses is the standard deviation. A total of 15 groups were observed: three groups were observed for
-more than 6 hr duration; the remainder were observed for less than 6 hr and were combined into five groups according to
date. Calves were 3-7 wk of aga.
NS, not significant; x, P <0.05.
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Table 2b
Comparison of activity patterns of calf and adult
cohorts at Hardangervidda and Prudhoe Bay.
•

Grazing
Lying
Standing
Walking

Trotting
Running
Suckling

Calves,
reindeer
(1-10d)

Calves,
caribou
(3-4 wk)

Adult
caribou
(insect-free. July)

Adult
reindeer
(insect-free. August)

24%
55%
5%
11%

53%
33%

49%

66%
9%
12%

2%
2%
4%

5%
2%
<1%

2%
<1%

7%

30%
3%
14%
3%
3%

1%
11%

-

-

Reference:
Hardangervidda
Thomson (1973)

Prudhoe Bay
(Table 2a)

Prudhoe Bay
(Figure 4)

Hardangervidda
Thomson (1971)

reindeer in Norway; Thomson 1973). The gradual development of the Rangifer calf activity
towards an adult pattern is illustrated in Table
2b.

obs.), it was shown that milk intake of reindeer
calves was 1.5-2 1d -1 for the first 2 weeks of
age, after which it declined exponentially, viz.

Nursing behavior
A total of 55 successful suckling events were
observed over the 6 wk study period in 1972,
35% of which were timed at between 10 to 85
sec duration (mean 33.3 sec). At the start of the
study, calves were approximately 2-4 wk of age,
assuming calving to be approximately June 8
(Lent 1966; Calef and Lortie 1973), and they
were suckled significantly (P <0.05) longer than
calves at 6-7 wk of age (Table 3). These data
confirm observations on wild reindeer in Norway and domesticated reindeer in Sweden. The
general ontogeny of nursing behavior for members of the genus Rangifer is shown in Fig. 3.
Unlike reindeer, in which a lactating female may
nurse several calves at one event, only single
nursing events were observed in caribou.
In a separate study on milk production of
reindeer (White, Holleman, and Luick, unpub.

Where M = milk intake (id -1 ) and A = age of calf
(d).

Table 3

M = 2.18e'0116 '

----------(

1)

Insect harassment
(a) Relationship of insect harassment with
wind and, temperature. Insect harassment was
observed to have a dominant influence on caribou social behavior, as evidenced by changes in
gregariousness, activity times, speed of movement, and habitat selection. The presence and
degree of insect harassment on caribou could be
recognized (and classified as moderate or severe)
£w,r,o , I. (1911)
0 Norway (Nordorryer,Iddo)
• USA (Prudhoe Boy)
0 Soed,n

tOO

•

Interval
between successful
sucklings
(mm) a
300

80
kg

Durotion
S
Of
60 \
suckling
o
'
(sec)
q
40

S

, ..

4

1200

-0
.5

Duration of single nursing events (±SD) of caribou
calves at Prudhoe Bay.
Age of calf
(wk)

Duration
(sec)

3-4

36.0±7.3

Significance of
difference

P<0.05
6-7

26.7±4.4

4

8

12

16

20

Approximate age of calves (wk)

Fig. 3. Comparison of the ontogeny of suckling
behavior in domesticated (0) and wild (0)
reindeer and caribou (0).
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Fig. 4 Relationship of intensity of insect harassment on caribou with ambient
temperature and wind speed.
from a variety of individual behavior responses,
including tail wagging, ear flicking, head and
body shaking, twitching, shuddering, leaping,
and bounding, as described by Thomson (1971,

1973).
Mosquitos (Aides spp) became active, and
the first signs of caribou harassment apparent, as
shade air temperature increased above 6°C
under still air conditions. With increasing temperature, mosquito harassment of caribou became progressively greater, as did the mosquitos'
tolerance for wind. At shade air temperatures of
over 13'C, usually on warm, sunny days, warble
flies (Qedemageon tarandi) were observed to be
active around caribou herds, causing avoidance
responses typical of severe harassment. This
relationship between intensity of insect harassment with ambient temperature and wind
strength was quantified for the Prudhoe Bay
area through frequent field recordings (Fig. 4).
The regularity of the relationship made it possible to predict the degree of harassment from
prevailing weather conditions on any day.

Unfortunately, the continuous data on air'
temperature and wind speeds at the small Prudhoe Bay meteorological station did not correspond to the, same parameters measured on the
field, because wind speed near the ground was
not measured, and beàause local site variations
accounted for a considerable variation in temperature. However, as an approximate guide, if a
maximum daily temperature of 8.5° C or over
was recorded, a day of moderate insect harassment could be predicted. If the maximum was
13.5°C or over, a day with severe insect harassment was predicted; The number of days in
which caribou would experience insect harassment as predicted from meteorological data is
listed in Table 4. Also shown in Table 4 are
estimates of the cumulative duration of harass-:
ment for 1972 and 1973.
In all years, July is the peak month' for
insect harassment, with 20-25 days mild enough"
for harassment, during approximately half of
which severe harassment on caribou can be
expected. For mosquitos, the season extended
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Table 4
Estimates of periods of possible insect harassment
of caribou calculated from Prudhoe Bay weather data.
Number of days when
harassment was
Period

Cumulative duration of
insect harassment (hr)

nil

mild

21
6
21

4

5

14

11

6

4

Summer Season 1970

48

24

20

1971
June
July
August

15
8
18

12
13

10

8

6

Summer Season 1971

41

33

19

23
11
4

7
10
8

0

-

10
0

130(17)
48(17)

38

25

20

11
5

17
7

9
2

16

24

11

1972
June
July
August

.

Summer Season 1972
1973
July
August

severe

mild

severe

-

-

.

1970
June
July
August

.

Summer Season 1973

.

3

-.

.

.

-

-

-

91(12)
53(18)

.

12(2)
0(0)

101(14)
13( 4)

.

The index of insect harassment was estimated from temperature and wind speed records from
the Prudhoe Bay weather station according to Fig. 4. Wind speed at 1.5 m from the ground (G, km
hr 1 ) was used in the estimation and was calculated from the weather station wind speed records
(W, km h( 1 ) viz: G = 1.0 + 0.5W.
Value in parentheses is duration of harassment as a percentage of the total period (i.e.. 744 hr
in July, 288 hr in August).

-

over nearly the whole study period from 25
June to 10 August, whereas warble flies were
noted in suitable weather between 23 July and
15 August.
(b) Effects of insect harassment on group
size, composition, activity and movement. On
cool, non-insect days in June, July, and August,
caribou were typically segregated into femaleyearling-calf groups and male groups (Table 5).
These groups noted under insect-free conditions
had a mean size of 22 individuals, with only four
groups (3%) of over 100. (Table 6). However,
under insect harassment, groups readily coalesced, resulting in both a significantly higher
proportion of mixed groups (Table 5) and an
increase in group size. The 92 insect-harassed

Table 5
Effect of insect harassment on segregation of caribou
into female-yearling-calf and male groups.

Group Structure

No insects
Mild and severe
harassment

Segregated

Integrated

59
39

17
26

--

Chi-square test shows these differences between level of harassment were significant (X 2
= 5.18 at 1 dl. P<0.05). Values shown are the number of groups in
each category.
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groups noted had a mean size of 77, with 21
groups (23%) of more than 100 individuals
(Table 6).
Caribou which were not harassed typically
would be dispersed widely in a loosely coordinated group, alternating periods of concentrated
grazing with lying, and often meandering only a
few km in 24 hours. Caribou under mild insect
harassment, a situation indicated by frequent
tail flicking and head shaking, would move
closer together in an oriented group, walking or
trotting as they grazed. In a resting period, the
animals would lie and stand close together; lying
animals would often jump to.a standing position
and shake or scratch themselves. Under severe
harassment, large massed herds would be seen
making long, rapid movements, during which
individuals would occasionally pause to quickly
eat, then run or trot to rejoin the general movement.

Time
(/0)
60

USA
(Prudhoe Bay)

Norway
(l-lardonqervidda)

Summer 1972

Summer 1970

50—
40 ""\\\
Eofin g
Ealing

30

—
—

Walking

WalkinQ
- Trotting &
\
Raffling
_-'/ Standing

- - Trotting
-

o

,•
,•'•:.•••

_.

•

10

r

.,.

Standing
.
Lying

.r:

.,.

Running

,..

None Mild Severe

'Lying

....

None Mild Severe

Insect Harassment
Fig. 5. Effect of insect harassment on daily
activity patterns of caribou at Prudhoe Bay (this
study) and reindeer at Hardangervidda, Norway
(Thomson 1971).

Table 6
Effects of insect harassment on group size. Values
shown are the number of groups noted in various size
classes during the study period.
Group size

1-10 11-50 51-100 101-500 500+

No insects

70

42

11

4

0

Mild and severe
harassment

40

18

13

18

3

The effect of increasing intensity of harassment on the activity budget was quantified and
is illustrated in Fig. 5. Grazing and lying times
declined, markedly, and time spent standing en
masse and in locomotion increased. These
results parallel earlier findings for wild reindeer
in Norway (Fig. 5).
Attempts were made to document the speed
of movement under different levels of harassment by relating distance covered to time taken.
Under insect-free conditions, caribou groups
averaged 0.53 km hr -1 over several hours of
alternating active and rest periods (Table 7). At
this speed, undisturbed groups would move an
estimated 14 km per day.
-. During insect harassment, the speed of
movement of caribou depended on the time

interval chosen. An insect-harassed individual or
group was observed to run 25-35 km hr 1 over
several minutes. Walking, trotting, or running by
a harassed group averaged 8-16 km hr over a
longer interval (for example, during caribou
movements along the -Sagavanirktok River.
towards the coastal area). However, average
speed of caribou -movement was 3.14 km hr'
for periods of severe harassment, and 1.36 km
hr' during mild harassment. The differences
were significant (Table 7). At these speeds, a
caribou group harassed for 8 out of 24 hours
would move a distance of 14 to 42 km; an
average of 28 km.

Table 7
Effects of insect harassment on daily average rate of
movement.
Degree of fly harassment
none
mild
severe
Number of grouos
Mean speed (km hr -1 )
t-test significance

13
0.53

12
1.36

,P < 0.05

P<0.01

8
314

p < 0.1.
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(c) Habitat use. Observed movements of
caribou under insect harassment were not random in the Prudhoe Bay area. With the first
indication of insect activity, grazing caribou
would orient into the wind, but would otherwise
remain grazing on the flat plains which constitute their major habitat. However, in their grazing patterns, they would avoid marshy areas and
the lush vegetation of lake edges where mosquitos were more troublesome.

.-

- -. -.

caribOc h. ,,sd to
latejune
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o~ emenl
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Slow dispersal
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:

IX
-

PRUDHOE

-

BAY
rc

Marsh & lake
edge veg.

Plains
veg.

Gravel & sand Sand dune

veg.

(no veg.)

Increasing level of insect activity
_________
At an increased level of harassment, groups
moved more quickly, heading toward areas of
tundra with the least insect activity. Thus,
inland groups moved north into the wind toward
the coast, where the prevailing north wind reached its maximum velocity. During this movement,
caribou frequently moved along river beds and
on the numerous game trails. In the coastal
areas, the caribou would find optimum relief by
lying or standing in the wind-oriented "gullies"
of the sand dune area or on the extensive sand
or gravel bars of the river deltas where lack of
plant growth was not conducive to mosquitos,
or even by standing in the open water of the
rivers and the Arctic Ocean. If harassment was
not too severe at the coast, the caribou would
remain there, grazing on the plants of the dry
sand dune areas.
Under mild harassment, caribou would often
remain on the flat plains which constitute the
major habitat.
As insect harassment declined, normally in
association with a reduction in air temperature
or an increase in Iwind velocity, herds would
leave the coastal area and slowly move inland,
with concentrated grazing and dispersal into
smaller-sized units, and males and females in
increasingly segregated groups (Fig. 5). Following several days of freedom from insect harassment, groups would continue to disperse inland
out of the study area, but with the return of
warm, windless weather, the groups would predictably coalesce and move rapidly to the coast
(Fig. 6).

•

Ir-

Fig. 6. An assessment of the effects of insect.
harassment on observed movements of caribou
in the Prudhoe Bay area.

As an alternative to the use of coastal areas
under fly harassment, males particularly, either
singly or in groups, would often move onto the
raised and bare gravel roads and pads of the oil
development. Individual males could even be
found standing or lying in the cool shade cast by
the machinery and equipment around the
camps. In 1973 higher winds associated with the
Franklin Bluffs apparently attracted caribou
seeking insect-relief areas.
As discussed above, Prudhoe Bay lies in the
overlap between the summer ranges of two
major caribou populations which make traditional seasonal movements and migrations (Hemming 1971). However, local summer movements
and use of the tundra by caribou in the Prudhoe
Bay area appeared to be dependent on the
degree of insect harassment and, in insect-free
periods, on the caribou's feeding preferences
within the successional phenology of vegetation
types (see below).
Classification of vegetation into
phyto-sociological units
Fig. 7 shows diagrammatically the approximate pattern of vegetation types in the study
area; six major terrestrial vegetation types (Is)
-
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